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PURPOSE

The purpose of-this trainingmanual is to provide actiiiitie
resources, and ideas for instructing day care and nursery sdhOol
personnel so 'they can include children with handicaps and special
needs in'their programs.
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e BACKGROUND.

I.

This manual was developed through PROJECT MAINSTREAM, a
grant'funded by the Wisconsin Council on Developmental Disabili -.
ties under P. L. 95-602. PROJECT MAINSTREAM is based in the
Home EcOnomics Division within Madison Area Tldhnical College;
Madison, Wisconsin. All activities and ideas in this notebook
have been field tested during the 1980-1981 work year. Cour4ework,
wasoffered within a four-county area involving,staff from 18,day
care .or preschool' centers. In addition, individUal sections of
the'notebook were developed toy presentations.4tJconferences,
workshops, and seminars ' ,
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INTRODUCTION

The 7-field =of -c4id-care is-being-exiiandedin-many
tions. Within recent years the-agerange has broadened to.
Include infants and toddldrs as well as elementary'school

. 'students who require care during after schpol,hours. Require-
ments for licensing,,training,, and inservice have-changed..
'Directors are considering.inno4-ative way's td keep centers
funded. These are only some of the'changes that have been
affecting child, care. 1

One of the,important changes affecting day care licensing N.

rules involves-the additotn of a nondiscrimination section in
the current licensing standards that includes the child who is
handicapped. This means that a day care centeF or nursery . .

school can no longer turn a child away just because he or she has
_epilepsy, Down's Syndrome, or other handicapping conditions.'
To further complicate this issue, most child care training
)rograms prior to'l977 have not 'included information, course-.
ork, or-discussion of Children with handicaps. Thit'can-
leave the day care staff -feeling unprepared for this new
challenge.

NOW...is the best time-to pre re-the child care community
for MAINSTREAMING children, who are tendicapped. into their pro-7.
graMs. More children with-handicaps.Will be entering daycare.
centers and nursery schools-for the following reasons:

t

*Increased Advocacy Efforts. .More community programs
aredluding children who are handicapped. -Many efforts
to improve, expand, and enhance theSe programs have been
undertaken by advocacy groups, parents, and Voluntary
associations. Legislators have become aware of the im-
portance of providing equality in programming for ADE.%

.children.

*Trend Toward Normalization: .It has been proven that in'
order for people who are handicapped ,to reach their'full
potential, they need to experience life in as "normal"
'a way as possible. This includes growing up in the main-
stream of,society. The most effective way to accomplish

(this is °t allow very young children to participate in
home, school and community events with other children
whenever possible.

*Increased Par 't Awarenes4.' Parhts are in9reasingly
becoming aware f their child's handicap while the child
is still an in nt or"toddler. With this awareness comes

41,



-an acceptance of.the fact that their chird.does have a
handicap. As soon as parents- re willing to accept
a-child's problems, they can, better deal with their own
feelings .end' .emotions and carry on with life inthe most
-normal fashion posiibZe. This includes, exploring-services

vin'ttie'community that ill enhance.their child's development:

*Trend.Towarda einstitutionaliiation. Simply..stated,this
means that-children should.be raised in their home environ-

. ment instead of being sentaway at. a young age ;and 'reared.
-In a

-

separate facility foreople who have handicaps. Many
time physicians have fecomMended plaCement of children who
might have .gained much more from living in theit own 4gmes.It used to be routine procedUre to send DorinP's Syndrome
:children to institutions. NoW' it is rare to fitd these
chilldren in facilities for handicapped.people

It can be very demanding-tO care'for a.severely physi-
.clly handicapped child at home; Parents.who do chobse.to.,
care for their child at home need assistance and. time for-
themselves.,' Day car.programs canjbe beneficial for
children as well as provide needed respite for parents.

4 ... .

*Increased DeMand for Day Care: Ijis.a fact that more
mothers are ntering the work force'each year. Whether'.

(7

the cbilomli is. responsible or just the desire for women
o have the r owncareers is not the issue. What.is\ 4'
important 'is that as the number of .working womeAincreases,
so does the number of children.who need child care --.
andicapped Or -nonhandicapped. ! '..--

*T Su.lement Other Pro ams. Childen who have handicaps
e often involved in special programs.% Both Bead Startand

pu Uc.school speCialcation pr'ovidepro4raMs on a o'

.Frt-day basis. If parents wprk or attend school...them-
selves, they will most likely need child Fare for their
childizen'atqr-school, on°holidays, and during.vacations.

- .//Wehave explored the reasons for continued. growth of day
care services for the handicapped child and_ the reasons for
providing additional training for staff. The following training,
activities and suggestions were designed, s'Eimulateawareness,
provide--general knowledge, and suggest specific techniques that
are irliportant. for ,MAINSTREAMING CHILDREN IN DAY CARE AND -

;PRESCHOOL.

1 -



HOW TO USE THE MANUAL
/
-, - --

.

This maAual,is an introduction. to accepting and caring for
childrenwith handicaps. It.haS been designed as an instructor's
manual for .use in training_programs for day dare.staff, preschool
teachers, and others who work with young children. The manual
Contains activities to'be conducted by an instructor with a:back-.
ground in early childhood,. Special education, or 'related fieldS...

-Trainers' are: to -enlist-local resource -ptwop.16--to -'----

supplement-content,areaS when they feel it is appropriate.
The contents-Of the manual originated in an introddctory

.course on mainstreaming and -were further
.

refinedsthrough training
sessions -with area `slay care staff. A final set. of-activities
covering twelve. opic areas form the preset manual. Each topic
is briefly introduced' on-.the first page; of the section, followed

, by.a.relateet of activitiesSuggettions for.. dditional activi
lies, references, and further resources.Close each topic section.: "-

TwoTwo Appendices are provided in tne,manual,- Appendix A Conr-"-
. tains afeedback form for .tra'iners who use the manual And. are -.

,willing to share their. comment the authors. An evaluation
,form .for training session pai'ticipants is'provided for the trainer's:
own use. Appendi* B contains the- handoutsdescribed by number'and
title in- the MATEAIALOSection of an actlxolty. It'ip suggested
that he` trainer 5ppieS-according:to the number of parti-_,;:
cipan s'involved In the training session or course.

he actiVitiesland.materials ihcluded i*the manual can easily
be a apted for.seminars-or.workshoi,s: The trainer:Can Select the
m9s 'relevant activities to meet the needs end4ntereAps of the
articipants..The progression of the sections, lioweyef7 should be

followed. The.topics move from a general discusiionabout\main- )

streaming and attitude change, to more specific disability and pro-
gram information. This format-will,allow the participants to
begin by addressing the priMary,goal.of opening up programsL. all
chi dren and then 'proceed to more specific programming stra -gies.
it is'our intent that the manual be used as a springbd

4
o further

study of the methods of integrating children with ....tr4 ._ _ . s
We %be

It
that MAINSTREAMING CHILDREN WITH HANDICAPS IN

DAY CA?,E.AU iSCHOOL s.
.

a useful instructive tool that can be
used to increase the chances that all. children will truly become

. part of the MaiA.Stream through. the integration of early Childhood
environments.

. t.,

A. Booth,.
_

P. Donsbach
P. Maykut

V R.
A

A



I. WHY MAINSTREAM?

Normalization is doing and:saying-
everything we can wherever` possible
to integrate people who have develop-
mental special needs into everyday
community life, to enjoy all that we
value for ourSelves.

Author Unknown

,

i
Maingtreathing children with handicaps i child care iettings.is
an important newconcept. Basically, it means giving children
with handicapt the opportunity to participate in preschool and
day care. centers that are available to other children. The
primary goal of integration La a childfizare program is to faci-
litate the overall positive behavioral,`attitudinal, and emo-
tional deVelopment of all children involved. bn the surface,

1 ,filainstr4amingkopears to ,be a "natural". arrangement, if not.a
simple one. However.; child care workers must-carekb.11y.explOre
the reasons to mainstream before enrolling a'child with a ha/kb.-
cap in their program. Cart-rill exploration of the reasons to
mainstream will lead to an understanding of the benefits as well
as an awareness of some of the barriers or roadblocks to main-
streaming. Only after careful investigation can a true comillit-
ment to mainstreaming actually take plaSe. It is this commitment
that is the most important ingredient of a successful integrated -.

program. /

,
*
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ACTIVITY TEACHER ATTITUDE' SURVEY

41

BACKGROUND
$

An effective method offassessing.,change in atti ude is by using
a pre- and post- measure. ,The following-,Day Care and Preschool
.Staff,Ouestionnaire was developed for Ifis'e at the :first and last
session of the course. The instrument was designed. in the
following way: Questions 1-8, general information; questions

are :cdded for.the_following information.:_

/

.

..

AD:- 'Administrative Concerns
S/I 'Segregation Ifs. Integration,
AT - Attitude
T - Teacher.Knowledge.

.

There are no right or wrong answers fbr this survey since we
are measuring the' way a person feels about certainissues at
a certain time. It would be unfair to say that there are not
preferred answers. Hopefully, by the end of theseminar,
workshop, or course, the trainer's. positive attitude in addition
to the class activities, speaker's, outside readings, and.actual
experiences with children who'are delayed or\liandicapped will
all have. contributed to a commitment with regard to mainstreaming
on. the part of the participants.

OBJECTIVES
1. To measure attitudes regarding mainstreaming.
2. To make participants aware of their own values and attitudes
3. To aid in course evaluation.

TIME ALLOWANCE .

Approximately 20 minutes

MATERIALS.
Copy of survey

PROCEDURES
1. Administer survey at first and lastclass session...
2. Allow students to note changes after they have'completed

both pre-' and post-surveys. r

3



ACTIVITY 2 WHY MAINSTREAM AND WHAT ARE THE :BARRIERS
t . MAINSTREAMING?

BACKGROUND .

This activity involves particip ants in structured brainstorming
about mainstreaming. 7

OBJECTIVES.
1. Clarify -the benefits of mainstreaming for all persons involvest;
2. Clarify-the-roadblocks to mainstreams

TIME ALLOWANCE
35-45 minutes

4ATERIALS
-Chalkboard/chalk or
Overhead/markers or .

Flip chart/markerS
Handout #2: "Integra ing Handicapped Children into Regular

tlassroo s" .

PROCEDURE
1. I Ask theloluestion "Why Mainstream?"
2. Prepare a "benefits" column (example belqw) and have parti-

cipantsiprainstorm foreach group. A key .is provided to
illustrate possible responses.

9

lb

HOW MAINSTREAMINQ.
BENEFITS: KEY

Children who are handicapped more .opportunities for learning,
positive models, variety of ex-
periehtes, positive:expectaiods,
natural contingenCy.r more choices,

._,greater range.of people to .meet,
stronger-sense of

.

\ -11.ildren.who are not-handicapped greater range of People, increase
,i understanding .

-Parents of children who are chance to work; go-to'school,
hindicaOped . recrea4e .

Parents of children who are not' ,increase understan
:han-Vcapped ..-. 1

iiTeaChers. :, learn about'all children-greater
benefits

Centers better quality
Community increase its_competency, become,

. more aware, cost effective
Other 0,

-3-



3. Prepare a "barriere'column column on a-dhar' (example
below) and have participants brainstorm for each -group.
A key, is provided to illustrate possible responses..

/BARRIERS FOR: KEY
,!.
Children with handicaps

Children who are not handicapped
Parents of those who are handi-
capped

physical -accessibility r: program
accessibility
fears, lack of understanding
overprotectiveness'

Parent of those who are. not
handidapped
Teachers
Center,

Community

Other

fears, lack of understanding
/.

. fears, lack of support
lack resources,.f,inancing,
inherent conditiOns of day care
.fear, system doesn't support

.

mainstreaming

(Use Handout *2 or other articles for additional ihiEglfttatoft)_.
-.

,

V// COnclude the exercise by .reviewing all 'pOints and explaininge.
1 , r. that the rest of the training session will be a preparation

% for facing-and movingpast,the.barriers that exist. .

,

-5-

r

I.
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ACTIVITY. 3, --HOW DO YOU FEEL AND WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

BACKGROUND
This activity is.designed to give the participants some insight.
Into the feeIings.they.might have when -a parent of.a'ch4.Id with a
handicap calls to enroll the,Chi).d and what'steps's/he
take to include the child in,their'program.

OBJECTIVES-
1. To increase the participants' linderstanding of their feelings-

about children who are handicapped.
2. To have the participants begin to think, about what steps

.S/he might take to include a child with a handicap.

TIME ALLOWANCE
20-minuted

MATERIALS . ..

Chalkboard/chalkOr
Overhead/markdr4_or
Flip chart /markers ..,

,Paper/Pencils
Handout #3: Checklistfor Mainstreaming

PROCEDURE
.

''-.
. .

1 Read the following situation to the participants:
You are a day.:. care or preschool center director.

lOne day you receis*a'call from a parent.of ia,
child who has cerebral palsy. As a result of
the-cerebral palsy, the child cannot move about
without the assistance of a'wheelchair, is
nonverbal but uses 20 signs, and is not potty

.

trained. The.paEent says that a neighbor told
ner'to Call the center.because her-child went
to the center and she knew there was an opening.

2. Have them respondion their own piece of paper thefollowin4(
questions: . ..-.

../ *How do youfeel? (List 5 feelings)
',What doyou-do? (List 5.steps)

3: After-the participants -have responded on.paper, have thed share
their responsed with the, rest o the group. Record the res-
ponses

N'

so.tbat participants c iew them. .Take time to
analyze and discuss the di ent feelings-and steps.

4:. -Distribute Handout #3 and use as a summary discussion 6f the
activity.

,.... fr.

1 lp



ACTIVITY 4 READINGS, ON MAINSTREAMING

BACKGROUND
This activity is-aimed at%familiarixing the participants with
specific literature that has been written on mainstreaming.
These articles can-be used as a resource for center staff.

OBJECTIVES
1. To introduce the' participants'to literature written on

.mainstreaming. - i .

2. To illustrate how the writings can be applied to the partici7
own programs.

TIME ALLOWANCE
30 minutes

MATERIALS
Handout #2: Integrating Handicapped Children into Regular

Classrooms
Paper/pencils

PROCEDURE 4" -

1. Distribute Handout #2.
2. Give .participants the 411owing assignment to do before or

after reading the article.

List the points that could be useflon one side of the
. paper and on the other side tell how they can be applied.

POINT HOW IT-CAN BE CRITICISM
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

3. When the participants arp finished with the assignment, have
.hem report on- what they had listed as important and why.

SUGGESTED ARTICLES AND BOOKS
.

Fallen R.E. - ."Mainstreaming: What have ,we learned?. Young Children,
1980, Vol. 35 no. 5iv54=:63 "._ '. .-

.

Klein, J.W, -:."Mainstreaming the Preschooler ". Young Children, 1975,
30, 317-326:

Meiseig,'S.J. - "First-steps in Mainstreaming: Some questions.and
answers". Young Children, .1977, 33, 4-13.

Morgan, D., & York, F. "Ideas for. mainstreaming young children".,
Young Children,' 1981, Vol 36, no. 2, 18-25,

1.



ACTIVITY 5 MEDIA PRESENTATION ON MAINSTREAMING

BACKGROUND
This activity will visually r'inforce the value of mainstreaming
for the participants. Any movie, filmstrip or slide show.
illustrating children with different abilities can .be used.

OBJECTIVES
`1. To show the participants whet\a mainstreamed day care or

t preschool might be like.
-2. To identify aspects of mainstreamed environments that are

important,for success..

Y.

TIME ALLOWANCE
Depends'on atdid=iiisual materials used

MATERIALS
Film/slides or filmstrips an& corresponding AV equipment

PROCEDURE
1. Showthe film, slide show, or filmstrip to participants.
2. Ask for reactions

SUGGESTED AUDip-VISUAL MATERIALS
*Integration of Handicapped and Handicapped Preschool Children-
Parents' Perspectives. 16 mm film; black and white, sound;
15. minutes.. Available from High/Scope Educational Research
Foundation, 600 N. River Street, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197.

*A Child is a Child. 16 mm film; color, sound; 7 minutes.
Available from AIMS,"626 Justin Avenue, Glendale, California
912011

ay.

*I'm Just Like You. Part I: Taking it in Stride. Part II:
Dealing with -the Problem. filmstrips/cassettes; color.
Available from Sunburst Communications, 39 Washington Avenue,
Pleasantville, New York 1057Q.

*Feeling Good Comes First: Integrating Handicapped and Non-
. Handicapped Children. 16 mm film; color; 10 minutes.

. Available from Outreach, % Salvin- School, 1925 South Budlorig
Avenue, Los Angeles, California 90007.

*Including Me. 16 mm film; color; 40 minutes. Available
from University of Illinois, Visual Aids Services, 1325' South:
Oak Street, Champaign, Illinois 61820.

*Open Up. video-tape; color; 10 minutes. Available from
Central Wisconsin-Center Regional Disabilities Information
Center, 317 Knutson Drive, Madison, Wisconsin 53704.
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ACTIVITY 6 PROBLEM SOLVING & VALUES CLARIFICATION

BACKGROUND
Once a center has Made a commitMent to mainstreaming and has
enrolled a child with a handicap there are many situations and.
problems that may arise. These problems are usually easy to
solve, if the.staff is prepared and has a **clear sense of what
they value for their center. The following exercise will give
the participants a chance to solve some typical problems that
arise and to clarify their values about children who are handi-
capped.

OB1ECTIVES
1.. Gain ,experience -in problem solving..
2. Clarify values about programming for children with handicaps.

TIME ALLOWANCE
30 minutes

MATERIAIO
Handout #4: Problem Solving & Values Clarification

PROCEDURE
1. Distribute Handout #4
2. Have the participants either respond ,$)n paper or orally.
3. Wrap up the exercise by giving participants the opportunity

to share personal experiences and relevant ideas.



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Have participahts read additional. articles on mainstreaming
and present points of interest or disagreement.

2. View additional films. Discuss messages given through
each filimand the audience moS. appropriate for viewing,
e.s.i7parents, teachers, administrators, etc.

participarits study the laws affeOting the education
and'caxe of handicapped .children. Identify advocacy groups,
legislatibn, implementation and implications for
childri, parents, communities, agencies, schools, etc.

.

4. Have the participants' visit programs such as Head Start,
YMCA programs, and community programs that include children--
with special-needs ip their regular activities.

Y-
-9-
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.
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II. UNDERSTANDING INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

f

We cannot help untiliwe understand.
We cannot understand until we feel.
We cannot feel until we become.

.The.Council for Exceptional-Children

We area long way from being a, - "b, society..
for. people witii,handicaps..-Although progress has been
made in develOPing-aCcessible physical.facilitiN,. equal
educational oPportuhitY; and nondiscriminatory employment
practices, many silentJbarriers remain. These-less ob-

*lous 1p.rriers present a much greater obstacle for persons.
with disabilities: .fearrejudice,and ignoranc

.

.

The activities presented in this section are each an .

.-atteMpt,to help .people,overcome the personalbarrieriofeear,
or Ignorance that.handicap us all. These-activities are

-. generally referred to as ".simulation ". For our purposes,
"Aimulation" refers to an experiential. learning,strategy.to
:assist an individual or group toward fuller appreciation of
the needs,. desires,,frustratiOns,and successeksrpersons
with handicapping'Conditigp... Simulation actiVaieS ae_
based on the assumption that we can further our underitanding:
.(if certain things-when weexpeiience them .for ourselves.'

-These activities form an'effort to increase sensitivity and
aWareneswithin each person as they relate to otherswho,are
handicapped.

1
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ACTIVITY 1 AY 'THAT AGAIN?*

BACKGROUND
Some children have difficulty focuSing their attention and
understanding and following directions. 'Tasks that' may be
easy for other children their age:are a source of frustration,
for children with these problems.

. .

OBJECTIVES
1. To experience a 14arning task where the level of r.
). di'fficulty is very high.
2. To experience the frustration of-a retarded and

. leaningAisabled person.
3. To experience being in a position of needing help.

j
( T ALLOWANCE )

--- 10 minutes

MATERIALS
Plain 8-1/2.x 10 Paper and pencil? .

Paper folding procedure (trainer only)

PROCEDURE
1. Each participant receives :a piece of paper and a pencil.
2. The'folIowing directions are read seriously with a.

straight face:bythe 'trainer. Begin slowly but pick up '
speed in talking.

Fold this square piece of paper in two
along the diagnonal% You now have.a triangle
(Pause). Mark a point on the diagonal at 1/3 of the
.distance starting from the,left !angle, and another
at the middle of the triangle's left 'side. Fold the'
left-angle along the line between the two points'so
that-the left angle reaches toWaa9ds the right side -
(Pause). Nol...7.'draw a'point at the middle of the
right side, draw another point at 1/3.of'the.diagonal
starting fromtheangle of:the right, draw a line ..

between those-tlepbints, and fold along the line yoU
have just drawn - --(Pause), In order to finish the
cup, Separate the 'two angles of paper at the t p of the
oid:triangle on .each side ofikhe-cup. Open th cup.
ParticiPants.windicate onfusion-and ask fo repetition
of'instructions. -Trainers ould repeat-dizections in a
Somewhat.,impatient ("Okay, Ut try and listen ") manner.--

-12-



4. / Follow -up discussion should relate to the purpose of this.
exercise. Participants should share their feeling of
frustration and then try to relate this to a child who
haS a learning problem of-focusing or'following direc-
tions. Point out that the lack of visual cues may have

to,the,difficuIty and relate this to learningsitu-
ations where -multiple channels-61f information (audi4ry,
'Visual, kinesthetic) may be helpful. Participants .should
relate theifeelings when they had to ask for the
directions to be repeated or when the trainer seemed
annoyed at their asking.

*Source: Ward, M.H., ArkeIl, R.N., Dahl
Everybody Counts! A workshop thanuaI4to
of handicapped people._ .Reston, Virginia: Ale!' Council for
Exceptional Children, 1979. Reprinted with permiSion.

1.

H.G., & Wise, H.H.
i crease awareness

A

.0

1
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ACTIVITY 1 - DER FOLDING PROCEDURES

9
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ACTIVITY 2. 'FOOT ICK-UP*

BACKGROUND
It is important foi,us to try and understand our own feelings as
they relate to helping people with handicaps.

OBJECTIVES
.

1.. To increase awareness about people with severe physical
jhandicaps. , ..

2: To explore behAior in helping relationships,
3. . To experience adapti g,to a physical limitation.

TIME ALLOWANCE . i
,e, -

.

\ , .15-20 minutes / .'

/a

,I,MATERIALS
. .

1

One box.or waste basket pe4group
.

At least 40,unsharpened pencils, per group
,

Index cards, for eachgroup of. 10, eight (80 %) should have
the .1e.tter H, two (20%) the letters N -H

PROCEDURE ,

1. The objectives are.briefly.discussed. t

2. Participants are divided into about even sub-grollpS,
a maximum of 10 participantS in each group. At east two
grOups should participate in the exercise.

3.. Participants are asked to-sit in a large circle.
. 4, Tile boxes or baskets are placed inithe centerof each pub-

group with pencils scattered on the;floor.-,
5. Trainerhas participants. draw a card.
6. Trainer-states, "This is.a:gamet. Your task is simply to,

pick lip4.pencils._and place them in the bbx or basket.
The'grOup that has the most pencils picked up at the time
the game ends wins. It's that simple. The game ends in
10 minutes or until one team finishes firSt. Those of you
with cards marked H are handicapped. Your special handicap
is that 4you do notAlave use of your-upper limbs. You :may
.take of shoes, o socks. Remember you cannot use your hands
or upper imbs bu ca. se any other means.Thoseidf you
with N-H c. r of

H members should share how they felt. 'Did
they resent the.N-H members? Did they want the N=H"memberS'.
help or, if the N-H members offered help, did the H's want
to do it themselves ? How did the N1-H people feel -r uneasy,
guilty or perhaps, in thii case, envious for not being
allowed to.do it the hard way?

*Source: Ward; M.H., Arke, R.N F, Dahl, H.q., & Wise, H.H.
Ever'body counts! A works hsp manual to increase awareness of
handicapped people. Reston, Virginia: The Council for Excep-
.tional Childr, 1979. Reprinted with permission.
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ACTIVITY 3 my FINGERS DON'T WORK*
-

BACKGROUND-
Simulating physical handicaps provides, a bmief experience of a-
'certain handicapping conditiop. Temporariely'restricting our
movement may allow us to feel in a small way.sdine of thekinds .*

of frustrations encountered by others whose handicap is: permanent.

OBJECTIVES.
S.' To experience poor fine motor coordination (such handicaps

are cerebral palsy, Parkinson's, quadriplegia, etc.).
2. To experience the frustration of not being able to.perform

simple tasks.

TIME'ALLOWANCE
15-20 minutes.

a-

MATERIALS
-t

One p4ir , of work, gloves per participant (fingers should.
stuffed with, tissues)

.
SOne pair of ciisors,per participant

Sheet,of paper
.

PROCEDURE-
c

I..' Objectives are briefly discussed. .

2: 'Participants are'-asked to untie their shoes.'
3. Each participant is givpn a pair of Work gloveS:to pUt on.

(Gloves should be worn on opposite hands) :
,4. Participants-are asked to:

a.; . Tie shoeS
b.' Fold a paper .

. .

c.- Zip up or button an article of clothing
d. Pick up some money from the f1oori
.e. Cut paper t

.

5.
..
The trainer Might wish to communicate impatience with group's
slowness in performing various fine motor tasks during ',.
exercise. hater,' the group's feeling about the 'additional_:-
"pressure" of the trainer might be discussed related to h6w
a handicapped individual,might feel' about-not-performing up

1 .to .expectations.
includeFollow-up discussion should in discussion of the frus-,

&ation Of not,thaving one's finger's perform as expected.

C

*Source: War. 1? M.H., ArkelLrR,.. Dahl, B.G., &
Everybody counts! A workshop Manual .increase awareness
of handicapped people. Reston, Virgin a:- The Council for
Excepfional-Children, '1979. Reprinted with permission.

-6 -'
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ACTIVITY 4 STICK.FINGERS*.--(CAN ALSO BE USED TOGETHER WITH
ACTIVITY 3)

BACKGROUND. .

.Simulating' physical ndicaps that impose limitations to carrying
'out simple daily. to s may.41low us to also ,experience, the'frUs--
.tration of people livewith'_handicaps .each,day:!',"

.

OBJECTIVES . .

1. To experience the lack.offtne motor codr4hatiaa .

2. TO experience the frustration of not being able to perform
.simple fine motor tasks,

\_ .

TIME ALLOWANCE.
15-20 minutes

-
MATERIALS
Tong UO depressors or popsicle-stidks,
.Maski4g.tape. ,

Pencil and lined: paper.

PROCEDURE z

1. Objectives;-are-briefly.dScusied.-
2., !A tongue depressor or popsicle stick'is 'taped to the back of

each finger on the dominant. hand-so that the fingers do not
bend ."

3. Each.participant is as kecc to
a. Write their 'naive, address, and-telePhone'number on the

tops-right-,hand'obrner of the sheet 'of lined paper.
b. Drat4 a 'picture Of a person.
FolloWLup discussion should relatO ib'the problems faced. by
.persons:with_severe'ar itis or other fi.ne.motOr coordina-
tion. poblems. .

*SOurce:. Ward, Arkell, R.N., Pahl, H.G.; Wise, H.H.
Everybody A workshop manual-to.increase awareness -
of_7handicaeoed'peo_21e. Reston, Virginia: The Council for

.--Ekceptional,Children, 1979: Reprinted-with permis§ion-."
,

.4.

4
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ACTIVITY.5 DESCRIBING GAME*

BACKGROUNt/
VisuaMpaired people are initially dependent on verbal. des-
criptions to find their way around...This activity should help
participants emphasize as:Welk as `get practice in. makingtheir2,
Verbal directions clear and more specific.

OBJECTIVES
1.

Alc,,

To increase awareness of the difficult,i16. encountered by
visually impaired'people.

. .

2; To Practice making directions. clearer and more easily under-
stood.

TIME ALLOWANCE
15-20 minutes

MATERIALS
Blindfolds
Paper and markers for each pair

PROCEDURE
1. Pair participants and have one of them blihdfold another, and;. .pass out paper and markers.
21 Have the seeing person describe a route to a particular place;

in the building and have the blindfolded person draw a map of:
What is described, such as a gym; bathroom,. librai-Y, etc.

3 After the description is completed, remove the blindfold and
have both persons try and. follow the map.

4. 'Reverse roles 'and have the person previously blindfolded
try to describe another' route.'

5. Follow-up the activity with a discussion about what was dif-..{;
ficult and,t4hat.was easy. DiscussAys'dr improving communi-'
cation with7=people who are visually- impaired..

*Sourc Ward; M.H., Arkell, Dahl, H.G., & H.H.
.-Everyb dy counts! A workshop manual to increase awareness
of ha dicapped.people. Reston, Virginia: The Council for
Exceptional Children, 1979. Reprinted with permission.
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-ACTIVITY 6 STEREOTYPES

BACKGROUND ..
.

.

Tobe "stereotyped" means to be described as "laekin4 'originality
or individuality..." People with:disabilltiegare particularly,.
susceptible to being the victims of stereoixpes..

...OBJECTIVES' .-,.

. 1.- To better understand stereotyping behavior.. ,

2. To con ider stereotypes of, people uskth.:'disabilities in-ou4
-society.

l .

! '
TIME ALLOWANCE
15-20 minutes

MATERIALS
Chalkboard or large paper to record. stereotypic adjectives.

40

PROCEDURE
As a group,;t'ainstormon adjectivep that the participants have
iteard NuSed; to describe' people .with' It may be
necess4i to specifically define a disability, such as "Downes,

' 'Syndrome" to help in brainStorming. The 'objective 17/ere is)'
to get at phrases like, "They're all so cute when they're
little." and "They're all so aggressive.;"

- r

After about 5-10 minutes of 'brainstorming, eview list$and
see if adjectives can be grouped into general categories'
such as physical attributes, emotional characteristics, social
skills, work skills, etc.

3. Ask participants if there are othez-groups in our society.
that are stereotyped in the same. typeS of general categories
as those above. Examples of stereotyped groups include
low-income' groups, and raciaf alnd ethnic minorities.

4. Follow-up discussion could relate to, sOcietyls stereotyping
of "different" groups and ways eliminating the use of
stereotypes in our own lives.

44..0..
411.
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ACTIVITY 7 WHAT IS A HANDICAP*

BAC(GROUND
.

It is important,fox people:.to.become more aware of.the individual
differences among all people, handicapped and nonhandicapped. In
a sense, we all have Our own handicaps...physical limitatiOns...
learning problems...social and emotional difficulties.*

-OBJECTIVES
.

-
. . .

1. To help participants deal with general stereotypes associated
with the word"thandicapped".

.

2. TO obtain a realistic definition o,f,the word "handicapped ".
This exercise is recommended tOciOSe a workshop program
since-it provicles,the participants with an oppdrtunity to
pxpr.eSS...newindigt towards handicapped people as individuals.

.,,.-Participants learn*that handicap is defined by the demands of
one'sLenviionment..

stAggwr.

TIME ALLOWANCE
20-30-minutes.

-MATERIALS
Newsprint (or, large sheets of paper) numbered 1-10 and taped on
theyall-about,every 5 feet (If this is not possible, activity
can.be.conductedwithout.paper; participants'can take a step
forward instead of going to a numbered spot on the.wall,)

PROCEDURE .
I. A

°'.].. Each group or-sub-group-is asked by trainer to define the
word "handicap ". (This should take no more than 5 minutes).

2: The trainer writes the definitions on a blackboard or on
newsprint chart. -

.

3.- Trainer then asks participants to stand in the middle of
the room and says, "It's nice to see such a large-group of
non-handicapped normal people." . .

.

4. Trainer reads the following list and pauses after each state-
ment to allow participants time to move to the appropriate
location. . - _

"Now I would like everyone' wearing eye-glasses over 4,t,.. #1.,,
"Everyone who is.left-handed at #241" . ,

"Everyone,who does not have a master's degree go to.#3.
"Everyonewilo.does not know=how to drive a cargo to #4."
"Everyone whO does not know how to sw to-to #5.":
"Everyone who does not know how to play a musical instru-

,ment gd-to46."
. .

"Everyone who doesn't know.a foreign' language go to #7."
"Everyone who can't type more than 60 WPM go to,#8."
"Everyone who doesn'.t know how to ski (snow or water) go to
#9." . _ .

:
.

"Everyone who can't do more than 20 push-ups in 5 minutes go to
#10.'"



5. Follow-uP discussion questions may include:
Do you still want to,keep the definition of handicap you
made up?
How many of you "normal" people were found be be handicapped?
How many, multiple handicapped?
Trainer may wish to distinguish the term handicap from
"disability".

I
*Source: Ward, M.H., Arkell, R.N., Dahl, H.G., &.Wise, H.H.
Everybody counts! A workshop manual to increase awareness
of handicapped people. Reston, Virginia: The Council for
Exceptional Children,- 1979. Reprinted with permiSsion.



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss everyday situations that involve multiple
-directions that are hard to follow for people who are not
handicapped. How could these situations be improved for
_all people?

2. Discuss ways in which people with disabilities are pre-
sented in the media--T.V., movies, literature, advertise-
ments. How do these images increase or inhibit positive
attitudes toward people with handicaps?

3. Give participant the opportunity to discuss their own
limitations or,handicaps and related positive or negative
experiences.

q.

4. Have each participant develop a question about a disability
regarding employment, transportation, housing, skill,train-
ing, counseling, medical care, legislation, insurance or
wheelchairs and call the toll-free number (within the
state ofWisconsin) 1-800-362 -9611 to try and obtain the
answer. This information service line has been established
by the Dept. of Health and Social Services, Div.' of Vocational
Rehabilitation, as a public service.

5. Have each participant bring in a children's book relatedto
individual differences. (See Understanding Individual.
Differences - Additional Activities #5 - Handout 5 in Appendix).

6. Puppetry has been used as a means of increasing awareness and
positive attitudes toward people with handicaps and lithita-
tions. The "Individual Difference Rids" are puppets that
were developed for this'purpose (see_ illustration on following

- page). Each puppet has a "peoplvackage" -- for example,
Norqtan's "people package" consist of blonde hair, brown
eyed, a gold shirt, two crutches'and brown pants. 'Each.'
puppet has a people package narrative that emphasizes that
similarities and differenbes exist among all of us. The
"Individual Difference Kids" and accompanying narrative can
be purchased from:

J. & H. Heart Company
115 S. 17th Street
Richmond, Indiana 47374

It is also possible to make your ,own individual difference
puppets or adapt commercial puppets to create unique people
packages!
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HANDICAPPING CONDITIONS

To care for someone, I must know many
things. I must know, for example, who
the other is, what his powers and
limitations are, whdt his needs are,
and what is conducive to:his growth:
I must know howsto respond to his
needs, and what my own powers and
limitations are.

Handicapping conditions include
abnormalitieS and disabilities.
handicdpping condktions can
to feet more at ease when
center.i Teachers can b d on
with specific disabili es enro

Mil on MA eraff.

many different kinds of
Learning about e different
day care or presc ool teachers
ng for mainstre- theirss

their knowledge base as children
11 their, center.

)
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ACTIVITY 1 EVERYONSQUEEZES OUT GOODNESS

BACKGROUND
-This short analogy, "Everybody Squeezes Out Goodness", can be
a good beginning activity for a session on individual disabilities.

1/1

:- .OBJECTIVES

* I. .To realize that it ma ke many different methods to "rea5r,
a child who has disa i. 'ties.

2. To stimulate thought and discussion about working with
people with handicapt. 4 .,

TIME.ALLOWANU.
5-10. minute.

MATERIALS
Beprint of .;i7eryt3n ;Squeezes Out = Goodness"

PROCEDURE-
.,

, C\-1. Read to participants,..
2. piscuss implications with participants.

.



EVERYONE SQUEEZES OUT GOODNESS,*(`

BY

Barry Moline

-Good day, I-hope that you-brushed your teeth this Morning.
You know, I'll bet that if there are any toothpaste historians
in this world, they could tell you that there has never been a,
tube' of toothpaste thrown out 'that has been completely empty.
fn other words, every tube of,toothpaste that'has been thrown
out has had some toothpaste left in it.

You see, Aomewhere in the life span of a tube of .toothpaste
\someone makes an administrative decision that the amount of rev-
'sources needed to get any more tatothpaste outii tpo great for
what would be obtained. At that point, the tube of toothpaste
is thrown out -- and of course, no one throws out a tube of
toothpaste with the cap on. she individual then goes to the
drawer' where the extra 'tube is stored (there's always an extra_
tube around somewhere). He looks around the drawer-and finds --'
no toothpaste. So he reaches way back_ in the drawer and finds
no toothpaste. He theh searches in the_med±cine.cabinet, in
the back of the. towels, even in the empty Kleehexldispenser
still, no toothpaste.

What is he goi4g to-do? He has to brush his teeth this
morning! 1s eyes s1Owly-pan the, bathroom -- nobody is looking.
He steps over to the waste can and quickly bends dOwn to pick up
the,very safe tube that' he. just threw lout. Well, in the 3.0 to
40 seconds that it took to look for tile new tube, that old tube__
has alr.eady grown a full *head of.hair and has accumulated all
sorts of bits and pieces of paper and Kleenex. He has.to '

brush his teeth. 'so, still, Checking to see if anyone is looking,
he puts.the.tube under running water and cleans it out .making
sure to get his fingernail in the threads to clean them out.

Now he is readp-to start squeezing again. First he- tries-
the two-finger pincher grasp *--'starting at the bottom he,
squeezes up and up to-the top. That works,-and he brushes his
teeth. The next day he wakes.-to. find that same tube in his
drawer. Today he tries flattening the tube aginst the counter

it has a.nice round edge% the following.morning he has ac
'cheese omelet and then goes to brush his teeth. Same old tube
of toothpaste again. This time he roils. the tube up all the
way to the top and-squeezes with all his might. Finally, tooth-
paste.comes out,. and that terrible taste in his mouth is soon
gone. After iro ing to buy a'new tube of, toothpaste, he rolls

d
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A

out of bed the foUrth day to find that tube again all wrinkled
up and out of poSition. Be (swears never to let -this happen
again.as he rips open the tube, scraping the toothpaste out.

-There are-two-interesting-things-about-this story. One is
that the amount of squeezing that the individual put on that
tube iS_directly related.to the amount of toothpaste that, comes
out.. Secondly, and more importantly, the toothpaste that.comes
Out frOmthe:most powerful squeeze is of the.same 'quality as the
toothpastle-that came out from the first squeeze from a new tube.

Everydne in the world is a tube of toothpaste and the
toothpaste that-comes out is our performance -- our outward
actions.. Some of us tubes of toothpaste require more squeezing
than Others. .'Take people labeled things.like retarded, autistic,
crippledl deaf7-blihd, etc. ThePre tubes of toothpaste just
like the rest of us. They might require more squeezing, in the

."form of more sophisticated teaching strategies'and better con-,.
editions for'learning, but the quality of the.toothpaste,' when
it comes rollin'out of the tube,i.is exactly Lhe same. That is;
they are capableof doing. the sathe kind of quality things as the
rest 'of us.. FriendShip, work and all, the, rest.

. 1
*Source: Based on a lecture by Dr. Marc Gold,=Associate Professor
of Education. Reprinted by perthissiofi of the Daily. Illini,
University of Illinois campus newspapei, Richard Sublette,
publisher.

I I .
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ACTIVITY 2 DISABILITIES QUIZ #1

BACKGROUND -
This activity can lead to a great discussibn. Many times peop.le-
donq stop to think about people with' disabilities as people first.-
The Disabilities Quiz #1 an be used as an introduction to the
disabilities unit.

OBJECTIVES
).

1. To increase infOrmation base of partidipant. .

2. To make participants aware of their own knowledge gaps.
3. To generate interest in the area of developmental disabilities.

TIME ALLOWANCE I
20 minutes

MATERIALS
Worksheet
Handout #6: Disabilities Quiz #1

PROCEDURE
1. Distribute the quiz.
2. Allow 5 minutes for participants to complete.
3. Discuss answers with the group, referring to Disabilities

Quiz #1 (Tr'ainer's Key).

Ei
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ACTIVITY 2 - DISABILITIES QUIZ #1 (TRAINER'S KEY)*.

1. IS A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY USUALLY SICK?

This question reflects the common misconception that a dis-
ability is the same, thing as an ill ss or disease. This:
implies a kind of medical perspecti eZ.: in which something.
is "wrong" and needs to be fixed, th t a person is sick alid-
must be "cured." In fact, most disabilities are aftpects
of a peOon which cannot be "fixed" or "cured", juSt made
less inconvenient by the use of aids and devices by som

i
medical or educational intervention. A.person wi i a dis-
-ability can become sick, like anyone; anyone can tch a
cold or break a bone.

such
with disabilities can alio re-

eve treatment for sudh illnesses.- Some disabilities may
Iso make a perion more vulnerable toillness. But .the

disability itself is not an illness to be cured. iAnd most
people who have a disability,are as healthy as people - ,...
who do not have disabilities. When children ask if a dis7,
abl'ed person is sick, we should say no, and explain that ',4!f:

a person's disability is a part of them -;just like your .,

.blue eyes or your ability.to run fast. It is one of the
things that makes a person an individual.`.

2. CAN A PERSON WHO ISBLIND GO TO THE STORE?
4.

Many people think that a person with a disability is
:

usually unable to get around and cope with everyday tasks.
Children, in particular, may not be aware of the many ways
in-which disabled people adapt and adjust to their surroundings
in order to remain as.independent as possible. 15 you seldom
see a blind woman shopping at thegrocery store or a physi-
cally disabled man going downtowne it is not.because the
woman or man are not capable. It is due, impart, to the fact,
that people with disabilities have been segregated into
specialized housing fob the elderly and disabled, and to the
inaccessibility of most - public facilities, includIng-buses,
subways, sidewalks and buildings. If there are'no ramps
at the grocery store or braille numerals on the department
store elevator buttons, then obviously it is more difficult
for a person with a disability to venture forth. But -many
people:with disabilties do get around, despite the barriers.
Also,\recent federal and state.laws, require communities to-
become more accessible! .

Another-common misconception is that people with sensory
deficits, such.as'vision and .hearing%impairments, are dis-
oriented and unab0 to navigate in their own communities..
This is far from true. Menand women who cannot see,, for
instance, are.trained.inorientation and. mobilitY:SkillS;
they learn to identify locations and aditivities-on the basis
of sounds and on the basis-of7the mental maps they have
developed through experience:in a particular place.

Foi



3. IF SOMEONE CAN'T TALK, DO YOU THINK HE'S RETARDED?

Retardation is one of the most difficult disabilities for
peop;e to understand.' The causes.of retardation often are
not_ clear, and__ the behavior 60;_peOple_labeled. retarded
varies tremendously Many people who cannot talk, or who
have difficulty talking, may not be retarded at all (and
even if a person is retarded that does not mean heor she
cannot understand many things ). It is a'coMplicated
situation. And it may be hard to help children understand,
especially. when adults do not understand the nature of the
disabi ty. *
A

In our iety, verbal skill is highly valued and considered
the most important sign of intelligence. On a personal level,
communication is .extremely important to children foc4ed
on developing relationships, with their peers. It is important

for students to understand the,concept 'of receptive and ex-
pressive language. Receptive Yanguage is 'what someone can
understand when others speak. 'Expressive is what they can'
express themselves. There are'many people who are unable to
talk but ,who.have receptive language; they may. have difficulty
speaking because. of motor problems with their speech organs
(cerebral palsy,'for example); 'they may have problems in
translating from what they want to say to saying it; they may
have a profound hearing loss that has not allowed them to
model normal speech; or they may lack motivation or simply
fear talking and sharing their thoughts with other people.
On the_other-hand, the problem may not be with the person who
has the disability. Have you ever heard ofthe "myth of mul-
tiple disability?" People,;may assume that a person with
limited expressive lan4aUge s limited in what they under -
stand as well._ This,is often-not true. If a.person.has one
disability,,it would ight to issume another one as
well.

4. ARE PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES BORN THAT WAY?

We-are all curious about the source or cause of a disability.
Children's curiosity often stems from another question, "Can"
I catch it?" Of course,Adisabilities are not contagious.
.Many disabilities are, in:fact, evident at birth or soon.
,after, and they reflect a genetic abnormality (e.g., spina
bifida, hemophilia), prenatal,tralima (e.g., rubella or-
German measles), or are a result of the birth. experience
(e.g.,'blindness as a result of too much oxygenladministered
to premature infants). Disabilities also result from acci-
dents or..illnesses after birth ;.these include spinal cord
inj'uries,' amputations, polio, severe emotional trauma, and
so forth. It is Important for children andadults to
realize that a diSability is not."-catchinr. 147e can'do this
by explaining the real causes Of partiular disabilities.



*MI

5., peiou FEELEL SORRY FOR SOMEONE WHO IS DISABLED?
o

One of. the biggest impediments to fill acceptance of people
with disabilities is the attitude of pity expressed toward -,
them by.nOn-7disabIed people., Feeling'"sorry" for a person
_who_has_a disability or feeling gratitude and relief that
you do not have a disability may actually create-an extra
burden that few people with disabilities want or 'need. These
feelings reflect the myth that the life of. a person with a
disability is a tragedy. The fact is that the majority of
people with disabilities, have not allowed them to 'Overshadow:
everything else in their life, but, instead, have tried to
come.to terms with it as one, aspect of life. When other people
Pity the person.with a disability, it makes him or her feel .

devalued. Most people *)414 prefer 'respect "like everyone.
else."

. _

t.

6. AN PEOPLIE WHO ARE BLIND HEARsTHE SAME AS OTHER PEOPLE?
0

.

/I
People who cannot;see are frequently talked to:n loud voices,

.

as if they were deaf. 'This is again the myth:Of multiple dis-
ability--that someone impaired in one area is impaired in others.
Ironically, there is anOther popular myth which may contradict
this one. You have seen it on..television, namely the stereo-

.; typed "blind person" who has extraordinary power of hearing..
is true that a person who has lost one7avenutof sensoryinpu
probably does become awareof the otherSenges to a greater de-
gree. It is not true thatpeople who cannot se have "super"
hearing: Obviously, severely visually impaire& people must
rely heavily on hearing an6y.;touching to take in infOrmation. ,-

about their environment. ( .

'. .
.

7. IF A PERSON IS RETARDED, DOES IT MEAN THAT SHE WILL NEVER "GROW
UP"?

A '
.

People who are retarded or developmentally delayed do grow -UP;
they change and develop in many ways; If retarded people are
treated as eternal children theSr.wil I have fewer'opportunities
to ,achieve independence. People 1. eled retarded deserve the
dignity of'risk. They should be offered the same experiences
as others to learn skills and td function in the larger community
as adults.

8. ARE ALL DEAF PEOPLE ALIKE?

People disabilities have the same infinite. ariety of skills
and persona 'ties, that non-disabled.people:have. Non-disabled
people so times assume that alldisabled pebple are alike. '.But,
in , people:who are alled deaf, for example, may have dif-

ent degrees of'hearirtg: some will use sign language while
others will prefer to read lips and speak. Personal interests
and qUalitIs will vary, too. Some people who cannot hear are
interested in biology or skiing, some arejnarriediand others ,

are single. Like each hearing person, people who-rcarinot hear are
unique individuals.

.

rs
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CAN A PERSON IN A WHEELCHAIR BE A TEACHER?

Of.t .

irse, a.teacher can bein.a wheelchair. Those who think
this. is not possible may be assuming.incompetence depen.-
dence.when they ,see people using .aids and appliances:__In_Many
-Way's; the -biggest handicap that disabled people may have. are +-
the attitudes and expectations of othere. ,ASsumed dependence. .

and incompetence are'real bartiers:.It'helPs.to think of
devices disabled .people use in tfie.same may that we think.about .
bicycles and-glasses--tectinologicaI:advances to-help us dowhat
We want to do Vetter. Children.are2Often curious about aids'
'and appliances: they want to IchOW 'What. special.equipment is for
and how itis "Used. We can satisfy thiscuriosity.by letting .

children'explore.the aids and by helping them to problem solve
about othet.gadgets helpful° to pepple'with particular disabilitiet.

,

. .

_ .

10L JDO ALL CHILDREN HAVE A RIGHT TO. 0 TO YOUR SCHOOL 01(PROGRAM?.
. .

- Federal 'and:state laws, guarantee to all childten with disabili-
ties the rigto:be educated in regular public schools and in
regular classrooms when poSsible. 'States may pay for some dis-
abled children to receive their education in private prograMs,
but.they must 'first try to develop progiams in regular public
schoOlS.': This means that students who have'very severe disabili-
ties could be in your school either in a regula;' classroom, re-
.sourc& prograM or special class. Lt is important that children
see their disa4ledpeers%as having the same rights under the
laW:as'they do.' There is even Alaw now (Section 504 of the 1973
Vocational Rehabilitation Act) that prOhibits.discriminition
against people becauseof their disabilities, This law is
similar to earlier laws which prohibit discrimination'$ediuse of
race, sex, religion or ethnic background.

While children will Come to your classroom with4attitudeS and stereo-.
types-about peopfe with disabilities, you can have -Majdr effect
in changing these.. Contact with people who have disabilities will
help to destroy the myths. 'Experiences in simulating the effects of
',each disability can increase children's awareness of disal;ilities.
Talking andk.adding as well as participating in group activities, can
lead to understanding. and acceptance of child4n who_are different
and.have speciil ceeds. Iollowing pages we will talk about;

.how to "set the stage,4-how to design a sequence of classroom activities
to foster positive attitudes towardDeople With'disabilities
ultimately, how to teach children to value differences.

,

"Source: Barnes, E., Berrigan, C., & Biklen, a.:,Whaes the
:tlifferenCe?' Teaching positive attitudes towardpeople with

.

dimabilities. Syracuse, New York: Human PoliCy Press, 197S.,
Reprinted with -.permission.



ACTIVITY 3 DISABILITY QUIZ,#2

BACKGROUND
This may be given as.a pre7 and po-st-measure.

OBJECTIVES
1. To increase information about disability areas.
2. To generate-interest in the area of developmental

disabilities. Ar

TIME ALLOWANCE
10%minutes

MATERIALS
Haliiikput #7: Disabilities Quiz #2

PROCEDURE
'..^ .

1. Distribute the, quiz. ,.
...

2. Allow,particEpants to find correct answers while working
through ACTIVITY 4 Developmental Disabilities...What
are they?

VON



ACTIVITY 4 DEVELOPMENTiL%bISABILITIES...WHAT ARE THEY?

BACKGROUND w

, In order to work ef;.ectively_with children who are handicapped;
a day care or preschool teacher needs to have abasic understan ng
of their disabilities. Understanding the general,nature:and cha c-
teristics'of handicapping conditions.can enhance the'teacher't un-:
derstanding of the child's behavior and help meet the child's needs.
Thisactivity _provides a general overview of the most common child-
hood:handicaps-...Teachersare eftcouraged to obtain further infor7
'nation on these and other har;dicaps as' children with particular
haridicapd enter their center, '

OBJECTIVES
1. To introduce participantS to the most common handicapping_

conditions.
:

- , --

2. To describe,each diAttlity in terms Of its general definitibil,
and prevention.incidence and prevalence, causes, and'management

TIME ALLOWANCE
60-90 minutes

MATERIALS
Handout #8: Disability 'Description Form (Blank)--one form for '-each

-disability discussed
Trainer's Keys to. Mental Retardation, Epilepsy, Autism,.'Cerebral

Palsy, and Learning DisabilitieS
ColleCtion of brochures frot local;_state, or national OTalzations

(see followingpage for list of free or inexpensive
brochures to be ordered ahead of time for class use)

PROCEDURE-
Participants are asked"to divide into grou0sand to choose a
disability to investigate through the.brodhares proVided'by
the trainer.

2.. Distribute Handout-#8: .Disability Description Form (Blank)
'and have each group fill out,the form for their disability
.by"using the brochures provided.
After the groups have completed their forms,havp them share
their information with the other participants. ProVide eapkr---
participant with ,a blank form for each disability-discussed.
The trainer should supplement the information' provided by.the
participants by referring to the Trainer'sleys or other
resources.



ACTIVITY 4 SUGGESTED RESOURCES FOR OBTAINING BROCHURES AND. PAAPHLET5

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION ON MENTAL DEFICIENCY,
-.5201'Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington; D.C. 20015

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
"1015 - 18th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20036

ASSOCIATION .FOR CHILDREN WITH LEARNING DISABILITIES
5225 Grace Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15236

ASSOCIATION FOR THE AID OF CRIPPLED CHILDREN
345Sast 46th Street, New York.;, N-' Y. 10017

. .

COORDINATING COUNCIL FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
407 S. Dearborn Street, Chitago, Illinoi. 60605

COUNCIL FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
. 1920 .Association- Drive, Reston, -Virginia 22091

-

EPILEPSY FOUNDATION OF AMERICA -
733 - 15th Street, N.W., Suite 1116, Washington, D. C. 20005

LEARNING DISABILITIES, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE
United States Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION'OF THE DEAF'
814 Thayer Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

NATIONAL AS49CIATION FOR RETARDED. CHILDREN
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
Avenue Wast, Arlington, Texas 76011

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HEARINGD SPEECH AGENCIES
814 Thayer Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910 ,

NATIONAL INSTIuTL OF NEUROLOGICAL DISEASES AND4STROKE
Building 31, Room 8A-08, 9000 Rockville Pike, Bepesda, Maryland 20014 .

PARENTS.,OF DOWN'S SYNDROME CHILDREN
c/o Mrs. Marilyn Trainer, 11507Yates Street, Silver Spring, Maryland '20902

a"

UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY
66 East 34th Street,'New YOrk, N.lit 10016

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF H.E.W., NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF MENTAL HEALTH
5600 Fishers-tane, Rockville, Maryland 20852

S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH,
itOWSouth'Building, Room 5312, Washington, D. C. 20201

-36-



ACTIVITY 4 MENTAL RETARDATION (Trainer's Key)

Definition: Mental retardation refers to significantly sub-
average intellectual functioning. This means that the individual's
measured intelligence is lower than 97% of, the population, The
mentally retarded.person is one who, from childhood, develops con-
sistently at a below average rate and experiences unusual diffi-
culty in learning,'social adjustment,'and economic productivity.
For descriptive convenience the range of possible retardation'has
been divided into four levels--mild, moderate, severe and profound.

Incidence & Ptevalence: Mental retardation is the most frequently
occurring developmental disability and it is the most wideSpread
of all childhood handicaps. An estimated three percent of the
populatibn of the United States--or more than six million indi-
vidualsare believed to be mentally retarded.

CauSes: Mental retardation can be caused by any condition which
impairs development of the brain before birth, during birth, or
during the developing years. Among the Specified.causes are:
rubella (German measles) in the mother during the first three .

months of pregnancy, syphilis, meningitis, toxo plasmosis,. RH-
factor incompatibility.between mother and infant, lead poisoning
in young children, and chromosome abnormalities. Inborn errors
of metabolism, physical malformation ofthe brain or other organs
originating in prenatal life, and inflammation of the braid associ-
ated with childhood measles are also causes ofmental retardation.'
However, the ma or causes of mental retardation are such non-
specific influehdes a.s'inadeqUate diet, ,inadequate prenatal and
perinatal:care, and lack of adequate stimulation.tOward growth
and development through learning opportunities.

Management& Preilrention: Intervention' with children at an'earlyY.
age,.including.educational programming for the child and suppor.-
ive-services -for the family; Can minimize and in some cases
prevent mental retardation. *Preventive efforts also-include
medical care through pregnancy and birth, avoidance of drugs
through pregnancy, and genetic counseling.



ACTIVITY 4 EPILEPSY (Tr iner's Key)

Definition: Epilepsy r fere.to a group of neurological conditions
called convulsive'disorders.: Epilepsy is charaOterized by an
abnormal chemical- electrical discharge of damaged nerve cells in
the brain. The discharge is manifeit in various forms of physical
activity called. seizures. Thd type of seizure activity will vary
according to the location and spread of the discharge of the brain.
Epilepsy isa of neurological impairment. The general
types of seizures are described' as follows: (1) .generalized
Seizures abnormal discharge takes place throUghout most'of the
brain and include the grand mai seizure and petit mal seizure
(Brief lapse of consciousness); (2.) myoclonic seizures -- sudden
massive jerk of both upper extremities and occasionally the-neck
and head that may,occUr in close repetition; (3)1Dartialseizures --
abnormal discharge remains confined to an identifiable area and
:involves part of the body, e.g., Jacksonian seizure involving
upper.or lower lithbs only, and (4) partial complex seizures .

abnormal, discharge arises in the parts of,the brain th t affeCt
memory, thinking, and,reaction to. the environment and a e Also
referred to as psychomotor Seizures.

Incidence,& Prevalence: It is estimated that Cipilepsy affects two
out of every hundred people. Estimates of the prevalence of IP
epilepsy in theIT.S. population range from,lessthan'one percent
to five percent.. .-The Epilepsy Foundation of Atherica states that
the prevalence rate is-at _least two percent or four million
Athericans.

Causes: The capacity of the brain to develop the a rural charges
EFFEEause seizures is inherent within the brain, and y of us

.

could haVe seizures at the right time under the right circumstances.
The more common causes. of epilepsy ate.head injuries of.all'kinds
including. birth injuries, and,head injuries later in life. Other
causes include anoxia at birth, geneticallY_traAsmitted disorders,
fever,-toxic states, allergy,` infections;_ tumor, and
vascular insufficiency. -

Management & Prevention: Although there is na,known cure for
epilepsy, modern treatment techniques make it possible to'obtain
complete seizure control in approximately half, of-all peopie-whb
have epilepsy. Anticonvulsant medication is the most used treat-

. ment for epilepsy.' It is estimated that between 80 to 85 percent
of the population with epilepsy can achieve enough:ieizure,control
to ieid essentially normal lives.: -Preventive efforts include pre
natal medical check-ups, periodic medical examinations, andin-'
creased safety measures to prevent head injuries.

, .



ITY-4-AliT1SM,(Tiainer's Key)
s

ition: Autism is a life-long disorderYthat,inhibits what
person sees, heart; or otherwise senseThe.term is ,used to
cribe:a'clustet'of behaviors exhibited from an early age and

include the ,folloWing characteristics: a) slow-delielopment or
lack"%f physical, social, and learning .skills;(2)-absentor
:delayed speedh-and'ianguaie; 3).abnormal reSpanseS to senSa-
tions; (4) abncitmal ways of relating_to_people, objects-, and
events, and,- (5) repetitive movements, such as hand- twisting,
prolonged rocking and spinning, and head-banging.

Incidence & Prevalence: .The National Society forAutistic
children: estimates that autism occurs in approximately four tom..
five out ofievety 10,000 children. The incidences'about 12
in 10,000 when children are included who have 'some'autistic-
like.characteiistics and-requite similar services. Autism is.
:two to ,four times more likely:in-boys than girls.:There is-
no known relationshipitfrthe'ethnic background,-incpae level,
edUcatiOnal,:level, or child- rearing practices of .the` family. .

.. '!:-. . . .
. . .

.

Causes: At:presentTt4e precise cause of most cases of diatism..
are unknown. Thdre appear to be several kinds of autismeach
with a diitinct neurological base. Current researchpoillitO
a'physicalcause-aftecting the.parts of the :brain that deal,with
language andorganization of. information perceiVed by the -senses.
This may cause a .disturbance in the balance 'of. chemicals to the
brain and-affect nerve impulses. Environmental hazards..that
cause brain,damage, such as:disease or:lack of oxygen at birth,
haVeJpeen linked with the onset of a ;tism. A -

Management & Prevention: Although-adtism's:causesp unknown,
.

.
.

'..

.

intervention strategies can help minimize the effects
ability. Educational programs that are highly individualize&and
structured have proven helpful,including-social:and language
Skill.development'and behdVior.manageMent. In cases -where ab-
normalities in. metabolism can be identified, diet and medication.
may be helpful. 'Counseling and other Sul5portive.services are.
often recommended for parents of children,with autism.

li
g- .._.

4.
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ACTIVITY-4 CEREBRAL PALSY (Trainer's Key)

Definition: Cerebral palsy is.the general' term, applied to a
group of disabling conditions resulting from damage to the
developing brain. It,inay Scour before, during, or after birth
and results in-loss or impairment of control-over voluntary
muscles. The six major types of cerebral palsy are:
(1) spasticity--the most' frequently occurring motor character-
istic of cerebi.al palsy characterized by muscleSpasms;'(2)
arthetosib--characterized by constantly, recurring; slow invol'un-
tary writhing movements-of the arms and legs,' occurring in about.
25 percent of the population with cerebral palsy; (3) ataxia- -
disturbed .sense of balance and depth perception, occurring
about -seven percent of the population with cerebral palsy; (4)

tromor--characterized byfine tremors, occurring in one o five,
percent of the populations with cerebral palsy; (5) .rigidity--
muscles contract slowly and stiffly, :leading' to clumsiness,
occurring in abOat seven perceiY Of the population yith cerebral
palsy; .and (6) mixed--two or more of 'the above, types of cerebral
palsy. Communication-difficulties may also accompany other
motor problems.'

Incidence & Prevalence: .Cerebral p4lsyAiS'tfl4ie most co on
physica.Z.handicapping-:condition of childhood ,. With an incidence
Of'about one ,in every 200.live:bir:thS, or approximately'l5,000.
babies-each year. The United Cerebral Palsy ASsociation.indicates

.

.that 750,000 persons-in the.U.S..haVe.cerebral palsy.'

%
CauseS: The.common-causes of cerebrOl-palsy_include prenatal
causes such as drugs and x-ray 'ii.radiAIon th4t irkterfere with
normal development of the fetus. AlSo, perinaial causes slach-

:aS-birth trauma and anoxia, and postnatal causes such as res-
piratory distress and infections may result in.cerebralpalS,
In approximately twenty percent of the cases, no cause can
established:

...... .

Management & PreVention: InterVentionlfmgthe person with
%?cerebral palsy is-aimed at Improving. funC±ion, preventing .mal

formationmituring growth, and helping the', individual 'function
at an optimal levelWithin hit/her limitations. 2roperexer-
cise and poSitioning can. help improVe a child's coordination and

.mus,Fle control. ForLin4ividuals with speech difficulties,.. com-
,municatiOn devices:can'eatly _enhance their intellectual and
social development. .Ad ptiVe.equiPment such as speaker phones

Iand electric wheelchairs. can.helAo'individuals.with_ce local
palsy- meet their physical needs and :contribute to thei indepen-
dence. Preventive strategies. for cerebral Palsyinclude_good

: health care before pregnancy and'during theliSre, pieri-, and
fpost-natal stages of growth and developpent. Good health care.,;
during early childhood is also an .important preventive measure.

:-' :.



ACTIVITY 4 LEARNING DISABILITIES 4Trainer's Key)

Definition: A learning disabilit is defined aSa. disOrder in
one 'or more of the basicPsychologFal. processes:involved in
understanding or in using language spoken or written. Diffi-
culties in listeningithinking, spearking, reading, writing,7
spelling, or math may be.thec:effedt of, the learning disability..
The term includeS such conditions as perceptual handicapS
brain injury,'Minimai brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and aphaSia.
The term does-not include children'who'have.learningprOblemS
'Which are primarily'the result of vision, hearing,,.ormotor.
handicapsr'or mental retardation, orof environinental,cultural,
or economkisadvantage. .,..

Incidence & Prevalence: The National Advisory Committee on
the Handicapped,estimated that there are approxmiMatelytwo
million children with It has been
estimated that up to ten percent of any school-population have
learning disabilities. However, the number of students with
real learnidg disabilities .j.s probably.closerrto three:::Percent.

Causes: Emphasis on the many possible'.6auSeiof learning(
disabilites has changed over -the years. Early .in the develop-.
ment of the learAng disability concept,. many specialists
thought that thechild'srOblems resulted .from an internal ,.

physicai:deficit e.g., brain damage or. neurological impairment.. H
Others believed that learning disabilities resulted fram'deficiti'

Nin the psychological learning processes,,e.s:i attention, per7:...
ception, memory.,.. etc. 'The*urrent emphasis is on, an educatiOnal.

.

model that acknowledges differences in causes and.focutes on task
,analysis bf the skill to be learned and instructionaltechniques
for teaching the skill. There is also some attention.. to environ7:
mental factors that may-have some relationship to learning dis-
-abilities,',such as nutrition;.fluoreSCent lighting,'fluorideeH
radiation; 'aerosols, andauditory.pollutian

Management.& Treatment: A number of instructional techniques
have:beendevelopedto addresS specific:.learning
Environmental interventions such as changing the diet'Or
physical environment of the child withTearning- disabilities
are also understudy. Drug therapy continues. to be used, in

.:.:oludingaMphetamines,. stimulants, tranquilizers, and anti-
'''4epressants. The.extent.td whichdrug use is beneficial 'remains

inconclusive. 'Difficulty in identifYing_causes for learning
disabilitieShaS'resUlted in few established strategies for pre-
Vention. ..k

-4/ -



ACTIVITY -5 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES FOR WORKINGWITH CHILDREN WHO
HAVE DISABILITIES

BACKGROUND
Simple.-hints can often be helpful when encountering un-
familiar disabilities.

OBJECTIVES
1. To provide practical inprmatidri.about handicaps.
2. To point out different techniques to be used when working with

various disabilities.

TIME ALLOWANCE
30 minutes

MATERIALS
Chalkboard /chalk -or

;40verhead/markers or
Flipchart/markers

0

Paper/pencil
Handout #9:,; Special Techniques for Working with Children with

Handicapping Conditions

--PROCEDURE"
1. y.Divide partiCipants into groups:.

:Allow :8 minutes for groups to think of helpful Points to
consider when.dealing.with:
- Health impairments
- -Emotional'disturbance
--Mental retardation
- Orthopedic handicaps
- Speech and language:difficultieS

3. List helpful hints on,chalkboard.as tbey-are discussed.
4. ::Distribute Handout 49,,;1or fuiute reference.

V



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Visitll program that has children who are visually
impaired. Find out all`you can about the materials used
for teaching these children.

. Visit an ,early childh000d special education program.
Schedule time for a visit with the teacher.

3. Visit an institution. Ask particlpants to write down the
positive and. negative aspects of Institution life.

4. Learn how to change batteries and adjust a hearing aid.
Invite a community member to.speak on the topic.

5. 'View a good. series of filmstrips on disabilities such as:
Children With Handicaps: What MakesThem Special?
This is available from Parent's.Magazine Filmstrips

Distributed by PMF FiIMs,.Inc.
Box 1000
Elmsford .New-York
10523

'Ask for 30 day.approval period - no"obligation.

v.
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IV. WORKING WITH COMMUNITY RESOURCES ,

4:

Reach out and touch Somebody's hand.
Make this world a better place if
you can.

'Ashford, anc4 Simpson

.

The key to success,when serving children with special needs is
to identify and cooperate with community resources-whenever
possible. Because mainstreaming is ,a new concept within day
care and presChool settings, it is especially i portant that
community resources work together' and be supportive of
Mainstreaming efforts.

0"

.



ACtIVITY 1

4.

WHAT IS IN ARESOURCE DIRE TORY? '

or (IF ONLY I HAD KNOWN:AB THIS BEFORE)

ACKGROUND
ny cities and counties have resource s o directorieL.

'This activity can help day care center staff become familiar
with the services for children who are handicapped or delayed.

OBdECTIVES' .

1. To familiarize the participant with services and resources
for children with needs.

2.. To examine a community resource directory.
, To make contacts with individual.reSources and gain more
information than is provided in .a directory
To learn about community resources. from a class disCussion.

TIME-ALLOWANCE
ParticiPants will need time outside of class.for preparation
Depends on the number of resources and/or ,students in theclass

MATERIALS
Resource ditectOries

'PROCEDURE -,
1. Remove the pages fromlyour.local community resource directory

that relate-to serving chldren with special needs. , ,-
. Instruct participants tcs.select a-resource that they are

unfamiliar with.
3: Instruct participants to contact the resource'and explore

their services.
4. At the next class meeting the'paificipants-will have tide to

share their individual findin0.

. .

a

1
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ACTIVITY 2 MAKING ARESOURCE DIRECTORY (SPECIFIC TO-SPECIAL4
SERVICES FOR CHILDREN)

BACKGROUND. .

If a resource directory,..doesn't exist in your county, it will
be helpful for the partipants to "compile.bne for their owp
use in serving children-withspecial needs.::

OBJECTIVES.
1. -To create a simple resource directory for day care center

or nursery school use.
2. To, share information with other participants and compile

infOrmation..

TIME ALLOWANCE
Participants. will need time' oiatSide. of class for preparation
20-30 minutes for class discugsion.

'MATERIALS
Handout #10: Commun y Resources for Children w4.th Special Needs

PROCEDURES
1. Pass out Handout #10 for the participants t f'll oft. Each

participant may wish-to complete several.
2. Suggestions m' be provided to give perticigantS'

added -dire6tion.
3. Duplicate copies of completed:sheets-for each-participant.
44, The trainer will-then lead the class in discussion of.the

0
. resources.

, 1.



ACTIVITY 3 RESOURCE.SPEAKERS

,

BACKGROUND
CommUnity resources can make a valuable contribution to the success
of mainstreaming. Inviting people to speak to the class will help
to establish linkages between the participants and resources in the
community.

-.OBJECTIVES
1.' To increase awareness'of.community resources.
2. - To .gain specific information on selected topics.
3. To meet people that represent various agencies that deal with

handicapped or delayed children.

TIME ALLOWANCE
60. minutes per speaker

MATERIALS
Suggested speakers are:
1. Local Early Childhood Exception EducationalNeeds teacher,

public school
2. Physical therapist .

3. "Occuaptional ttiarapist
'4..-Language clinician or epeech therapist
-5. Head Start teacher '

a. Special needd coordinator
b. State handic.ipped aUvocate

6. ...Birth --Three project staff (Infant and Toddler special
education programs')

7. Wisconsin Division of Community Services Licensing and
Certification Specialists

B. Handicapped advocacy groups
9. Community Coordinated Child Care staff member

10. Mental healtlieaff
11. Social workers.,
12. Wisconsin Association for-Retarded Citizens staff member
13. Epilepsy Center staff member
14.: Muscular Dystrophy'Association staff member
15. Parent of a handicapped child.
16. United Cerebral Palsy staff member
17. Society for Autistic Children staff member



ACTIVITY 4 IT'S GREEK TO ME
or
JARGON SCHMARGON -_JUST SPEAK TO ME IN MY NATIVE
TONGUE
OR
MAKING SENSE OUT OF PROFESSIONAL JARGON

BACKGROUND
.

Once day care staff have begun to use community resources and
consultants, the need for communication between early childhood
and special education professiOnals increases. In order to
increase understanding, a glossary of terminology will be
useful.

OBJECTIVES.*
1. To increase.understanding of terms, jargon, and expressions

used:in:the field of early childhood special education.
-2. To' improve communication gaps between day care staff and

special education-staff.

TIMEALLOWANCE
30 minutes

MATERIALS
%Handout #11: Glossary of terminology
Handout #12:: Disabilities Interpretation Worksheet

PROFEDURE.
1. ,,Direct the participants to decipher the messageS-on Handout #12-
2.i Pass out the Glossary of Terminology for participants to refer

to.
3. The Glossary of Terminology will also be- a helpful aid for,

future,reference.
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ACTIVITY 5 HOW. TO GET AND USE.HEL.

BACKGROUND
Once you know who to call for assistance. you may ask yourself

- the following questions: When do I need help and what .can I
expect from consultants and other support'service providers?.

OBJECTIVES.
'To increase participants' awareness of a consultant's role.

.:To provide participants with information concerning when to
ask for outside assistance.

TIME ALLOWANCE
10., minutes -

MATERIALS.
Handout #13.: Consultant in Day Care

PROCEDURE
. Begin 'a discussion about when a center might need to bring in

a consultant.
2. Ask paiticipants to list all the things that they think

consultant could do-for them. --

3. Follow up with discussion and handout.
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V. UNDERSTANDING FAMILIES

Each child is different; no child's future is
assured and all parents fear for themselves and
their children. All families must learn to deal
with anger, both justified and unjustified; with
uncertainty. and with the inevitable. Even the
bestendowed child strains his or her parent's
relationship, a disability only intensifies the
strain as.it does other family. problems The
pain of one child's disability-reshapes every
life in unexpected ways.. Nonetheless, individuals
endure.

Helen,Featherstone

. In order ta care-for and enhance the deVelopment of a child with
a handicap, it is crucial to understand the impact having a handi-
capped child has on a family. The following activities will serve
to "tune in" child care workers and teachers to the types of
.emotions,and problems related to bringing up a child with a
disability. This unit will allow the participants to develop
some strategies to respond to problems and emotions of the family
members.



ACTIVITY 1 "THEI STORIES"-*

BACKGROUND
This activity is one wherethe participantkare assigned two
books to read that relate different fathilie& st ies. The
trainer may want to chtdse to assign only one book a the other
for optional reading.

17OBJECTIVES
1. To familiarize students with the emotions and dynam

families who have a handicapped childl
2. To familiarize students with the kinds ok.resources and

professional help families turn to and-the types of res-
ponses they receive,.

ALLOWANCE
time to read the books. At hoMe

MATERIALS (suggested books)
Yesterday's Child by Helen Brown (signet Classics,, 977)
Son Rise by 'Barry Neil Kaufman (Warner'Books, 1979)
Other books that relate the experiences of families'with.chiidren
with handicaps

PROCEDURE
1. Distribute books or have pariticpants purchase them./
2. Direct participants to:note the following things while

reading the books: .

.a. Emotional responses of parents and eiccepts.fori:---'%
the books that reTlect the emotions; for example
(Yesterday's Child):

Anxiety:- "Was I goingto be a perpetual nursemaid to
a perpetual infant?"

.

Sadneis "My mother sat beside me and we wept for my
tiny child:"

Guilt: "I realized what a burden she-had becone. And
as-soon as I realized that, I felt guilty. tried to
put'it out of my mind."

-4

Happiness-Pride: (In regards °to her walking) "The
three of us laughed and",cried treasuring one of our
happiest moments."

Loneliness: "I had never felt soAlone. No one had
any adVice tooffer."

Love: -."The ties that bind .Us together are as strong
as between any-mdther and .aaughter; and I was .driving
to find. the best possible life for her. '
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b. Resources parents contacted and'the responses
they received; for e ample (SonRise):

..011=217

Other Parents: They
had initiated a search for answers and inforvtion and
received little or no. help. They would have to-Search
on their own.,

Institute in Pkiladelphia, Brioklyn Institute, Nassau
County Institute: None of them would'see Raun uht41
he was much older, and then only a "maybe".

Developmental 'Check-up 'and Examination: They received
no new information. However. it did help. them to see.
Raun's progress from .his previous check-ups.

C- 1S to Speech/and Language Therapists:i. The Kaufman's
-used the therapists as donsultants'in Raun's language
devellipment.

--t-
und outtrpm parents that most

Health Center "(2nd visit): They were told because of
Raun's age and cutrent capabilities, they would not)pe
able'to help them.:'

Teacher-Therapists: These higlh school lirls.were very
helpful in the implementation'of Raun's program.

friends: 'Their friends were congerned interested and
=fag to help in any way.

Director of Out Patient Program: The doctor was a emely
impressed and felt he had much to learn from the Kaufman.

3. Discuss the books. Conclude discussion by preparing a list
of additional resources or help families could have used,
e.g., parent support group.

*Source: 'This actimit was adapted from a course entitled "Working
with families" offered by Dr. Betty Vincent, Department of Behavioral
Disabilities, University of Wisconsin-Madison.

trj



ACTIVITY 2 IT COULD

1

BACKGROUND
Parent involvement,plays a ;vital role in the success of an early
childhood program: In :order for parents to .openly discuss perti-
nent information, concerns, and questions with-teachers and child'
care workers, they need 'to feel' comfortable communicating with
the teachers and stafg, .It.this.process'df getting acquainted
and establishing relationships, it is important for the teacEer
to be aware of the parents',. feelings. The following exercise
is designed to. .help,4:ead the Participants through some of the
feelings a parent' feels- at the time of diagnosis.

OBJECTIVES.

. .
.

1. To familiarize the-participants With the feelings parents
have toward their handicapped child.

2. To help the participants more -fully understand the source

o. r

of these feelings: '

TIME ALLOWANCE
30 minutes.

MATERIALS
FaFFE7FgEcils
Trainer's reference (ot)tional):

PROCEDURE
1. Direct

Step 1:
Step 2:
Step'3:

Step

a.,

. .

Emotional ASpectS of Parenting

the-participants through-the following activities:
List 10 ,reasons why peoPle get married.
List-JO reasons why people have children:
Let'S;pretend you have met someone you love and
you.dre getting married. Let's say that you
both.want children. What are your expectations
for your child? 'What do you want him/her to be
like? (10 characteristics)
You are 8 months pregnant. Since the due date
is close, you are planning what you might do
with the baby in the first week after the child
is born. (10 activities).

Step 5:%- The time has finally arrived. After months of
planning and preparation, .you begin labor and are
-taken to the hospital. You deliver a 6 14s. 10 oz.
baby'boy. You are wheeled into your own room to
recover and,wait for your husband to return from
calling relatives about -the good news. Your doctor
comes back into your room, He says,. "Thereis a?roblem with your baby; has'Odwn's Syn'aroMe6.
Please list you reactions and. feelings at this tim
(10-feelings).



No

':'After you have finished the five steps, start with the
fifth step and have the particIpants share their answers. .:

, mad r-guiltY Shocked,i! etc .
q

1-.X

.Go back to Step 4. As _par icipants to share activities*
that they:thdiaght would be affected by having a child with
pown's Symdrome (e. I. taking -pictures, calling relatives;
being happy; etc. ) .

-&( 6, back
,
to -Step. 3. 'Ask to participants to share- expeCta-

tions, that they thought would be affected (e:g. , smart,
popular, healthy, independent, etc.)

.v. . :. - "
. Go back to Step 2. ; Ask the . part #ipants to share reasons

for haying children that.. they though would be affected (e.g:
please their 'parent,' keep the:marriage\ together, etc.)

..Go back. to Step.11. participant's' to share reasons
, for people matrytng that they thought would be affected

(e.g. , to have children, for sddurity, .

Ask Participants to think- about the information and impressions
gaiSed from, this exercise that will help them relate better to
parents of 'handicapped children. -Ask participants to share
their 'insights. .

*Source: This activity- was iddpted from a group exercise that
.Jwas-

developed by Project RhiSe Outreac#, Children's Development
Center, Rockford, IllinoiS.



TliRAINER4S.REFERENCE)
''EMOTIONAL ASPECTS OF;;;PARENTING*

by
. .

Waisman Center on Mental Retardation and Human Development
University of Wisconsin - Madison

,
_Presentation at Educational Advocacy Meeting - Tu day, March 8, 1977

. . .-

As a new parent of a handicapped child___m I didn't talk with
,

anyone much'about Aow. I was feeling. Actually my husband and I
talked a great deal about our disappointments for our child's
Sake and our own hurts. but some of the feelings I had were, I
thought,.s6 awful that.,I,couldn't admitthem even to him. I
gues my "guilt" feeling,41w4ich all parents of handicapped chit

feliTtoward.her nd toward nature for bestbwing-this problem on me.

dreh,theoketall havei::-weze not thei.uilt fpr producing the
child-_and. -ha icap, but'rgther guilt for some of the ways A ,,

41 r
I, suppose MY reactions could have been categorized into anger,

--self-pity, and grief for her but. overall 'I felt guilty for.having
all bf'these feelings and;reattions.c -' .

.e

One of the things that helped me deil,:with my,feelings;
retrospectively Occurredlteveral years after' tfie birthtbf my pro--
foundly.retarded daughter. When I returned 'to school and began

,

, to .prepare for a,career in mental retar44tIgn I became aware of,-
some of the literature4bout.parents'of'ree4ded children and at

1 long last redliZed.that A hadn't been so abnormal after all.
Moist of the literaturewhich considerd, the emotiodal-impli-

, cations of a handicapped Child on the family deals with dental
retardation. My personalland.profsesional experience has also ,

been primarily with'ment4 retardaelbnbut I hay& compared notes,
on this subject with parkn.ttof other.disabilitysgroups and find
a striking similarity in.i4rental reactions to handicapped chil--'
dren. -\ . .

In order to think about what, kinds of reaction parents-have:
when their child is born with a serious birth_defect we must con-
sider what it is that children meal; to parents. Daid Rychman and
Robert Henderson have drawn togetherreview of th-e-literatur
and:prepared a piper entitled "The,-0-anifigLof a Retarded Child
for 'His Parents: A Focus kpreounseloiiis:" The authors-hg*e-.
extracted 6 areas of meaning ot children for parents. and discussed:;::_
how these are Pcqcted when't)16-child is mentally retgrded.

* but- I' think some, of
It is no-endeimplyto imply that all parents_experience !all

6 of :these "im,,, gs of children toparents
them 'are meini-,l'ul.to each of us who has experienced "parenthood".

The six meanings of children to parents are

lA The'parent -views the child as a physical and:,
psychological extension of himself.

This concept has many ramifications to the parent
when the child is dfective.
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Many of' the authors in this area point out the -'

almost universal feeling of inadequacy of parents.
. vhen they find that their child is defective.

,
2. The-child is a means of vicarious satisfaction to

parenti; that is, parents expect to,experienoe
satisfaction of their wishes and' desires throu'h
life experiences of :their children. Some of e -

core'problems of parents with handicapped chi dren !
are disappointments.

.

.
,

1 s

. Parents can "transcend" death, through their-child
. ,

and' thereby desire some measure of immortality. A,

,

This point is not well defined in the literature
but may-be implied by parents'concerns that'their
chididrehihaye a better, "chance" in-society or'life--
than the parents,and the hoped-for-climb in'status
which: parentS,may have for their children.

A handicapped_child may not be able to accomplish
these goals that his parents have for him.

4.. A fourth area of meaning of children for parents in
the concept.of a-personalized_ love object - this
area is.tied in with the discUssion of' guilt.

There is general agreement in the literature 'that
parents feel guilty, at least in parent, because
they do'not.love.their defective child as whole-...
heartedly.as'theY believe they should. Inherent
in this guilt is the element of -rejection,..that-is'
failure to love the chid accompanied by anger and
f tration.

A "5th meaning of children is the Joarental feeling -
of worth in meeting-the dependency needs of ihe child.

-This is most often expressed in terms of over proted,
tiveness-which is ameand of compensating for the
child's handicap and thus achieving some satisfaction
from the child. Anotherexplanation of this refers
to the "chosen-people" or "martyr" ndrome in which'
parents maintain some feelings of elf worth through
extreme devotion to.the needs of a andicaElped child.

6. 'negative feelings about the limitations and demands
of child rearing are a 6th. area of-meaning of. 'chil-
dren to parents.

HandiCapped children are an added burden to parents."
The demands and limitations on parents are realisti-
cally increased when rearing a handicapped child.

i2
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(Effect that the birth of a handicapped child has on parents).

All of the areas 'described (except #6) are very closely
connected with the self-conCept of the parent.

.
,: When a parent becomes aware that his child is handicapped,

. a number Of .rewards which the child may bring to the parent
are denied--and his self-concept may be severely shaken. The parent
can be expected to react to these threati and loss of rewards.
To continue to react in the usual and culturally expected pattern
would be somewhat abnormal for pareits of a handicapPed child,

,

especially duringhe initial recognition stages
How might parents be expected to react - it seems they have

2 alternatiVes - They can either 1) change their method of viewing
the child and/or 2) develop ego-defense, 'mechanisms to insulate
against the threats of a defective child. Thd first takes some
time to accomplish rd.the-second is probably more/common in
early stages. -.

.,,,--..,,. It is unrealistic to expect parents to be happy about having
a t handicapped child and therefore it would appear reasonable.to
assume that there, are limits to the' extent to which a parent can
emotionally respond, to the handicapped child in the-same manner as
he would to a normal' child. c. .. `tiI--

It is hypothesized that there,is a point beyond --*Ch the; .,'

-parentcannot healthfully. involve himself emotionailgl th7:k 'handl.-
capped child, There is a limit to the'iireSS.t4t ;any. can
handle and once past that point the individual.will'.:4evelop defense
patt nos which allow' him to cope with the situation, ,41iould,be _.

52ktspoi t 'out that the stress parents* can: handle- and *th&Way-'in'Which,-,1,-,
they han it varies and is somewhat dependent upon the parents '
own-nature, the nature of the handicap and various family backgrounds

Many authors. have written about the various stages-one goes
"through_in,a reaction to, crisis. One review that has been ackn'pwr-

. ledged. and used in dealing--with families of mentally retarded,per-
sons was based on Farber%S:theories.as deacribed in his paper
dealing with.,"Perceptions of Crisis and Related:Variables and the
Impact ,of .a Retarded Child:On.the Mother" .11950) and was presented.,
in an article by Wolfensberger-and Menolascinoentitled "A

.

Theoretical Framework for the Management.of Parents of the Mentally
Retarded:" '

The authors suggest that parents experience three distinct
stages of emotional response following the birth or diagnosis of
a handicapped child. ,

. The first stage described is called Novelty Shock. This is
Very natur:i4response that.occurs when parents learn that their child
is "4,not.no 1" - this is a time for lots of ego-defense mechanisms

,
to develop as-we discussed before and I feel a very crucial reaction
to Crisis which must be "lived-through" or "worked through" emo-,
tionally before one can, expect to "get on With" whatever the child
or .families needs may be. I see it as a "healthy" reaction to
crisis - as long as, one progresses throughrit and doesn't ,iet hung
up too long in that stage - Novelty _Shock is intense and varies in
duration but once it is worked through..it^4an be expected to be
non-recurrent:-
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.A Second stage of response has been clled'Va ue Conflicts.
This ii-the stage during which parents must wofkloichange their -
view and expectations of the child in light of,sO4ety's imposed-;
expectations of "normalcy". This tends to-sbe of longer duration
than novelty shock but again - once resolved.it is not likely to
again become a major source of. conflict.

The third stage of emotion41'response has justifiably.been
called - Reality Stress,- this is the term used to convey -the
recurring ongoing prObelms of caring or a handicapped. child.
I think I would add here 4 bit abolit Olshapsky's notion of
Chronic Sorrow. He. points out that parents of severely and pro-

_ foundly retarded children suffer a recurring and chronic sorrow-
about their child's handicap andepisodes of distress related.to

- this condition flare-up at different life stages of the child when
some new management problems present themselves. These changes
might be reaching schoolage, enterinWpuberty, or needing new
medical intervention - all. of -which d.WtimesVhen parents are
reminded of '.the distressing differencet their child has and prob-
lems which demand special arrangements:- Obviously Reality Stress
is a continuous and /or recurring phase and cannot be set aside-
but must be dealt with anew.each time some major or even minor'.
crisis in daily livingoccurs.

I think that when professionals dealing with parents of
handicapped children accept_the;f4ct,that,these reactions are-

,t,normal'and healthy And learn to recognize whereeparents are in
dealing wj.th.their emotional responses they.will.become.more
helpful With the problems ,they 4re itrained-to deal With

-*Reprinted with permission.

k f.,71
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ACTIVITY-3. DEVETAOPMENTAL'CRISES PERIODS

BACKGROUND
Parents of handicapped children may experience diffitult emotions.

long after'diagnOSIS'Of the child's handicap and the
adjustment period. For many parents, feelings of shock, guitt,
and bitterness are never totailli!xesolved and.acceptance of
their child's,handicap.is neverfully7:complete...-

OBJECTIVES .

1. '-.To'identify,occasionS during the child's. life 'ihat are also
tiated.with:increased emotionalityof parents.

2.. TO understand that parents.may continually experience emotions
related to their child's handicap that may create stressful
family,situationst

TIME ALLOWANCE :

15 minutes,

MATERIALS / 0

Chalkboard/chalk or
OVerhead/markers or ,

Flip chart/markers

PROCEDURE
1: Ask participants to identify critical periods in an 'individual'

life that might create a "developmental crisis";, By "develop-
mental crisis",we mean those early life events lhat focus on
the discrepancy in developmentlpetween the handicapped child
aid the Child without handidaps. These. crises. may evoke

tf resentment, sadnees, or
crises' identified by the

lings from parents s ch. a gu
deifoair. Record,the.del)telopme
participants-...

sCompare:the developmental crises, identified by particpants
with those identified-by Dr. Lynn Wikler (University of,
Wisconsin. Madison):

*Diagnosis
*Should-be walking
*Should be talking
*Ybunger sibling surpasses the achievements of
-the:,handicapped child 1

*Beginning of public school
*DiscusSion of pladement and/or actual placement
out ofthe home
*Any time fitly haS problems that necessitate a
transition o professional resous fdr managetent
*Puberty
*21st birthday.- school, relinquishes its role of.

. daretaking. and educating'
\ .*Guardianship

Expand the developmental crises list,:deveZoped by participants
if.necessary.

4. Disduss the-implication4of developmental crises for the
ydung child in day care or preschool.
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SIBLIN95... COUNT' TOO!

,BACKGROUND
lb ings strongly feel 'the effect of having a brother or sister

whois andicaPped.. The emotions experienced by parentP-of a
child with handicaps may also tie shared by other children in
the alily. They will need to understand thqir role in the
'family, a role that:may have been chariged.by"the presence and
And needs.of their handicapped brother or. sister.- For child
care workers and teachers it is important tOremember the needs
of siblings, espebially if...Li/sibling is in the pameprograni as
the handicAipped brother or sister.

-.OBJECTIVES =

.1. To famill# parrize ticipants w4,.th the feelings of siblings
Oechildr4n.who are handicapped .,..4

2. To increaseunderstanding.bf -the ioblemS-,of siblihqs of
children who'are handicallped.

-

TIME ALLIANCE
15 minutes

MATERIALS 7x.

Paper pencils

PROCEDURE
1. Read the.following.narrativey.to the participants:

You have-Sust turned three.:,,Xou are speaking in three and
four word sentences. Yot cagl point-to pictures-that are, the
same, or different and yot afif-nami many pakts of, the body. ..._;4:'

Y61.1 are sensitive to others' feelings and reflect the moods
of:y6ur parents. You like toAielp with,household7tatjspapd-- -:
yOu often-imitate$ Mom ,a'd Dad's activities rarodhd,iW .

- ,'"-"

,

You have a strong drive to meet with their apprehrallY
Mommy cai home from the hospital with 'the new' baby. --You
didn't get:to see little ,Johniyvery lohOpecause Daddy.sa2d,
"Johnny is sick," and he cIosed.the bedrodm door.. =You.did
see that Johnny rooked sort of funriy. He had'tome talOes in
his nose and in his tummy. He looked very, sick. When'trela-
tives came to zee the new baby, they went away looking very_
Sad. Someone said, "He's aot breathing very well".

2. Divide into gr ps of 3.--ormt to discuss and record answers
to the,followin questidns related to the narrative: \
* Howdo yo feel? (-Examples: rejection, anger, fear)
* What do you think? c(Examples: Will I get it? :Why are

my parents always with him?) '
.. , t

* what.questibris would you ask?"' (Exatples: Whats'yron
Do you still love' me''} ....1

3. Afer.15 minutes have the groups come back together pie-
sent''

e-
sent' and discuss their answers. ,

4. Wrap-up activity by ditcussing Strategies for involving
siblings in services to families'with.handitapped-children:

./
- z..

f.
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'ADOII°011.,..ACTIVITDES

1. Follow ACTIVITYt4 by having the participants read ashort
story relating' theexperiende 9f a sibling of a handicapped
child,'such as ".detroxing Angel" by Eric- Cameron (found in
Landau, E. Child development through literature: New York:
Prentice -Hall, 1972'). After reading the story ask the fol-
lowing,discussion/questions:
* Describe the conflict or emotion. Paul felt aboutAlis-

15rOther's handicap; document incidents that lead-to your
'impressions. ,

Discuss-why it might be embarrassing and time consuming
to have ,a brother who is retarded.
Discuss how. parents and professionals can relieve the
burden for the siblings. -

2. Have a parent.of a disabled child come .t6 a training session
and speak to the cless about his /her family.

a,parent meeting, possibly through your local Association
for Retarded Citizens or Epilepsy Association.

Have a family counselor or Parent Effectiveness Trainer- (P.E.T.
come to class and.discUss listening and counseling techniqu

q
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VI. DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH TO ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAMMING

. .

Anyone who
is clearly
Each `of us
power.

touches the lives of the young
respPnsible for their destiny._
has ,,both a.heaIing and -a hurting-

Segal & Yahares

--Auman.deVelopment can be defined as a change i indi idual's
,-...4etion or capacity in any one or combinati of four interacting

ea.g:Or "developmental domains": physics emotional, social
`1''"iamd.fntellectual. Development involves changes froM simple to

-more complex behaviors. Behaviors usually occur in some
4redictable secidence over time. For example, Children-communi-
cate first with cries, then words, followed by phrases and sen:-

=tences. Increasingly complex language patterns and meanings are
associated with increasing chrOnological age.. Similarly,
children's mobility progresses from crawling and cruising to
walking alone.

a

. .

many
. ..

By watching the development of many children 'over time; average
ages or age rates:for achieving certain ,skills orY'developmental
milestones" have been recorded: Age-specific lists-of these mile=
stones form a guidetd normal ,development. Most of this infor-
Mation has been collected on children ho were not handicapped.
_,Pincdt,wp.know much less about the deve opmental .progress of
Children with handicaps, normal develo mental milestones (also
.Called "developmental;pinpoints") are -recommended by many as a'
best guess estimatecif developmental progress for children with
handicaps., -

.

0
The activities presented in-this section are designed to fami-
liarize the participant...with normal.developmental milestones and
the use of a sdevelcpm0Otal approach 'to assessment and programming .
for ysung children, with jiandicaps . _
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ACTIVITY 1 DEVELOPMENTAL-CHECKLIST

BACKGROUND,
Developmental assessment is conducted by observing the child's
activities in either a structured or unstructured situation and
coMparing specific behaviors with behaviors known to be repte-*
sentative'of developing infants and yoUng children of particu-
lar-ages. Achievement of a. certainbehavior or skill is
measured'in terms of normal developmental milestones that re-
flect'the:average rate of aevelopmental achievement-

OBJECTIVES ,

1. To becote more familiar 'with a developmental assessment
approach.

'2. To practice using .a developmental checklist

tic

TIME' ALLOWANCE
.30 minutes

MATERIALS%
Handout 414: beve.lopmental Checklist
Handout -#15: Case study descriptioh

A .

PROCEDURE
1. Distribute Developmental Checklist and case study descr

4' to each Participant-.
2.4 Review the -objectives of the,activity:"
3.. Direct trainees to carefully'read'thecase study 'description

and then-go over the Developmental Checklist in-order to
arrive at.S.tevent,s'developmeptal ages for each,of.thedomains..
listed on the'cover sheet of the,.Checklist.:, Infotmation on
StAyen!is-limited but direct trainees to` -aira.v.e, at- '

apWdximations of where.he.is'functioning.baSed on the case
study description. Record developmental ages ill' Column"1,
labeled "1st Evaluation."

4. After everyone has completed fheir,assessment, discuss `the
developmental ages thgroap obtained.

5. Discuss the use of a Developmental Checklist such as this
one in preschool and day care centers. Ask for other exam-
ples' of assessment tools that participants have found useful.

6. Follow-up Activity 1 witl tivity 2.

-.6- NOTE: One of the difficulties in using, a dvelopmental pinpoint
approach, is that there are, ofteh large: -10petween pinpoints,,
e.g.,'begins to run (20 months) and runs' wit -out falling (21
months). .Informal measurements cit4.enhance understanding of the
childts skills. 'See 'ActiyAy 3

.
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ACTIVITY .2

BACKGROUND
Developmental programs
Child's status on a d
provide experiences t
abilitieS-that in most
to use. DeveIopMental
'following questions:

* What skills h

TAL PROGRAMMING'

for children-with handicaps Identifythe
eloPmental-continuum.lchecklist and
t permit the child to exercitemergin
Cases the child, will be strongly 'Mptiv
assessments _help the teacher' answer, the

s the child learn pP-

* What skills °es, the child need ta.learn?

* Is the current instructional,program. effective?

Answers to these kinds of questions enable the teacher to aPpro
priately alter-programs, move on the new-Instrlictiopal objectives',
or to continue with the Current'program-.

.0B.JECTIVES
,

1. To understand how-deyelopmental assessment can be,uSed
for.:programting activities.

2. To practice using assessMent,,infoimation,to develop' a child's
progr.at" .

)

TIME ALLOWANCE.
30-40 minutes

MATERIAll
.Handouti#15:
Handout #16:

.

Case'studydescriPtion frOM-Activi'-'
..Sample Program, form: F.ff.,

yaw

PROCEDURES - .

1. Do Activity Distribute Sample Program, forms to each
"participant..

2. Using the results ot'Steven'S developmental assessment;
plan a sample programfor,Steven Develop a behavioral
objective for,each developmental: n. and
discuss the activities and methodimEOr reaching the behavi-.
oral objective.:
The trainer may also want to discuss record-keeping procedUres
and evaluation of the behavioral objectives, e.g./On-
going use ofa developmental checklist.

3.k



ACTIVITY-3 INFORMii, ASSESSMENT OF CHILD BEHAVIORS
.

BACKGROUND
Informal assessment techniqUes Can enhance understanding of a
child's behaviors. Three basic :techniClues'are:
1. 'Anecdotal 'records: narratives and reports of informaT

observations Of the child, e.g., genOralsbehavior before
and after medication. has been' changed.
Measurements of behaviors: this includes (a) frequency,

how .many tiMes a child is out of their seat; (b)
duration, e.g.,,,length of time, child,. spends in free time
alone; (c) rate: 'frequency divided by duration; d) time )
sampling, e.g., during a ten minute segment of free play,
observe every 60,seconds and record,
_thus forming d'Psamplel of behavi6r.
Innovative Observation methOds: usefu4 tools,or.:tritks
tha-t-provide necessary -c4.1.d,information, e-g:, to measure-
a child's g-ait,:haV-e--a'groupar.childien paint thefeet
with white tempera paint_and then walk on black papee:tb
form a foot path. The result isa'permanent record of
the child's gait.

r .

OBJECTIVES,
1. To become f

techniques.
2. To practide

can be used
handicaps.

-
c.

informal assessment/observation

using an nforma assessment technique that
to'measure 'social integration of children with

TIME ALLOWANCE-*
Approximately.3.0 minutes'

MATERIALS
Stopwatch or clock with second hand
Handout #17: .Categories of Social Behavior.
Handout #1,e-L'social Behavior'Observation Form

,

Pl-Toys for rare "'4Y

.PROCEDURES
1. Review objectives. of activity. Distribute.handbut and dis-

cusS social behaviors' deScribed.
2. . General directionsIn-order to practice,doAg_an'informal,,

assessment, we neecl-three members of the.group to volunteer.
to.Zrale-play a free-play-situation.: (Dkrect.volunteers to

-
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ACTIVITY 3 (dOntinued)
b

,rolepi area with toys). Thek0IerplaYers-4ie to pretend
..;they- are 'preschoolers-andare eniaged-ina free-play

:Participants -are going to observe the social
',,behavior of one,of'the4role-playerse4gnate a target
role- player; this.persoAFill spend'pa4t:.of the time..
alone in unoccUpied:begalT8i, solitary independent' play
and in some parallei-tilay adtivity)..

3.. Distribute Social Behavior Observaton Fo-rm to-each parti-
,-';pant and describe use':.(Trainer should become familiar
.yith the form and -its. use.)
Allow participants to.review handouts before beginning

. .

. _

PrePae..for 10 minute observation' segment, Have :role-
--playe-Start engagigg in: afree7play situation. Trainer .%
reviews procedure fot'partiCipants: For every minute,
observe. first 10 secondS; record (tally) ; obserVe. last

seconds; record. Trainer provides cues aarto when to
'observe and record. .Start activity and continue for 10
Minutes.

6. Have participantscaloulate:percehtages
7. Compare results.of group. Discuss activity.
8. Follow -up discussion: ;Pcicus.,on use of informal assess

ment in integr4tinrchildren.:with handicaps.
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ACTIVITY 4 SEQUENCR1G, PUZZLES

BACKGROUND
An assortment of puzzles can9usually-be'found im day care
centers and preschool classrooms. Certain puzzles require
more skill to complete than others.. Knowing the skills
needed to'put different puzzles together will make it easier
to provide puzzles.that match the skills of the child so
that play is challenging and fun!

OBJECTIVES
%

1. To become more aware of the skills 'needed to put together
different.kinds of puzzles.

2. To be'able to seqUence puzzles with different leveis of
difficulty.

TIME ALLOWANCE
15 minutes

MATERIALS
Variety of puzZles with different levels o fficulty

* /arge knobs
* small-knobs
* non-interlocking
* interldcking
* many pieces

ROCEDURE
, -

Scatter puzzle pieces in the area of the activity.
2. Pass arouuid each puzzle bOard and have each'participant add

a puzzle piece until all of theaaurtles 'are complete.
3. Have trainees sequence the puzzles in order of difficulty.
4: Discuss the skills needed to put each puzzle together and

reasons for sequencing them as they did.

-70-



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

Have a willing friend'or,partic4.pant bring their youhg
child to class and dethonstrate.some assessment tech-

,

yliques. The Denver Developmental, Screening Test has a
.,simple format for this kind of activity that is not-
-difficult to learn or demonstrate.

Brainstorm about important influences,on child'development
withthe group. Review the list and highlight those
influences that_they have some control over,'-including
the physical environment,-their interactions with the
child, the way they structure peer activities, etc.
biscuss ways in which they can have the greatest pos-
-sible impact on children's development in their class
or center.

3. List.pbjefts and toys that are frequently_ found in
centers. Describe 2=3 wayS each item.can:be used as
a "leiining tool."

How,can the toy enhance certain-concepts?How-can
be used to stimulate language development? How
a toy be used to increase social- interaction? -'""-
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VII. SELF HELP SILLS BUILDING INDEPENDENCE=

A young child with a handicap -dran be 'free
to 'explore the world ;once we hve unlo/cked
thedoor" to independence. _.`

P., Donsbach -

.1;Self-help rs;cills a,re:;.-among. the- ost.; iMport ant\ behaviors for
children with handibaps to learn. :These:;i.ncltide .dressing/
tOileting, eating, 'bathing, and managemer4t Of/ iridependene"

---iAs children learn more on their _own), they will feel Pette4
about theMselves andt-wi:114. increase their opportunities for
learhing. 4 1

. .

Using AA developmental Model,-,-teachers and child care °'
worker ean program for each child step. by step.- By gearing
the= teaching demands. to what you know the child can do, you
naturally a1lPw for' continual success.. Each step requires
the child to do juit slightly more than the one before.

O

A



ACTIVITY 1

BACK
. This
to seq12 e

activities.

177 giv

self-he
dressi.ng

ts\tbe'opportdnity t:
in five :different areas: 'feeding;

athing anapanagement:of indepejdent

OBJEdTIVES. - i:li.

1. .To:familiariie_participants with self-help.-skille.-
.2. To giveheparticipants the'opportUnity'to.sequence

ndiPidu42asks in each area of self-help skills.
. ._.

TIME' ALLOWACE
35 mi 'iutes

:

MATERIALS
Handout #19: Self-help,,seqUenc;ii*:sheets
Scissors

j
PROCEDURE

the

%.
1. Divide the participant's into 5 groups.
2. Give each grodp a set of tasks- under eachetc.,
3.

4
Direct the groups' to sequence the tasks. -

Direct each group to repott on their orderit4- of the'self-help
skills. correct the ordering when necessary:
Refer to the trainers key for the correct ordering oV'the
tasks within edch skill. areac.

. .

kill area, feeding

0 5 . 7

1
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ACTIVITY -CTrajanyer:' siey)
TOILET.ING-r WASHING ,'s GROOMIITG" KEY

mo. (12-24)-

rr

.6.2-,4171TEM'

A

grid tes wet 'or,soiled pants
Sitt on potty or.-toilet without resistance

dr1 after naps
A Beginning to signal toilet needs by wore or

gesture
, - v- .Coo rates in washing and drying hands
r.'5 yr. , ,. Toi t. trained, for bowel control (daytime)
2.66"yr. (2.0-3.0) 1,1111s ;Pants down for toileting

if\\
. t Washes- hands and face using' soap; with

:-_---- , assistance - ,' ._

r Dries' hand and face after= washing
KnoW"which) faucet is. hot and cold .

V-
2 . 7 yr. "( 2. 2F , .42 .11M) Toilet trained for bladder control 2.

.?' 2:11 .yr.., (2.8F, r3.. 2M) _Goes to toilet without help ,

''' 3.1 yr (2. 8F, 3:5K) Stays dry all night
3..'6 6 yr . (3 :9-4 . 0) -' Removes clothing for toileting (need not, . buckle,. zip or button). .- . ,

) i.
Has no-more than one toilet accident per.

.

rionth ( incllides waking, and sleeping,
z.)

- both b1adder and- bowels) ' .
Turns faucets on and off. -,
Washes _face without 4ssistgarice

' Bruq_les 'teeth with',assistanc
Wipes nose, when requested ,to do so / -

4. 6 y/ . ' ( 4 . . 0- 5 : 0 ) . , Completely cares fo; Self at toilet', in-
, :,- cludizg cleansing and dressing.

-1. -:.;'..g.:;*. Gdes to-toilet by self during the 'night
Adjusts water temperature
Washes face well (except for ears) and
'dries without help ,

Brushes' teeth without assistance
, . ; C Wipes noselwithout verbal cue.` 6 yr. (5.1-6.',6) Can brush or comb hair Vacceptably except

., for especial occasions i .

_, :.

J

cLi

ci



:

mo.

:13718 mo.

ACTIVITY 1,, (Trainers Key)
MANAGES ,INDEPENDENT ROUTINES KEY

- V .1imHAGE '0.
- ITEM ,"414

,.:-e-gr-

Goes about house without needing tolOrwat-dhed
constantly; 'may need occasional checking as

. .,- -.6to Where he is, what he is doizg
When tolcr, brings something from or takes some.v
thing-to someplace; i$ able to find the object
from spoken intstructions and'carries out such
ordersas "bring it here" br "take it to

1.6-2.0 yr.
mommy"
Knows difference between foods and-things that
caphot,be eaten; may put something other than.
food his mouth but does not chew and swallow
it

2.0-2.6

3.0 -4.0 yr.
2.0-4.0 yr.
34-4.0 yr.
3.0-4.0 yr..
3.0-4: yr.

Understands and stays away from common dangers;
may take care, not to fall on .stairs or from
high places or may show that he knows danger
'of things, such as 'broken glass,-busy-st-reet,
strancle animals
Carries water without spilling while walking
Carries a tray
Carries breakable objects
Makes- eff=tita-:keep surrounding tidy
'Helps at.houSO:hold tasks (dusting,'drying

. dishes) .

3.0-4.0 Helps with adult activities in house and garden
3.0 yr: Helps.adult, putting his own toys away
3.1-3 6 yr. Able to keep"woricing" for at leadt 20 minutes

with similar .aged child in a singlqtaSk, such
. as. making buildings or roads with blocks, logs,

Y sand,' or mud, or rearranging.a.'room or area for
doll play, such-as'store,'schOol, or house

4.0 Fixes a bowl of dry cereal for himself;,includes
getting bowl and cereal,.potring both cereal, and
milk into -bowl . ,

4.0 yr. Puts :toys away neatly when asked:to-do So; often,..
must be asked more thanonce

'5.0-6.0 yr.
5.0 yr.

5.0-6.0 yr.
6.0 yr.

.

Puts toys- away neatly in box.
Able to fix a sandwich; must be able to-get the
right foods from refiigeratot, cabinet, and/Or.,
breadbox and put'them toq-dtAer 1n a sandwich
.Performs simple errands
Often does houdehold chores which do not ,need
redolng by an adUlt (may-do theth in responde
to request) 3

-76- ,
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ACTIVITY 1 (Trainer's Key):-
FEEDING KEY

AGE

3 mo.

9 mo.
10 mo.
10 mo.
12 mo.
12 mo.
15 mo.. (12-18)
16 mo. (13-418)
22 mo. (19-24)

or

22(mo.
-2.4 yr.

TTEN

Sucking and swallowing are prestnt.
Feedt self cracker
Chews table foods
Picks up spoon by handle
Lifts a cup to mouth and drinks with some help
Discards bottle

(20 -24,)

(2.1-2.6)

2.6 yr,
2.6 yr.
2.4 yr. (2.1
2.7 M)

Controls drooling
_Lifts_cup_to. mouth_and drinks_ unassisted_____
Feeds.self with spoon. (with some spilling}
Discriminates edible substances, from- inedible
odes .,

Utes ,fork but may prefer' .s
Feeds self using.afork a:. r. spoon and glasS
correctly . .

Gets'a-drink unassisted Om 'fountain: or sink',
Sucks'froma plastic straw ---
Unbutton$1:one or more --

n

-

2.10 yr.
(2.7-3.0)
2.10 yr. (2:7-3.0.)

Puts on ollitcoat without - assistance (neer not
be buttoned)
.Puts on own shoes (not necessarily on correct-"..;.4
feet).

3:3 -Pours a drink_
3.11.(3.9-5.0) Uses table knife for spreading
4.6 yr. (4.0-5.0)

'

"Uses napkins
4.6 rr. (4.0-5.0) Fixes bowl of dry cereal (gets bowl; cereal

and milk and pours Cereal and milk into bowl)
5.6 .yr:. .(5.0-6.0) Preparet.a.sandwich including getting food-and

putting:it together ,

5.6 yr. Uses knife .for cutting.



AGE
3 Mos. .

10 mo..- (7 -12):

ACTIVITY 1 (Trainer's. Key).
DRESSING.IEY

ITEM .

4,

'10 -216-

12 mo. (10F4 14MY
44

mo.-:(13-18).
22 mo. '(19-624):

3.5 yr. (3.0F, o.9M)
3.6 yr. (3.0-4.0)

Pulls at clothing with hands- ''' ,

Assists with dressing by holding out, arm
for sleeves or foot for shoes
Pulls off hat
Pulls off socks
Tries to put .on.shoes
Removes shoes (may be untied)

.

Removes coat without help when butt=
and zippers,are undone
Buttons one or, more buttons
;Can-take off all clothingincludinsi pull

3.6 yr. (3.0-4.0)
.8.6 yr. (3.0-4.0)

7(3.0-4.0)
3.14 yr. (3.5F, 4.2M)
4.0,yr: (3.7F, ,4.5M)
4.6,yr. (4.0-5.0) Puts on
4.6-yr: (4.0-5.0) Puts on ".trl-up" garments'4,
4.6 yr. (4.0-5.0) Puts on "pull -over' garments
4.6 yn. (4.0-5.0) Inserts belt in loops'
4.6 yr. (4.0-5.0) : Buttons medium sized buttons
4.6 yr. (4.D-5.0)- Zips front non - separating zipper
4.6 yr. (4.0r5.0) Zips front separating zipper',,
4.6 yr. (4 0-5.0) Buckles belt and shoes
4.6 yr. ( .0-5.0) Laces shoes

-Plits- on shfrt
Puts on dress
Unzips separating-front tipper.
Puts on boots -°

Puts shoes,i-on correct-feet- .,

4.6 yrs. ( -5.0)
4.6 yr.. (4:0-5.0)

5.6 yr.

Knows front and...back of clothing."
_Dresses and undresses. unassisted ing
shoes not included):' ;'.-
Ties- shoelaces



a

ACTIVITY.2 WHAT AND 40W. TO ,TEACH

BACKGROUND'
This is a r L:;,lesson

.ze. .

OBJECTIVES': ,
'1. To famild!arize paiticipants-

.

self,-help. task to-teach.
. , To familiarize. particitants-

self-help Skills. 1

'TIma ALLOWANCE
15- 0 minutqrs

__MATE
%4:ChalkkOard/chaIk
0.whed/markers ox

RE

0.7

with how to select the appropriate

with me hods to use in teachRing41

Tnepare chart of overhead .as follows:
',WHICH TASK DO YOU WANT TD,,TEACH.?'-.

1.- Observe the child, for.one-full day,. 4

2. Record that the child can do and what teachers
have tordo for him/her. =Put an asterisk ( *) next _f
to the ones that you would like t6.-teach the xhild.-

_4...4HICH SKILL IS THec.AILD READY TO,,LEARN?
.34hen chooSing a skistti

. . Solite skills natgrally: precede others.
. 2.; What th 6114,1d-cdn;ak). and .sahat,='the Chi

might be eady'to 41.0..n 4ext:

'HOW:DO-'YOUT - IT?
1. Same tier each day. c
2. -In the natural learningoonvrionment,
3. Using-positive reinfo'keement.

2. While viewing the chart, or-overhedd,' review the component
listed.

3. aisCussion ,these principles?asyell as practicaa.
415lications,of tai 'se. Encourage-the participant's-oto
talk about actual e 'rienceS in teaching self-help skills
to their. own ch4de or the dhildren that attend their'center.
Flip to-second cfigt (be1,1,-,an ask-the participants to
indicate which taSk.they.14o4d o6e to teach having ob-
served the following interactio

.1%

.

T EACHER.,DOESN-
a .Puts on cc a.;;;

b.. .Puts on parnt
c...4%Puts.on shoes

CHILD DOES--
a.. Child loaks.at-teacher,

holds arms out
Chi sits-facing. tdecher

. Chi does nothing
, -

.

-Ask'thepartkdiPants to tell. what-.they chose to tdach and why:.
- )

,f.

-



ACTIVITY 3

BACXGBOUND

EXPERIENCING EATING WITH VARIOUS MOTOR piTBLEms
Jf ;

Children with motor proW.ems' (like muscular dystrophy or .,

cereal palsy) oftentimes have difficulties during mealtimes.
It- isihmperative that a .techer or caretaker understand,-the
probke,ins that children experience while eating so that 'they
can --f#ed or position them more effectively..-.

-s ..-
OBJECT,EVES

emp-athy about the prbblem'S that children with

4.

motor .imOairrne,nts experience while eating.
2. To gain understanding _V.:the normal patterns of eating'. t
3. .:TG1, previde[exper*ierice feedi4g people with motor impair-4' -,

rhents-.j- .

TRIIE .TiGNANCE --....,-

30 minutes --.:/..

MATERIALS % ,
.., A.- ,

f*Handout,. #20: ,s, Feeding:AniIysis Grid
..1_ Applesauce, 40 ifs ,- cups, water<, 'cookies and raisins _

Handout Y #21 : ing 32 Euginder :''-,

.7.4 4

PROCEDTitif;
-* 1. D'istFibute the g

2. Have' each person
their ;analysis

'cf:teriiriology,
3. Upon completion, iscupeerfeelings and .2113tplica

grammieng with the group.- =

4:444 Diitribute 'Pee4tfg Reminders 'clianddut

, participant of pair.
, the-items on the grin,

s. You. mhy -refer to the
2.

ons

. - 9.#

recording
glossary.,

for pro-'



ACTIVITY .4 PROBLEMS IN MUSCLE CONTROL*
1

BACKGROUND tIn order to be able to develop activities that increase motor"..in
1dependence, it is necessary to ga n,an understandinig of how-it .

feels to have motor problems.'

OBJECTIVES- , ,.., ..
It To experience the feeling people with sical disabilkties.

have 7.4t:en attempting A task. , .I.3
2. To increase understanding of how distracting aild difficult

- it is to have. a motor problem.-, ..
3. To increase awareness of hpw'tO positi'on children with

physical disabilit"
- ,

71Img. ALLOWANCE
'25 minutes.

VMATERtALS
BlanIkt,
Towels
(chair 'with, uneven leg. lengths)

St7ory book
Handout #22 = Positioning Techniques

t.,

PROCEDURE .

down on the .flbor: Try to ''get.up without,gaing your., head.
2. Get tightly Wrapped In a blanket. Try to roil over.

the children sit, in a -small group while you: read tztory.
or carry on a discussion. Whitt- they are listening,, have them
keep drOpping their ktad....loosely. Can they follow4g4hat's"
going. on?

.

Sit. in a wObbl.y.. chairs (or." ;some other piecariOts pOqition that,
you can devise). -A.fer' a while, notice show-ffitich attention
and strength you must-spend on keeping your balance. ."

5.. Distribtite pcisitjuCiiing techniques informAion and discuss.
---(Handopt

'-2-*Source;: -What s' the differente. R6printed.witti permission.tf-'_
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'COMMUNICATION'

Just because I can't-'seak dOesp,'t mean I'don'tdbn' t ha.ve a message..z.
.

It is -through comm icatiori that people:
ideas and .,share expe iences. -Most .chil
caj.te through the usual channels of Oral. steech and writing!
FoF many' children, hoever,.: one or both of these channels.. are.
closed 'cluetd inotorid-r-impairinent,_ difficulties seej.,Ag -or --i - .o,

"`'amazing,.` ,p er a eptutl ' problemse.--te . g: , 'eye -hand cbordination) ,.' , S:-dognitive4or emotional d4ficultiei3, "..pr other specific, physical '..tdisabili'tfeos. For ,these....8hilaren,..trying to orarnunidtte:with
others through speech or writing, can be 'a. frustrating and dis

- dour,aging experiencei. It is also difficult for .peO-Ple-around
nxithem--familyi -fries analteachers-7-because they feel hetplesS±.=

knOwing that the children have thoughts and feelings, they ant.1,1 to express, butiannOt. ta:' '. a 0 0: '- i.
.. ;Finding other ways fcr such children :,to convey their knowledge

randand lideas -is of he-' utmost -* twice: "-A variety of teChniques
arfd aids are rpw available-- .7'4;Sist children with .their communi-cative capabilities-. , For the child who is handicapped; the use

.of communication aids' parallels tlhe use -Of writing antgestosing
for -the speaking child. , - -.

-Anonymous
-;:a8

,

-abZe to exchange
are able to opmmurai-

,

The :Purposes .of "the, activities presented in this section are:
(1)--to -senSiqze others :to 'the difficulties encountered by

.people who- are unable to communicate'_ through. oral speech and
writing., and .(2) to inbrease awareness and knowledge of currently
available communication aidl.



ACTIVITY 1 .-MIRROR WRITING.

:-"BACKGROUND

-...r

4 Z

Some people with learning-prOblerns have difficulties knowirig\
left' and right, up and ,down. . This .makes i very hard to_ ,

:N.learn to rep.d, gr to learn spatial relatio ship." r:"., Nt...-J

, d4-
OBJECTIVES _. .. .

.. i- ..
1.- To experi ce the problems o the perceptually -handicapped

and other earn"-in-gdisabled hildren. . -4.

2. To experience a frustratizig'situatiOn
.'TIME ALLOWANCE,.
10-15 minutes

MATERIALS-
Mi,rror for each
Handout 423 -
-H,lank -pipe?

pair
ror Writing

-4-.,..t. ',-
PROCEDURE . ..-c.:,'

-.--- ..,1. The objectiVds. :',4re briefly discussed. 4 ., A
2. The mirror .it'.,101.acpd on the tae with" a sheet of paper

perpendicular. to 'it. .

,-,1.3..? While. pairs, one person.'holds,'the...thirror and the other
, , ,-...,P-,'`j-,6 ''''' , .1 , participates in the activity. Rles' can .be. reverstd after-if--2 one, person completes '-the -Activity:
"".4;,-:. ' Theys, are each told ,ta "look through. the mirror oalpsitart .

, tr.acirrif-the::star.: Your line must. stay between etp.two- .
/lines deringating..the.star:"

..-- After the,f afticipant atterisits this :task,: s/he, is. told,
_ '11,tIow ti,y:to vite these letters and numbers as we dictate

ein to--4tikii:: F '7-p-7.-z7g-§-b-er:2-.q-3-d:-d...."
cFollow-.uz c3.iscussipn shchild foc116. onthe objectives. Some

questions whic1 gay help are: -

°
, . .

a. -.: "Ilok aid you feel when yo and seemed out of control?"
b. . "HOw llici:yol; feel when yo .0eaked your numbers.'and

°' letters. you had th away from the mirror?"
c. ."Ciild'-you- .'ej.ate these ustrat ±Qns to the experience

oaf' a chila'with learning a.b.sj.kities?.
:-f....-,;-r

2 j -,: ,



ACTIVITY 2 BLIND WORKER*

BACKGROONb
Vision is a sense many of us take for
tailored for sighted peeple,

!P se j4t-many difficulties. 41+

granted. InA! ..rid
impairment of Pre

-0-i3JEtTIVES
1. To experience communicatingtwith ut visual c
2. To' expegience the feeling of depe dencV.land its negative

3. To ,emphn,ize effective teamwork.
_To increase awareness:I:I:if_ the visually
aspects of being disc fled.

TIME ALLOWANCE
45 minutes

Impaired and other.'

MATERIALS
1. Blindfolds for each pair
2. Handout #24 - Application for Employment

PRODECURE
1 The object IsrAS7 are briefly, discUised.-
2. Pairs are fottted.
3. Participants in each pair identify themselves as -the. worker

or the helper.
4. The worker wears the mask,
5. The ,handout is .distributed. -3

The folloWing -instructions are qiveri:
a. ,3% The?

-t
er is rezponsiblei for 'filling outsuouts t form.

b. The, tz must use onlysverbal instruction 1.3,:.

he worker' complete-the form.
---- c. The" r cannot touch either the worker' Or, the' form.-

'7. The proces i'ns and after 15 minutes participants in s:s _4%

each -dyad'swi;iohrrole
- -ji. tollowhp. --"'

''.?--

The entire group discuss ,their_
emphasize the stated ob tives,, dependency 'ancrith.e frustration o
eff ett

feelings . Traineri
especially the feeling of

f not being able to ..coimmunicate

*Source: Ward, M. H. , , Dahl, H -. -& Wise; H
Everybody counts! A-_,-.works_hop manual, to increase, -awargiiess.49gf
handicapped people . itestcm,toTArgiiiia: The CotrAcir 'for ExCeP-
tional Children, .1979.- Reprited 'with permission.'.0_

".---..

114 e
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ACTIvITY TONGUE TIED*

BACKGROUWD- ..,
/

-For.a person who6has some form Of speech impaiiment, each
attempt at communication can be a frustrating experience for
both the'speaker and phe listener.

..t.).

st

OBJECTIVES
r

1. To- increase awareness of .different types of_jspeech ;impair- -rments.W N

2. To develop.n understanding .of the frustration experienced'
by speech a lanquage'.disabled children,

TIME ALLOWANCE
15 minutes

MATERIALS .

Four index cards, with a differnt paragraph on each:

*Average speaker: A speech handicap is not a laughing
as it can be extremelylebbarrassing to the speaker. Zven a
mild disorder can cause a' misunderstanding.

:14./
*Articulation disorder: A thpeech'handicap ith not a_ sighing
matta, ath it can be ektlitwemely embawathing to the thPeaka.
Evan a mild dithawda can Cadthe a mithundathtanding.

*Stuitering:-. a-a-a-a ssspeedh h-E=h-handicap is not. a-a-a '

1-1-laughing m-hatter ,a-a-a7s it c-c-can bei uhi. you know,buh
very-embaaaarrassing the-the' Eeeven

=a*dis -dis- disorder c cause a (tough) mfs- s-mis-misunderstanding..
.

*Language-impaired: TiOuble.speech not funny. No laughing thing
is. Talk feel, hurt, sad. Not know Say wordS.

PROCEDURE' %`\
1. Divide kito, small groups,

Each participant-selects an:dndex..card with a. particular speech
Impediment: stutteking, aiticulation, language,,average_

2 speaker."
3:- Each read his.paragraph-imtum.
4.. Follow-up:

After each.paragraphhas -been read,'discusionthould relate'
to both the listenetaild'speaker's feelings during' communi-
cation. -Emphasis:shAld the,speaker's frusttations in-,

t-.`

*Source: Ward, M.H- Arke, R.N!; 8,Y/se,
Eveicybody countst- 'orkshop manual to increase awareness of
handica ped people. :Resont, Virginia: The Council for Excpp-
tipal iildren, 1942. Reprinted with .permission.

:

cOmmunication.

a
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ACTIVITY 4 READ iliE 4 S I GN !

,

-EZROUND ,--S.t Many people who cannot hear use fingerspelling and sign )4/1-
' guage to eommunicate. yingerspelling involves shaping yoar\
hand in sk ihto different forms to make the letters of
the alpha et. . it is -posiih4e to spell out every 'word.
Sign langua shortcut to lling out each word: There

ki,are gestili 7";dirnm
-1
hands

.
and ar ;;Chat startd; for words andg,

,?4i,Vhrases.
,.!,.,...-

--.

OBEJCTIYES
i

.. .

1. 'To increake,_aw eness of alternate means- of communicating.,
J, 2. To give trainee experience ih-i4sing .V.gn language- c r-

4a-

TIME ALLOWANCE
20-30/ minutes

MATERIALS
Books that illustrate sign language
Paper or index cards for each small* group

PROCEEMRE ,
. 1 '

1. ESZEFgrodp makes up a sentence and writ&-A.14, down withOUt
disclosiw it to the other groups. H--....-, . ,..

k_

4, Each grouP jA given, a book that illdstrates sign language
(Or 'sign language cards) and is instructed to translate

s . their sentence into a signed sentence. Each meMbe
_._

the group is to .learn the sentence in sign- languag
3. -) Each.. group takes a 'turn signing their sentence while the:.

other groups try to translaterothe sentence by Observing: -
tilk signs.
FollqW-up disc ion, sho relate: to the problems faCed ''l

.1by the group In....0i. , in 114 to (L) translate _spoken-' - / °

English Iik.E9 s z..:-
and (3) ;communi _

1

0,

. .

glish; 2) learn the correct signs
n ;Signed Eng15th to othe6.-

L',
e'w!,,,"

116



BASS SYMBOL
e >:.; J. ,

BACKGROUND ;-
.a --

i3liss'Symbole is s'a.n 'elternative symbol
'vocal ,pre - reading or adult.
OBJECTIVES` -..

liarize traineeS-with dia alternative symbol system

system fort*fion7

Total time requires
MATFRIALS

approximately .30.ttlinutes

Handout #25 Bliss SymbolS- T6st
Handout #26 - Article on-Bliss Symbols
Handout #27 - Article on Communication Boagds

..---PROCEDURES ,- _ - -.
1. The Bliss Symbcil test "'is 'a.dminiStered 'with- the directidns

of -it's originator, ShirleY:MCNaughton: '.

'. J.
Before we introduce the_ symbols and discuss- theMrAn any

,,,--- great depth., I would -1i.k.:67--.6:- have you, take a. Shor-E.test
.°:.. to demonstrate to yourself-s-it*,relative ease of learning

. Bliss Symbols compared toNtit-44*it"might be like to learn
English. The test only takes,.,a fet., minutes an*Ilis the
hest way. I know to get- a comparison of learning t ss*___..., ,Symbols.- vs. what it . might. be .,T-,o; learn Englis/* :.

7-44e1...To try t.nis test, y u !need on 'K
and- a pencil- Now :put the nth
left edge of, the :paper and'
down the center Isaft the page....the tst.

blank piece. of paper
s -1 .throUgh.:l2 down the

err Ugh 24
noW d:y to take....

_.

In this test yo-rk. will be seeing two ets of symbol reP-(re-.
sentations,, alOng with the English translation of them.
One symbol set will be` -the Spence Symbols and the other
411 be the Bliss Symbols. The first set of°syrabols has

*.urce:, A- Sb MeNaughton . _Blfss
sysem.for ,th non-vocal '-pre-7read.i.
&- F. '1))triiley ?(Ecis. ) 4lon-vogal -Co i

;."--...Physical HIM' ed, Baltimore
i.., . ,ReRrinted` wit on: a

- . s-- , \ .
/ 7'."- -. .

.

Syrabots -aalteriaative
to

atiom. Aids or..:
Vander eid
Tike Severem.

ivesrsity Park PresS, k9.77 .
i

rp

a.
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f

been d6sighed by Murray Spence', Ass4,tant 'Co-ord ator
Special Education +Programmes, North *.rk Board o . .

EduCation, in Ontario, Canada. He', uses, .them .to. ,

teachefs Of early reading' program with the exp
4 .

e of_2-

4.;

relating to a new, mediutil' and attempting to derive --ding
from it.- Each symbol represents a letter of the ish
alphabet; the symbols are sequenced to form :word on the
basis of the sound (s)- each symbol represents. he re?-
lationship between eacti- smbol .and sound is. as- onsistent
As Efiglish ,letter--sound relationshipsj

The second set of symbols are Bliss Symbols with the com-
ponent parts_ representing meaning,; either. directly _thrOigh. _

a pictorial symbol, or indirectly through an arbitrary /or
abstract symbol.

Procedure fo the as follows:

1. .

2.

,

Stidy the Bliss ols for one minute, withciut;.ta
notes. Lsoft for_ shve-meaning correspondence.
Turn .to th 'Spence Symbols a d study them for one-

. L9ok fot sound-shape

mp1.9tely 'different activity for
pate.) Allow yourself one minute;

rds as y`ou can doing the eatiest.
,

test

minute, wi hoot taking no
correspon nce.

3 - Engage i a new and
10 taj.na.

4. Return to the to
write as many w
one first.
Tally-your score

fro
th-(

2. After tallying 'score, discuss with the group 'the questions
listed on-,the answer page.

3. Hand out the artiCle on: ErlisitiSyinbpli. Review: major points:.
of ai.

,

ticle.: v4s -;
.

4. Hand oit tie article on 'Communidation BOa:i4s1 The trainer ;

# 'should be familiar yith the contents:- of the::Articles Make
the point that

on
Symboks is one...form oZ '4'e symbol system

that is lased on communication boards .

iiiwer given by the-

I



SYMBOLS & .COMMUNICATION
fTRAINER icty)

1. lady - . Mother.
2. little 10. .--- animal
3. , hello Il. big
4. happy.. 12. father
5. man 13. 2 happy .

6. sad t °,' ,. hello..,-:
7. home '1'15. -man
8. afraid 16. big

. ,

17-. an inial
18. . sad ).
19. father
20. afraid
21. lady
.22. house
23. little
2.4. mother

When you-have completed the-tLt consioller, the following:
a

Which symbolid you want to translate° first ?'
°Which ;symbols were easier to retain? '
Which symbols ap4pred. visually simpler? -
Which requited th741east effort to alielyze?
Wigch Symbols made .you think. about meaning?

If your scope .wA---10ver 4 'tor the Spence' 61imbols, you did
better than the vajoriti77EF workshop_ aitendanis' to whom I:hczmB
..giVeh this test.- score was 'under %, flYr SymbOls,
ypus.did more pooralr. ham tlie iiajOritr 6rthose"trying this test.-trying

\

Compare- your eApericice 'in processing. the Spence Symbols
to that of the young- child learning to read.. mind that

mparison ienot entirely valid. The young child brings
knowledge of English letter shapes to his kearning-to read

2R4ienpe. He-reads street signs, cereal' bOxes, pbople' s names,.
-et4t:,'z long befOre his formal reading instruction beg You,
too; .hokever, bring experience-of another kind to thel-,Ttdtic of
readingApenc,e Syrnbols)..

:

. _

Allowing that the two sltuations differ in some ways, I
hope- that 'the contrast,: for you, between learnin4Spence Symbols
and Iearhing B4.ss Symboli provides you- with-ail appreciation' of

,contifst,' the young chila, between learning English -words

Gt



ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

.

1. List genetal developmental milestones for the
acquisition .of language and.have participants put them
in the correct developmental sequence.

-2. . Display and aiscuss.various alternatives for communica-
tion, such as a communication board, an autoCom,.and
various sign language- systems. ,

3. .Emphasize thd'difficulties encountered by persons who
are only allowed a yes/no responSe system by playing the
"Twenty Questions" game. The nonvocal player creates a
message and the person trying to discover _the message
must do so through yes7no questionS. Discuss the diffi-
culties with such a limited communication system for
both the message sender and the receiver..

-91-
a
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. ACCESSIBLE. CENTERS

The motivation to interact with the environ -.
ment exists in all children as an intrinsic
prOperty of life, but the quaiity of the inter-
actions is dependent upon the possiblities for
engaiement'that the environment prOvides.

- Anita-R. Olds

Is your center easy td, enter and move around in? Are objects
of daily use, such as bathrooms,« coat hooks and toys capable
of being. reached,by all Children in the.classroom? Environ-
mental barriers are conditions that make buildings, equipment.
or objects inaccessible. A handicap occurs when obstacles ere

,imposed on a persoh that put them at a disadvantage.

Barriers to accessiblity include obstacles in the physical
environment and other. barriers that are les obvious,s#ch
as tilOse imposed by disabilitiesthat affect the sense: vision,
hearing, touch. Inaccessible environments can also itiean.in-,
accessible learning experiences when barriers reduce the.op-
portunities for children to fully participate.

The purpose of this.section is to.find out what it means to
have an accessible centerone that is barrier-free to children
with handicaps.

, A
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.r!

ACTIVITY 1 BARRIERS CHECKLIST

.,BACKGROUND
,.An environment that limits usage by persons solely due-to
their disabilities does not allow those perso s to fully
develop their potential. It becOmes a state ent ocsocietyll'g
view' of the- persoh in terms of2the person's disability, not
as persons who have disabilities. What ki d of statement-,,is
your center making?

OBJECTIVES , , . .

1. To increase awarenessof.enviro ntal barriers. .

,,

2. To:evaluate, the accessibility o an environmental setting.'
3. To think of 'ways of making:envi onments more barrier+free.. .

TIME ALLOWANCE
15 minutes

MATERIALS-
Handout #28

V

j

J G %Barriers ChecktistA

PROCEDURE - . .

1. .Hav- participants complete, the Barrier6 Checklist at their
ce ter and bring it to class or have small groups eva.tUa-te ..

tre accessiblity of the building where the training aci4vity
s being conducted.

, A = C.-- ,

2. Discuss ways in w4ich each envirOnment cjtuld-be imprbved.
*What are the things that you think Should-be changed
firt? .

f -

*Are there some things that- cdqld be fixed by people
using the center, likemaking signs fOr rooms, or a -
'ramp foi a short Iligtit of .gtaixs?

I

. Discuss other buildings that would score" better: on-the
Barriers Checklist'and hdw these buildings make it easier
for people with disabilitieg.

- .

4
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TIME ALLOWANCE
20-30 minttes

ACTIVITY 2-

'BACKGROUND
Children_;, the classiobt have different needs that may regtilre
adaMlion'afthe physical environment in order too provide the
mostfective program. The willingness of the teacher to make
these-changes is a message to children that each, person is ird-
portant, and efforts-will.be made to meet each cbild's needs.-

DESIGNING CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS,

OtJECTihS
01 1.- To examine ways in which the physical environment can be.

adaptea to respond to the specific needs ,of children in the
4classroom.

--:11b plan a.. child care environment with-bertain criteria in
mind.

MATERIALS I!'
Flan/191 .board for each group
Packet of labeled (6.-gd, "chair, ". "table") felt-forms'

'representing room_gbjects
Extra felt and scissorb for groups to make additional
objects if deiired;
'Handout #29 - Activity Directions'

_PROCEDURE

4.

Prqvide).each small group with a f;annel..board,Ipcket of
.

,

felt form's, extra felt and scissors, and activity directions.
Have participants read directions and clarify any gue tions.

,'Have each groat:, design their classroom environment wit e
flannel board serving'as the floor-plan and the felt forms
representing objects and furniture in the classroom. Enr
courage each group to add objects and furnitur,e thdy feel
is necessary_baSed on,the-children.described in ,the activity
directions. .

.

After all groups ahave completed.their design, ask a'peison
-from' each group to describe their group'srdesigni including
speCial additions,

5. The trainer can present other examples of adaptions of the .-
physical environment that take into consideration the needs
of-people with specific handicaps:

Fbr'hearing-impaired people:" - use-visual clues/signt in
classroom, maps of: the a
building, etc.
seat child to- face speaker(s),
the teacher, and other children.

I
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For hearing-impaired people,
continued.

For visually impaired people:.

For physica ly h'andicapped

write on board or on Pager:
direcfions tfor activities,.,
us.md'terials and isurfaces that
tranSmit,sound or:vibration so:.
Children.Can be aware of moveme4
and sounds.

Maintain consistent roof arrange-7.

-remOve barriers so 'that wallcing ins
easy.
have traille-labels,On' materials.
Use.additorycu4s. -

seat near the loodtd.
have a tape record lessons-.

. -

people:- - .
..

- have open spaces for wheelchairs
and crutches.- .

- keep activities olsx one level-of
building, ,

-'1)ftve exercise fadilities, like
chin -up bars.'..

96-
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ACTIVITY DESIGNING CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS: FELT FORMS

I

teacher's desk

O

at
sa,

O

climbing -gym

.

bean bag chair.

4

-.4,=.

play kitchen

4

.

V

;-.(-)
-; -..

toy, box

*

di .

. . -

shelf- with doo;is



DESIGNING CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENTS: FELT FORMS

chair

)-.

bulletin beard,

\ Is



ACTIVITY 3 OBSTACLE COURSE

BACKGROUND'
.creative adaptions that take into,account the individual dif- °

-ferences of all children will prdvide more positive and meaningful
learniing experieriCes. An obstacle coursecan be set up that.
allowS each child to participate. .

OBJECTIVES
TO-problem solve ways to adapt a trUCtured classroOm activity

.

::-for children with handicapS. _ .

To understand how activities of an obStacle course can be
Used tor developmental learning experiences.

TIME ALLOWANCE,
15 -20 minutes

'MATERIALS
Chalkboard or large paPer to record-aaptions and domains
Handout #30 - Obstacle. Course
Optional: Flannelboard and felt objects that form the
obstacle course cali be made and dsdkd as a visual aid..

PROCEDURES, .

1. Distribute Obstacle Course Handout and give the following
directions: 9

. ,

Imagine you are designing an obsCaclepourse and you-
have in mind the ObjeCts/Activities liste4 in
Column 2 on the handout. -Your. task is.toNthink of
at least three ways of using/adapting the Objects/
Activities that will allow Children.with different
abilities'and,skill levels to participate. You are
also,to:determine what'deVelopmental.domain is :

tapped bpi each activity of the' obstacle' course
. cognitive, language, motor, social).

-Trainers should be familiar with the Key in order to better
understand the intent of the activity. An example would
also be helpful for the trainees and may stimulate'dis-7
cussion. . .

2. Discuss each Object/Activity and record Action Adaptions.
, and Developmental Domains On the board. 'Thep..tiaii can

also address. specific disabilities and.-0k-fOr'adaption
that would allow a-child with the gsab4fity to participate.

A
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Developmental''
r

Cogni-tive
Motor

;

Cogniti
Mbtot.
-Language

Motor

. .

Cognitive
Motor

Cognitive
Motor , -

Cognitive
Motor,

OBSTACLE COURSE: 'KEY
Activity 3

Ob.ect Ac ivit

Cut out
'hanging r m-a
table

'16

Footprint path

Mat

r

0

Examples of
Action' kIaptions

Go throu4h

Go around ::'

,Go through; arounO.
with help '

feet'.'/Follow.

:"
Follow & couht feet

Follow & label left/
right .

A

Hop; suniersault

Roll with help

%*74 Crawl

-Containers & objects....
to put in containers

HoopC

a.Masking tape p

-100-

Large container &
clotheSpins

Meditm container 1
.blocks

Bottle &.bea4s

Go through

Go around

Go in & out

F611ow path

Hop do path

Skip. do path



examples of
.Developmental .Object7Alivity Action Adaptions

Cognitive,
'Motor

Cognitive
Motor

Coghifiive

Motqq-.

Cognitive
Social'
Motor

r

Play

Look\at choice

. Cognitive Different balls. to Point to choice
.Motor indicate Choice
Language Say ."red'one"r .'"big one"

Catch, boZce

with balls Roll

Holcland:.feel texture

Go- in Fe'look out
: , ,

e ,

Large shapes -.GO around and look in .

Hide inside

. r Gbj.ne Around

Bounce On

74". Feel textures
4 ,

fi8C.04het someone',
. ....wearing..a hat would -tiO

Put hat(s) on & off

Pub kat(s), on -& Off
with help

Inner tubes

Dramatic play items
(Cauld also add
Mirror)

Parachute )

.7
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Wait for others under
it and'then end with d,,
activity,.e.g: lifting
it up and' down
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ACTIVITY 4. -:ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT
-

BACKGROUND .
'

.

...,, , 0

.'---

Relatively easy constructions of useful, objects. and mbdificationsy.
to commercial toy .can give children with handicaps the .acce : -
learning and enjoy ht other youngsters experience. _..---' ...-

.

. . ,.
\

..2114k

.OBJECTIVES , : ./
.v].. .-To become.more aware of the limitations imposed by-handi

caps that do not allow childrengrasp, turn;_pull_or___
otherwise participate in their environment. '-.. ,'

.2. To gain useful ideas,about'how-to construct and adapt
.equipment.

TIME ALLOWANCE
15 -20 minutes

MATERIALS
.Handout #31 - Easily Constructed Adaptive and Assis.tive Equipment
Iample-s-of adapted 1pr easily constructed objects and toys

PROCEDURES. _ .

1. Hand out,cppies of the article "Easily Constructed Adaptive
and,Assistive Equipment."

2., DiSeuss the purpo6e, construction, and use of the equipment,
deStribedin the article.
Stios.e,examples of constructed

. and."-adapted equipment, in-.
cluding::play-materials

4. Ask partippants to share their.experiences in:constructing%
or imodifyng equipment..

r '



.ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES

1. Identify environmOntal.barriers that have to be overcome
. in the course of a typical day for someone in a .wAeel-

chair. ...-

,

. i

r 2. Have participants draw a floor plan of their IDEAL center
and describe..4 To facilitate this activity, trainer can
tend for copies of the.Ealy-ChildhoodPlanning Guide
available from Childcraft Education Corporation., 20-Kilmer
Road,,Edison,-NJ 08817. The guide:includeS'a recommended
Checklist of materials fOi child development programs fOr
infants through six year olds. The guide also includes',
scale cutouts of basic equipment and graph paper.fOr
visual planning-

3. Set up ..an "Adaptive'Equipment Workshop". ColleCt designs
for making and adapting objectS'and toys. Collector pur-
chase necessary 'materials and make or adapt equipment- during
the workshop. You may want to enlist the expertise of local
service agencies or individuals, .

4. Invite a speaker from the community to discuss mobility
techniques that are used by handicapped people.

9
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X: WHAT'S IN A FILE FOLDER:
.

-Organizing is what you do before you do something,-so
that when you do it, it's not all nixed up.

Christopher Robin

It is important to keep a file folder with pertinent information
on each of the children in the,center. For children with handi-
capping conditions, it maybe necessary to collectmore'informa-
tien on the child to increase understanding about the child's
needs in order to program more effectively.

There are several ways to collect additional information as
- well as methods to interpret it. These will becomi alear'through
the following activities.

4



-

ACTIVITY 1 WHAT DO YOU NEED IN YOUR FILES

;' BACKGROUND
This activity will help the participants determine what infor-
mation is needed' in a child's file folder and how-to get it.

,

OBJECTIVES
,.::1. To underdtand what sorts of information about the child

'may be needed in a file folder. :
, .

2: To learn how one goes about obtaining information, .about
a child from other'sources.

TIME- ALLOWANCE
10 minutes

.MATERIALS
Chalkb9ard/chalk or
Overhead/marker or
Flip chart/markers

PROCEDURE

J
1. Asa group,

folder.
2. Make sure the list has

'Registration form
Doctors Reports
Therapists Reports
School Reports
Consent for obtaining records"
Accident Report.

brainstorm

,/

/-
what might be needed in the file

these items included:

YF
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ACTIVITY 2 WHAT TO DO WITH THE-INFORMATION

BACKGROUND
It is helpful to.find-out .a)S much as possible about a child with
special-needs. The information from'other special programs,'day:
care center, and parents of the children can be an asset when-
designing programming. :1-t is important to keep these records.
updated and complete.

. )

OBJECTIVES
1. To becomefamiliar with-the contents of a sample file folder.
2. To identify information' that is the most useful in programming

planning.

TIME ALLOWANCE
35 minutes

MATERIALS
Samplefile folder (included on following pages)
Paper
Pencil.

PROCEDURE
I. Pass out the bamf)le.file folder contents (duplicate l per

gr up of 4 students) , \

2.. rect the participants to read the folders\.
3.. As the.participants lead the information, haVe them note in-

formation on a.form-like this:

Pertinent
Information

2.

4.

How it might
be used

.

Questions for person
who wrote the reports

a

? r,

4. After the participants have cothpleted.this exercise, discuss
it with-them. (You might-viLhtto haveia rdedical dictionary ; A
handy), . ..

F

.



FILE FOLDER.CONTENTS

,

These forms and reports are samples.
They can:show participant's the -kinds of docu-
ments and Information that might:be of use to
theM in serving- -a child with'special needs.
They\may be'the center or pragram's own forms-
or can be copies'of.rdpOrts requested from
parentS or other agehcieskith the permission.
of the parents.)',

1



SIMULATED FILE" FOLDER -- Genpral' Applicaton 'for Admission

.r
Name of. Program

Child's Name

APPLICATION

Date of Application

.01

'What does yoUr

Marital Status:

Mother's Name

.

child like to be called?

Mararied

YBisthdate

Divorced Single

Lz.

Rome 'Phone

ex: M F.

Separated.

Home Addresi

.Where Employed Work Phone

Work Addifits Work Hou-rs

Father's Name

Home Address

'Home Phone

`IL

Where Employed

Work Address

* * * *..** * .** *

Name of periOns authorized to_act
4

Work Phone

Work Hoyrs
. .

.

* * *-* *_* * * * * * *

for parent in an EMERGENCY:

*;* * *.* * * I.

Home Phone:

Address

Work -Phone

Home Phone

1;

Relationship to: Child
, 4

Address

Work Phone Relationship to Child
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.

General Application (cont.)

7

4.

. .

Name of.
. 1

persons other than parentja-uthorized to pickup your child from sthool:

Naha 'Address.

-Name Address li,cc

Phone

Phone

If you are NOT at home, with whom may the bus driver -leave Yodr.child?
.

I I

Name

Address Phone

Address. '.: ehone

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

:.Name of Child's Physician, Clinic

Address

Does your child have any allergies,

Phone

ing asthma and food allergies?
. .

Ls your child- taking any medication? o, for whati-. Who,prescribed itZ"
.For how long?

-k

Does your 'cbild have convulsions? ff so, is yodr child on medication?

Prescribed by whom? ',':'t

gas ?out .chiTd,had his /her hearing evaluated?
,

By whorl? . . - When?

ROsults :
...1 ,

-Does your child have tubes in his/her'ears? When and who put them in?

Has there-been follow-Up by your doctor?

1



Has your Child had his/her vi-sion evaluated?

By whqm? .' When

tlRests ' .,e(

Gene*ai,Applicaton (cont.).
5

0.

Has'iour child had a neurologieal evaluation, psychological evaluation, or

been seen by any other -special 'doctors?

Has., your 'child eNrer been hospitalized? When? -)
Why?

0

Is your child toilet trained?

* * * * * * * * * *.* * *7** t * * * *.* * * * - * * **.* * *

.Parent Name ,;

,

Chi Ids,- Name

I -wish to enroll my child(ren):

...
Birthdate.

*Full Time

Part Time (A.M.)
2

Tart Time (P.M.)

i intend to bring my child to the day care cehter at-
Time

and pick him/her up at
Time

v.*
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SIMULATED FILE'FOLDER - Intake Ipformation (Specific)
. ..

I
ar

NAME, OB AGE-

.

ADDRESS N

<If

(zip code)
PARENTS DATE.

ADDRESS TELEPHO

'

It
-EATING

Must be fed -.baby Or junior foods
3 MUst

_.,-

be
fed- table food ' -

1

(Does) (Does not) hold bottle alone
Drinks from cup or glass (with). (without) assistance
Eats finger foods . '

Leaning to use spoOn - needA (much) (little) assistance
Uses gpoon.well alone
Uses spoon-and fork well but aqt knife
Completely.self-sufficient at table
On special:diet (explain)
Other "(explain} 7.

.

Has difficUlty (swallowing) (chewing)
Uses food. to manipulate parents (explain) . ...

-, i

(zip code)

O

.

MATT ETING

Toilet training not yet attempted
.Currently working on training
Childinlicates need, must be Assisted
Needs no assistance but .must be reminded
Has accidents (daily) (weekly) :(monthly or. less) (in Strange.surroundings)
(when upset or excited)

. Has accidents only at night- (indicate frequency above)
Completely. self-suffiCient in toileting /". -

7-77."--Usesk.tqlleting, bed wetting, etC., for 'avfentitn
Otheekplain)

MOBILITY
--IF CHILD WEARS A PROSTHESIS OF ANY Knp, INDICATE ABILITIES USING IT (U),--AND NOT
USING (N). i

Makes no attempt to.move.
1 (Does)'(Does' not) (Tries to) roll over .-

Moves about on'floor by (rolling) (scooting) (crawling) (other)
Pulls self up to,standing : .

Stands withassigtance (hand, chair, etc.)
Stsndg alone

(



Inake Form, coati
.

-7---ecs at *east 2 steps with assistance (hand, chair,. etc.
Walfcfa alone across root or Earther ;.

Sturibles ,frequently. or walks, into furniture,'-doors, etc.
Walks alone with poor balance, does not fall'
Walks4lone at least100 feet:-- movements and balance unimpaired_

c Walks (up) (down)_stairs alone or using banister
(down) stairs

Other (explain)

.

. 7

COMMUNICATIO
Smiles, laughs. .'

Makes randOm vocalizations
. Imitates sounds ..-

Follows simple directiod ("Come here;" "NO," "Look,!'.-etc.)- .,
. Used name of familiar ob4ets or persons (ball; Daddy, cookie, etc.)

,'.Talks in 2-3 word sentences
Talks in.longerSentences
Relatei experiences .

.Carries on-conversation '

'Uses wbrds batdoes not understand theli meanings'
. .

Can 'spealqbnt refuses to do so
.

Indicates needs by crying, grunting,letc.
Indicates needs by pointing '.

.

Indicates needs by leaabg parent, etc.,.to door,

-- Speech is difficult, for family to understandr,
Speech is difficult for strangers to understand
Speech is understood.by strangers after 5-10 minutes
Speech is ;readily understopd by-strangers but therapy
Speech quality unimpaired
Other (explain)

Aly

4

. '

refrigerator, ,etc..

- HEALTH,PROBLEMS
None'present
'Hyperactivity

.

Frequent upper 'respirplpry infections
Other-respiratory ailment, (asthme,,'etC.
Impaired visidn (explain)

vs. IMPaired hearAtg (explain) -
-

Seizures (explain[ types; frequency; aura, if any; date of onset; cause,
if known; complications, even if seizures-are now controlled)
Hydrocephalus (arrested? Hbw?)

Heart defect (explain)
Color blindness'

_Drooling
Menatruation°began at age
(Does) (Does not) care for self "during period
Orthopedic diffiCurties (explain - is sUrgery anticipated? when? describe
any orthopedic appliances required or. recommended. Give anproximate.dates
and type5:of past orthopeaic treatment)
Dental problems (explain)

List all-serious illnesses (if necessary or recent enough to concern'sitter)
Allergies (list)

is recommended'..(explai0,

, : .

-Limbs missing

7
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.ntake Form, continued

--,..

Metabolic disorders fexplain)
Neurological impairment (explain)

.
.

-List all, medications cugrently'giiren or prescribed, including dosages
and purnosee. -:

.

-, High tolerance to pain'
Other (explain)

a. -

. SOCIALIZATION.

ReaChes forfadiliar persons
.:.:

Enjoys heiigheld and played, with ..:

Plays with' or. side other children"
.

Shies-sway from. strangers
.:: '.Pfa.yal.dooperatively With7other!children 'iZ r i-:-

Deliberately abuses or antagonizes other chirdren.(explain - hoW often?)

7 i-' Refusesto obeyparents or Others in authority,
: .

Deliberately abUses self (explaia) -..-Y. .1,--'

. Prefers company of (older)'(Younger) Children
7.177-7 Prefers to tike left alone-- - ..:- .-

,

,

Becomes -fruStrqed when; :

. : ..
..

.. ,

6

. Handles ,frustration by
-

, -.

Responds to. change in. routine -by-

- Responds to correction by -

Describe dteraction.with siblings
. .

b' SUPERVISION NEEDED
Must be watched constantly'
-Plays(knowingly)(unknowingly) with dangerous objects if not watched .

(giVe'specifics)
Avoids:sharp objects
Avoids, hot stove and pant,

it
Goes 'into street (or would 41 not watched) without looking for.cars
Crosses 'street safely after lookingtfor cars
Not allowed to .enter street alone..- can be trusted to do so
Wanders away from home,,.while awake.

°: Wanders in sleep (within hame)1 (away from home)
Takes supervision from older. children in 'authority-
Can be left.-'slOne in house for 20 minutes
Cabe trusted to-watchiyounger children for 10 minqtes
BehaVior:in public. is (better than) (worse than) (saMic as) at hoMe
(Can).(Gannot)0.be'ruSted not to take things. frOm.store shelves without
permission
Take.p.thing0 that don't belong to. him (knowing) (notknowing) it is wroi.ijG
'Can be trusted,ta.performminor errands'(mail letters,-BOrrow.in egg
from- neighbors)

. .

'PERSONAL SELF-HELP
Fi'ars bath

Mustbebathed
Learning to bathe self.
Batilei alone if water is run for him
Rtins.water And bathes self, doing (good) (fair) (poor) job .

4
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Intake Pori, continued
.

Tooth brushing. not yet begun.
.(Doe-s) (Does' noi).cooperate while teeth are brushed
Learning to brush own teeth
Self7sufTicient at toothbrushing (though reminders may be necessary)
Recognizes "well groamed"and "sloppy" on (self). (others)
Combs or brushes hait'in "(play) (grooming)
(Shampoos) .(SetS) hair (alone) (with assistance)
Does teat help dregS self
Removes coat or dress alone if unfastened
Puts on coat or dress; (does) (does not) fasen,,it
Operates (zipper), (buttons), (snaps), (indicate which)
Ties shoestrings
Tells time to nearest (hour) (half hour) (quarter hour) (5.minu till

es)

Has child ever lived away from home? If so, give dates and details.
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SIMULATED FILE FOLDER'- Release of InfoFmation

1)

To:
2)* =

Re:

- -

I hereby grant permission to disclose and deliver to:-

any and all information.qpntiined-in the Clinical,recOrd of the
above named patient.:. Such-,information disclosed ordelivered may
include thecomplete:Case history'as shown bythe rIcordS,:and
any other information in the possession.of (3)..
relation.tO this child's treatment and/or.condition.

(4) SIGNATURE WITNESSED BY:;

I

/ "(name).

(address)

(5)` Signed:

e:

FOR DOCTOA'S RECORDS

NOTE: INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING OUT ABOVE.
.

1. Give full name and address of doctor.
2.. GiVe patient's full name, and birthdate.

s

3.. Give fullname of medical office, inthtitutioR, etc. releasing
infOrmation.

.

4. Give full-name and addesof witness.
, 5. Signature of parent or guardian of patient and date Of

,signature.
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SIMULATED FILE FOLDER - Day Care Report - Fall,

D.O.B. 10/6/75

Program

UCP Extended Day Care
December, 1979

. .
.

_attends the .Day Care Center'one
full day, four afternoons, a:la-five early\mornings per week.
He atItends the Early Childhood Program four mornings per we k.
at Mendota Elementary School. .

. arrives every morning about 7:00, and is at the
-center unti1.8:30 when a bus comes to take him to Mendota choo .

..

,- ,._ returns by bus to the Salvation Army at 11:4 i
time to eat lunch with the other children., Following lunch is
nap time'. . usually sleeps from 1:00. until 3:00. After-,
noon snack Ig-gE-7715. The children are then split-into twq.
groups,'ahlf are in the large motor room, the other half are in
the classroom where they have choices of activities to do.

.alternates between the two rooms during this time.

enjpys listening to and. watching the o children
play. .During free playvt.ime, if .the children are aking noise,

voice joi.g right in with theirs- seems to be
cocang more on his wn. enjoys having someone coo back to 14.m.
Music seems to , eli6it sounds from . He 1 kes to listen

t

to music. also enjoys the arge group times. He res-.
ponds during story time, or when songs are being 'sung by laughing
and talking. .

Feeding

sits-on the teacher's lap to be fed. In the past,
sat facing the teacher, hiS legs straddling the .

waist. He has grown, and is now too long to be held in this way.
sits across the lap,,haying his back and head Sup-

ported by the teacher's arm and hand. is spoon fed.
A rubber tipped spoon is used.- . drinks out of a tippy

-cup. diet consists of pureed food or baby food. we
are working on having chew some soft Chopped food..
It is important to encourage to drink fluids, as they .
aid in, loosening his congestion.

4

A chin strap is currently being used with during eating
times and nap time. It is used to aid in eating and respiration.
It has only been in use for a short period of :time, so it is
difficult to make any definite conclusions; however,
seems to be holding his lips closer_ together. It is hoped the
chin strap will aidin chewing.
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Day Care Report .(Cont.)

wr eating habits are not consistent. When is
feeling well and is in a happy mood, he will eat ag7ATTUnch.
If is very congested, 'or just is not feeling well, he
will not eat very'much. It is difficult during these times to
get -to eat more than two or three spoonfulls.

. Positioning

.A wedge is used with ***--- while he is on the floor. The best
position to use whileH737iying on the wedge is to have him on.
his stomach. There art two reasons for this position, 1') there
is not as much drainage into his thrOat, and 2) he is able to
push his head and upper body up,on.his forearms to look around.
He has been showing much more movement while on his wedge. He
seems to be gaining more head control wherrhe lifts himself up
on his forearms.

Goals

Themajor goals for at the center are: 1) encourage
him to lift his head by.taIking and shaking a rattle or similar
object above his head, 2) work- -on grasping objects in his
hands, and 3) increasp,andencourage vdbalizations by imitating
his sounds.

School/Parent Center Coordination

There is a good line of communication between the center, school,
and parents. has ,a notebook that is sent, from home
tcythe center, to/school. it is used to communicate any needs,
concerns, or information. Communication is,alsO very good between
the staff at Salvation Army and mother.

The resource teacher has visited classroom at
school to discus$ goals, expectations, and techniques to use with.

when working with him. Occupational
Therapist at. Mendota has,"visited the Day Care Center to share
techniqued of feeding and positioning during feeding..

was at Central Wiscorisin Center for two weeks this
fall for respite care. He"was there from November through
November .

.r

UCP Resource Teacher

t..



SIMU TED FILE. FOLDER - Hospital and Clinic Report ,

NAME :-

PRESENT---SITimiION:

Re-evaluationSumglary

UWHil 444,

et)
. Age: Ae4.70.

J4.0'2 . .ter Ar ..L./ A

0.4401"4,4_,p( 4-f a

44., Yki-ef covurs atAd

4, aeat
FINDINGS:

RECOMMENDATIONS:
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ILE FOLDER - Public /School Individual Educational
Plan ( .E.P.)

METROPOLITAN SCHOOL DISTRICT: INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM:

student Name

PHASE II: PROGRESS-TO-DATE ANNUAL REVIEW

- 67

Student-Number D.O.B. Sex 'Gradtt

/0-6 - 7S- Ivl Pre
r

1. Statement of Student's Program: 1i9 :e202.17N 1V0kNe. Ef.AQrit\CLV,00c1,oAei acg rnenihb. A-he, 4( Liear, pcocyamm, hcas etlY1S;5
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\(-1 nikWe.d ord. )0...kct0G-61 Cts L 211 cl% Qcsrc- - cOLON(YVirk) v\ 6 zech op&gioss rnovorarti ctetihe,. prui4iar o. Q pfeseni- -rnovyfitrin and, .prayo.r-vvyl:n% .to S:Lnc_J fYICA-OCI

School

cai %st- on& "ax)
qc-

cs .cnAcc-, c,..-\d- w-factth

2. Description of Regular Education Environment, Expectations, and Alterna.

N

p-tion oome, o=nun.icy,
qMpFUL

or
EU twu`'"nv"olv--3. Descri - HC =ement:

3St*h coina-fi- on cu. Lceek_ALI basls o flak
9Y- beilo-kfunr vyed-k

ves:

ci
dinted 1Sio.1"ck. fecALeSi-- \oianck_k,-in S-Lak e.sW.cr\ c-..ro- loc;-rne,

,cscarny-ninc. \-1-Ne....,kua'\\.-Y\
AVWS Isf.o7r Alo rev CeA.V\ p -1) carrNINr:vr1 bAerc..-zbegin in c.znz:L6.-- ezco.bral, \sLi Chin t k.3312c CSC vespicw4 M-e-tArkprt.

wat-kcip \ cne S reQc-(1-, as e.k 0_1')c_e.S r.eye.z.h.N.: y-kr.Q_SSummary of the Student as. a Learner:- iTa,includeibui'is noe-iimited to, student's'-'
present level-of educational megfamMence, abilities, achievements, likes/dislikes,
other affective,communicative, motor, and cognitive
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I .E.P (cont . )

IET.ROPOL I TAN. SCHOOL. D I STR ICTA l EiTPHASE I I : Page -2 -71 YEAR.

Student Name Student Number Report . Per i.ort Covering Report Date

oz.,- 77 to.1u-nr- -79 May .71 I

Progress -to- date:. Evaluation of progress made on each annual goal 'and objective listed in
IEP-Phase I. InClude results of testing.

. , 0
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-ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES.

1. Create a form fO;Irecordiiig such things as significant-
events, parent contacts, school visits, discussion with
social workers, child progress,-etc.'

--2. Have participants bring in samples of theirown"forms and
file.folder contents to shire with' the otherparticipants.
This- may be a way for thetlass-to create,' heir own forms.

3. Discuss issues related.to confidertiali-Ey of records.'_ When
is confidentiality an asset and when does it get 'in the way
of communication?

.0



C.

XI. MfINSTREAkqT,1: PATHWAY TO NORMALIZATION '

"If you treat an individual as he is, he will
stay as he is, but: if you treat him as if he
were-what he ought to be and co d be,.he will
become what he ought be and u).d

Goethe

The histdry of setting groups of pedPie off to one side in
society and explaining it as being "in their best interest"
has been..costly. Few of us have groWn up in a scho'l with
the privilege of knowing a: friend who had a physical disability
who learned very differently or whp had no hearing or sight.
Deprivation and lostsopgxtunity, t grow are common to people
with special needs. Their lost opp rtunity to grow Is ours as
well.

Applying the principles of normalization can break this cycle
and ensure' that people wits disabilities are integrated into
everyday community life.- Mainstreaming 'children i.7ilt1 handi,
cads in day care and preschool is a major aspect of the nor-
malization process. It is an'importint first step inestab-

,

lishing a life of equality for all people with handicaps.

,
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ACTVITY 1 SEPARATION VERSUS BEING PART OF.THE MAINSTREAM .

.

BACkGROUND . . .

Historically., people with special nceds hive been segregated into,.
large institutional'Settinqsiito tpparate educational facilities
and classroom,:separate:redreational piograms,and separate- work.
places.. , -,

OBJECTIVES - e

1. To determine who benefits .from segreg.'ation.-
'2. . To determine the effects .of.separatiOn.

6

TIME'
20-30 minutes

MATERIALS
Chalkboard/chalk_ or
Overhead /markers or
Flip chart/markers

PROCEDURE
1. Put the following chart of;the board:

1"The community in general
'The person's family

. The taxpayer
The particular individual
The professional

2. Ask the-following questions:
* Who has benefitted ftom thesegregation of people with

special needs? (Check Yes or No) L-4-'
In what. ways has the person grouproup benefitted from
the segregation of peopleiNith-special seeds? (List in
coliimn) --

. After completing the chart, ask the following. questions:
What happens when a sufficient stigma is attached to a
person so as to dehumanize him/hex:and then segregate
that person so s/he is deprived of the usual experi-

es of living in society?
Is it 1 ely that this increases the dependency of
tho people who already havespecial, needs?

* Can you think of other consequences?.

What can you do 'about them?

YES

t`

.NO WAYS

?



\ ..

i4. Discuss the' consequences:of segregation and write out some
. ideas about how to overcome them. Examples:

*Writing. letters to service providers supporting mai*
streaming and normalization

,

*Becomj.ng a 'Citizen advocate to a,,person with disabilities
*conductpubiic awareness activities

:i.

I
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ACTIVITY 2 ME TOO

BACKGROUND o

This activity. .provides an opportunity for. participants to reflect
on .their own individual differerices. It also touches on the
issue,. of "labeling"-

'OBJECTIVES
1. To develop greatee-,awareness of individual differences.
2. To understand how labeling'affects the number of options

one has in. life.

TIMEALLOWANCE
10-15 minutes

MATERIALS
None

PROCEDURE .

1. Have participants shdre their own "handicaps" or instances.
when thty had "special,meeds", e.g., broken leg,"and needed
crutches, anesthesia'from dentist that made-it difficult
to coptrol facial muscles, etc. Note whether -these han4L-'
caps or speC.ial needs were temporary 'or are permanent cori-,
ditions. Discuss how these conditions changed aspects of
daily living.-t-

2. For homework have the participants note 'each time a person
or group use a label that'is lot flattering. Beside each
phrase' or ,word, have the partiIipant write a more appropriate
word.

'



ACTIVITY 3 EVERYBODY'S RIGHTS!'

_BACKGROUND
Ay attaching. a negati value to th;O:ilitellectuarlimitationt

-. of such persons, socie.yhas conveyeathe message to the
'person so labeled that's/he is stx .different from' the rest of
- use that this differepee.renderS him/her-aleSSer. member-of
society.. .The perception.f the person with.;special needs-as
a social inferior. has resuited...in the. building Of:legal and
social barriersio.-prevent the exercise of many of the rights
Most of us take for .

OBJECTIVES
To clarify the importance of individual rights.
To consider how the. absence of individual .rights .leads to
dehumanization.

MATERIALS
Handout #32:, Individual Rights
Paper/pencils

. ,

TIME ALLOWANCE
25 minutes

PROCEDURES . ,-,

.

1. Distribute Handout #32 to each participant.
2. Have paeticipants read the rights aloud. .

._-)
3.. .Ask the participants if they believe in these rights or if

they view them as platitudes.
4. Have each participant list 3 rights that they would be'willing

to, sacrifice if they had to cut their list to 10. You have
no choice. Give up 3!

. Now have the participants cut their list to 7. Ask each
-

participant what they would giver.up:
6. Discussion questions:

_

J.

*How many rights can rOu.cross:.off yoilr list before you
begin to fell dehumanized? ,

*If people who have disabliities donot have these rights,
are they dehumanized? -

*How'can you tell? _
.

Wrap. up the activity by reading or-paraphrasing :the .ideas
expressed in the .following paragraph:

We cannot enjoy the things we hold as,preCious as
life itself _-freedom to associate with-anyone we
wish,,to'live, and work, and playyhere we wish and
above all to...test'how much we .card learn and groW:to-
gether--if there is a wall between_ us and the asdocliete
we need to know. If, anyone is the prisoner of our
poor expectations_thn We,all-are. Normalization is the
the freedom we all",seek..

.,.
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XII. WHAT'S THE NEXT STEP? INTEGRATIVE ACTIVITIES

The Woods would' be very..silent if no birds
sang there, except those who sang best...'

`Jaines Audubon

Once,a center'has decided to mainstream and is coMMitted to
success through determination, the next step is to develop.
appropriate activities for the entire group.

One. of the best Mays to-enhance any young child's experiences
is by'doing sensory activities. When children have diffi-
culties' receiving input throughone'of their senses sucIvas
'sight,,hearing, or touch, it helps-to use as meaty other
senses as possible to reach them. This section of ideaswill
help stimulate teachers to plan acts sties involving the
senses when working in an integrated et ing.

-133- 1



ACTIVITY I - HOW TO 'CREATE YOUR OWN SENSORY ACTIVITY

BACKGROUND
Sensory activities are fun; exciting and stimulating for children.
Participants are encouraged to design their own sensory exper-
iene.to, be used with young children.::

. - OBJECTIVES
1.. To learn to design activities for childreh who have sensory

impairments..'
2. To collect ideas for activities from other-class partiiipants.

TIME ALLOWANCE
Homework activity
10-15 minutes for each participant to present their activity.

MATERI
Partic ants are to. provide their own materials for their activity.
Handout #3-2: . Sensory Activities for Children \_

PROCEDURES. . ..

1. -Participants ate given ample out-of-class time to develop
an activity.

2. Each participant gives directions and guides ,the act vity.
3. After the activity period, the group discusses which senses

were involved and brainstorms possible adaptations.
4. Additional activities can be conducted or copied for them.

Handout #32. /-----,.,

.5. - The trainer might-4njoy ending this activity session with.
"The Gunniwolf Story", which, follows this page.'

4



THE dUNNIWOLF.STORY

The- following story was designed to involve'all of the-
senses. This type of active involvement is a wonderfgway
to increase a young child's attention span. After you have
told the story to children you can increase participation by
letting the children do the special sensory effect themselves.
This gtory-involves all five senses and is guaranteed to-hold
a child's attention.

NARRATOR:

r_

STORY Special Sensory
Effects

Once there was a little girl
named whb lived right
next to the s woods.

(name of- town)
One day her mother said:

w" MOM VOICE: "I am .going to the store for a
while. Would you like to go along,
or would you ratherstay home by
yourslf?"

CHILD VOICE: "I think I will stay here-and play
in the siidbox, " said

MOM VOICE:

clir6 VOICE:

NARRATOR

Her mother said, "O.K., honey, but
be sure you don't wander ott near
the woods. Remember,swedon'twant
you to meet up with. the Gunniwolf."

"Don't w6try*, I will stay right here,
Mommy."

:While her mother was away,
Asniffed the'sweet.fragrance of the
lovely .flowers in her yard while.
the briSkyind ruffled throtgh her
shiny hair. -loved the
warmthof the-ga-TH-early spring.
In the distance she could her the
birds chanting a 'lovely melody
through the trees and the frogs
plopping form lily pad-tb.Tily pad
in. the nearby pond. .

became so involved with the wonder-
ful day that she aimlessly wandered
to the edge of the pine forest.

caught sight ofsome beau-
tiful blue flowers and.. decided to
pick some for her mother. As she
bent down to pick one, she sang:

CHILD VOICE DO )1I DO mi SO SO SO

-135- 1 i s"
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GUNNIWOLF S

NARRATOR:

CHILD VOICE:

NARRATOR:

CHILD VOICE

NARRATOR:

GUNNIWOLF:,

CHILD VOICE:

GUNNIWOLF:

CHILD VOICE:

NARRATOR:-

GUNNIWOLF:

Miff - page -2

After she gathered a few blue'floweri,
she looked through the pines and saw
the prettiest pink wildflowers in the

twhole world. She leaned over to pick
several, took a big sniff, and sang:

DO MI DO MI SO SO SO

Her owerg-looked so lovely', but she
thought 't would be perfect if only
she could find some yellow Ones: 'She flowers
walked deeper and deeper into the
woods and she finally spotted themmt r.
gorgeous yellow flowers. She bent
downto pick some while singing:

O

-play and sing

-Tick-yellow

DO MI DO MI so SO SO

..and all of a sudden - GROWWWWWL
there was a huge gunniwolf towering
over her. The little girl started to
run, pit-a-pat, pit. 7a-pat, but the
gunniwolf chased her, hunk-a-chu,and
grabbed her and said:

."Little 'dittle girl, Why you
move?"

"I no move,"

"Then you 'sing that' -good-um sweet-um
song." .

DO MI DO -MI SO SO SO

As she sang, the gunniwolf fell fast
asleep.' The ,Irittle girl ran as fast
as she could, pit-a-pat, pit-a-pat,
but the gunniwolf,woke up and chased
her hunk-a-chu, hunk-a-chu, and he
grabbed her again and said:

"Little girl, girl, Why you
move?"

4

-furry puppet

urry puppet

CHILD VOICE: "I no move."

GUNNIWOLi: "Then you sing that gdod-um, sweet=um
song."

-play and.sing



fF

CHILD VOICE:
,(SHAKIU):

NARRATOR:

MOTHER VOICE:

CHILD VOICE:

-*OTHER VOICE;

CHILD VOICE:

4

NARRATOR:

CHILD VOICE:

DO MO-. A .SO:` -SO

And once agAin the qunniwolf fell
fdst'aileep. 'This time''the little
girl gathered up her flowers from
the ground and. ran; pit-a-pati pit-
a-pat, all the way home. When

sP got home, she flew -into her
mother's arms and told her of the .big
gunniwolf.

-"Did the gunniwolf.hurt you?"

",N9, Mom."

"Did he try to take your flowers?"-

- play -and sing

- furry 'puppet
- snoring. noise

"Well, no Mom. You-know, 2.gueSs.he'
jubt wanted to hear me sing a,little
song. 'Let'.s invite the gunnivrolf
to our houie to hear some of my songs.
Maybe we can even bake some cookies
for him."

The next day, the: smell of choco-
late chip cookies and the little
child's sweet song brought thg big
gunniwolf,to the edge of the woods
where he was grgeted by
and her'mothei. The gunniwplf sat
down to listen to the singing and
Taile Mother passed around-the
cookies, sang:

DO' MI -DO MI SO SO SO

*-7
*This story was', adapted foi:43,se with
the MacoMb 0-3Rpgional Project, Mace

-cookies

-play & sing-

ol

ldren whq" have handida s by
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ACTIVITY II - THERE IS MORE TO MAINSTREAMING THAN MEETS THE. EYE

BACKGROUND' .

The"exercis.es and activities in this manual were designed to in-
fluence4ttitudes as'well as provide helpful information to day
care and preschool staff who are integrating children with handi-
caps into.their centers. Having a positive attitude the 44

_willingness to ,attempt mainstreaming is only a start. Cdce a
child with a disability is enrolled in a center, it is imperative
to monitor peer involvement to insure positive social. interaction.

OBJECTIVES.
1.- To be

.
able to &elect play-materials that encourage integra-

tion of young children.
2. Jlio explore situations which support' true socialization'through

interaction. ,

TIME ALLOWANCE'
20 minutes

MATERIALS - -
4

- Variety of toys, games, puzzles manipulatives
Blackboard/chalk ;.°

.

PROCEDURE. a -
. --.

1. Discuss the levels of involvement chart/overhead information
Which is listed below:

V. ,

LEVELS:OF INVOLVEMENT

Segregated' no chance for interaction

2. Partial Contact

Integated

interaction'

partial interaction

/
total interaction

children in same building -
.together in hallways, li.ineh,'etc.

, .

opportunity, for social' inter-
-action exists

V

-exposure to integration - no
socialization

handicapped child initiates

typical child initiates

.adult initiates

-138-
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ACTIVITY II - cont nted

2. Set out play matpriAls and have the participhnts classify
as individuhl br group involvement. material*. Ask-

them to list their reasons for their grouping chriices.

e.g.Andividual materials include small puzzles, playdoh,
small maniptlativps.

e.g. group materials include, large building.blocks, games,-
dress -up playclotries4 puppets,.. large puzzles, bowling,

bean bags.

a

- 3. Talk about the effect that the three types of, grouping:
. developmental; chronologicai,.and mulliage, have on the.

patterns of integration. -Relate'thedergrouping patterns
to classroom materials and interaction possibilities.-

r

k

.1

f

?.2

aS
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-:COURSE EVALUATION

INTEGRATING THE DEVELOPMENTALLY DISABLED CHILD
INTO DAY CARE AND.PRESCHOOL

,!!

DATE

'LOCATION.

TEACHER(S)

Overall the course was;, Excellent

Poor

WORKSHOP CONTENT

Good Fair

1... I think the information presented in
this course will help me in working
with handicapped and delayed children
in day Care and preschool.

2. The methods used (group experiences,
worksheets,' lecture, brainstorming)
were helpful for increasing my know
ledge and understanding of. the
material.

3. The format and.organiiation.pfthiis
workshop was appropriate.

4: The'handouts were useful as an in-
structional aid.

5. I would recommend another day care or
preschool teacher to attend a course,
like,this.'

INSTRUCTOR

6. The teacher(s) for this workshop an-
..swered my questions sufficiently.

SA. ...A.

SA .A:,

S

S

D

D

SD

SD

J

SA A S . .D SD

SA A S D SD
.

SA A

.

S D SD

SA A. S D .SD



Course Evalua
Disabled Child .Itto Day Care. and Pt0Schobl

Integrating the Dveidptentally

7.
1
The teacher4s) demonstrated a thorough
knowledge and underetanding of the
subject(s) discussed.

The teachet(s) indiOidualized to meet .

the specific needs of.the day care
center that I work 4t, .

9. The teachei4s) demonstiated'reSpect
for people's feelipgs and worked in
a non - judgmental manner.

'10._ Theteachpr(s) made the workshop in-
teresting'and:cOnveyedenthusiasm.

GENERAL

4J (1) >,, 6
.2

0 1-1 CU

.4 $4 CP $4
= CT00 0 0

$4 E
, al -41

$4 $4 ., u2 s-4

0
cn

.

cla < 4
cla CZ CM C;1

SA S D . SD

SA SD

SA

SA A SD

1. What did you. like best about this course? Please be. detailed.

2. What could have improved .this course? Please b detailed.

3, :Aaditional Comments:

,Thank you for taking the time to fill out this Evaluation. Your
input will provide useful feedback for planning and improving:.
future coursework.
:



FEEDBACK'FORM

1. overa11,, I would-ate the contentin this notebook..as
:

.Did you find. the a
cu5ricuIum.helpful?

Good Fair

-ies and ideas_presented'in this

Poor

3. Which activities did you'try? Would you use them again?

4: General comments and suggestions for improvement.

5. How many students were involved?

6 .I used-this material in tecaching:.

Course

Inservice

L

Please mail to:.

Patti Donsbach
5733 Restal St.

'Madison, WI
53711
(608) 271:45430

Wcirksho
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HANRI2Z 1 - DAY CARE AND PRESCHOOL STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE*

/OPENING QUESTIONS-

. Indicate age. range:

a) 'under 20' . b) 20-25 c)- 26-35 d) 26-45

46 and over
,-

2i Number of years experience as a teacher:

a).." 1-2 -7 b) 3-5 c) 6 or, more

3. How much contact have you had to handicapped children in a non-teaching

capacity?
a) none b) some c) often

4. How much co'Utact have You had to handicapped children. in a teaching

capttity?
a)' none b) . some c) often

5. Estimate your comfort'level with handicapped children:

a) comfortable b). unsure

.`k

Homuch-have you interacted with' a Parent of a ha4altapped youngster

in a teaching'capacity?,
a) none . b) :some .c) Often

How much have you interacted with a parent of a handicpaped youngster in

a non:=teaching capacity?
a) '.none some c) often.

t
4

S. Have parents of-handicapped yOung children ever approached yot reqtesting

placement of:their_Children in'your day care center?

never ,b) ,.sometiMes.:.-(c) often -
.1

INDICATE "A" -FOR AGREE AND -
"D" FOR DISAGREE--

. 9. Day care licensing regulations require-accepting children into

regular' day care piograms at parent's request. (AD)

10. It is likely thathanditapped and non-handicpappedpter-mates.

could be friends in an integrated -(six .

Commercial adaptive:equipment and materials for teachers to use

with handicapped children are not readily available. (AD)

12.' You can usually pick Out the handicapped children .in an integiated

setting by the way the children.look. (AT).
,

1 . .

Handicapped children are more likely, to discipline problems

in regular classes than non-handicappehildren,.- (AD)

-

14. SeParate day. care centers should be establisheclforhandicpaped"

children toattend. (S/I)



-2-
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15. I would want my own handicapped preschool aged child in an inte-

grated day care center. (AT)

16, Integrating handicapped children will createa need for.new and

-.different equipment. (AD)

_

17. It. would be!-.beneficial for my non-handicapped child.to play With

a handicapped.peer; (S/I) .

.18. Some handicapped childretwith'severe disabilities2ahonld be

placed-in'institutions. (AT)

.
The presence of a child in a regular class slows downthe educa-

tional progress of the non-handicapped peers. ,S /I)

20.

21.

. .

.

Unlike regular early. childhood education teachers, special "educa,-

tiOns teachers, only, possess nowledge.of::apecial.methods which

proMote,theauccess of handicapped children::- ..(T)

Integrating handicapped children into regular classes would'OrO=

baky contribute to'negative%behaviorpatterns on the part of

the non - handicapped. :

22. Educational progiaming which involves handicpaped children in a

self-center who are available to assist in the prdcess of inte-

grating handicapped children. (AD)

23. There are lots of resource people within 'a 25-mile radius of our:

day care center who are available to assist-,-in the-process of

'integrating handicapped children. (AD)

Handicapped children have a right to public education in settings

with non-handicapped peers: (AT)
4,

In grating handicapped children will create a need for a revised

iculgm. (II) (AD)
25.

26.

27.

28.

eachers Will hie tO.Spend more 'time working With.the handicapped

_children than with.the non-handicapped children. (AD)

The handicapped child will feel inadequate in the integrated
classroom (I, 6) 1S/I)

Parents of non-handicapped childre.wdo not want their children

educated with handicapped children and therefore integrated day

care centers,will lose children. (AD)

2
Days care and preschool teachers have the training and competencies
to reach handicapped children without the need foi supportive. services. (

A-lot of-physical adaptations will have to be made within thee.

classroom to accommodate handicapP'd children. (AD) '



You" can usually pick out the handicapped-children in an inte-
grated setting by the-way the-children act. (AD)

'32. Normal children benefit when handicapped children are integrated
into regular classes. (S/I)

33. Parents of handicapped children should pay a higher tuition be-
cause of the specialized services_that have to be provided"for
their children. (AD)

The attitude of the teacher towards handicapped children is the
Most critical factor in successfully integrating handicapped
children: (AT)

35. . I would want my own non-handicapped preschool aged child
integrated day care center. (AT)

.36. It-would be difficult toplan for handicappped children who spend,
some part of their weekln special education programs in addition
to our day eare center. (II) (AD).

37. Integrated settings will educate handicapped children as. Well, if
not better thaivsegregated settings. (S/I)

38.

.

I see it as- within.my role as a day care provider to encourage
the enrollment of all children whose parents wish that they
attended this center. (AT)

*Thia!instrument was developed through Projec,t Mainstream and written by
.Marjntie Getz-Shaftel and Patricia Donsbach.
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HANDOUT 2 - INTEGRATING HANDICAPPED CHILDREN INTO RE5LAR CLASSROOMS

III
,

by

a

1.

Mary
.
Glockner

ERIC/ECE

(based on an interview with Dr. Jenny Klein,
Directorof Educational Services, OCD)

Asmore states begin mandating'eduCation for handicapped
children, there'is a definitetrend toward' ineOgrating

"these children into regular- day care, preschooltand ele-.
mentary classrooms lather than channeling them into
separate programs. Since many persons involved in early
education have had limited experience. with handicapped
children, we asked Dr. Jetny7Klein, Director of Educational
Services, OCD,.. (whose background includes extensive work
in special education) to talk aboUt some of the things
teachers and child-care people might be thinking about as':'
they begin working with handicapped children.' The fOi-
lowintarticle is based on Dr. Klein's;comments.

"When you're working with a handicapped 'child," Dr. Klein says, "it
. .

is important to think of him first of all as a child mote like other

r.
children than different.

"A handicapped child may'have some very special needs related to his

particular handicap," she says, "but his basic needa-are.the sameras those

of 'normal' children -- especially the need to be'accepted and loved, and

praised."
Dr. Kleinbelieves firmly that. integrating handicapped children into.-

regular classrooms is a,good idea. "If we want children to live, in

the real'wca.l.d,,ii is-iMportant.fornormar and handicapped children to

learn to accept, appreciate, and understand each Other,' she says,

There Is always concern about how 7normalr c ldret in a. clasarooti



will accept the presence of handicapped children. "The key here," says.

Dr. Klein,, "is for you to understand your own feelings,. because your

reactions:and your behavior provide aTmodel:for the children. If you are

fearful if you.worry.aftut being rejected byte handicapped child. you can't

seem to reach at all, or if you make too'muc .fuss Over the special child;

the other children may pick up you feelings. "'

In additiOn to underlining the:importance of thinking of every child,`

, .

(both normal and handicapped) as an individual with special strengths and

weaknesses and Special'needS,;:Dr...Kleinoffered4.number.of more speCific.

suggestions:
.

. : .

Learn as muchas you-can'about the specifib;handicaps of the child or.
, -

. -

children who will belin yoUr.dare.' You don't have eolpecome an expert; but
i

learning about the specifid:disabiliiiWin a ge;ieraLway should help you

sort Tt'some of -the truisms from the misconceptions. (For instance., if

you-expect to beWorking with a deaf.child, make it a point to 'learn some-

thing about deafness; and the typical kinds of:things that may happen to

deaf children.) -.

Make.the most of the reso rces in your area. Take advantage of any

Workshops or ,inseryice training offered. Visit a good special education.

`-imd"'pr-bgram, and talk toTother teachers who have worked with handicapped

ehildren:

lowmay.went to contaft one ormore.of the associations organized for

specific handicaps, subfi-as the National Sbciety.for Autistic Children,

NatioOtal Ass,iciation of Hearings and Speech'Agencies, or National Easter

Seal.Society for-Crippled Children and,Adults. Most of these organizations
__ .

:OUblish a newsletter and funish guideSto background reading, teaching re-

,sources,,sources, workshops, etc. Another:good:source of,information is the .ERIC

Clearinghouse on Exceptiohal,Childrem; 1411 South.-Jefferson .HishweY. Suite



900, Arlington, Virginia 22202.AFor additional sourcessee end of article)..

Arrange to talk-iothe-_parents of the handicapped.ata prearranged time

--not in front of the child. This is.a goodway to find out as quickly as

you can about some of his.avorite activities and toys and some of the things

that seem to bother him. (For instance, if a child's mother tells you-that

her son is frightend by loud noises you can make arrangements ahead of

time to have him out of the:room when a rhythm band session is scheduled.)

Find out if there are any specific situations whiCh almost always trigger

a-negative reaction so you can avoid them.

Before the special child comes into the class on a regular basis,

-'ask his mother to bring him into the classroom after school-some day. In

,
, this way he'canbginle& knoW you and leelCothfortable in theroom.

Encourage the child to explore and move around the room. Maybe ,you could

arrange for one or two-of the other thilden to come in toward-the end of

the visit.

Know what comes within the range of normal behavior for the age group

-you work with (it maybe wider than you think). Knowing the prOblems of

"normal" kids of this age might help remind you that the blind child in-:

your group may-.bellayingtimper tantrum just because he's two, nOtnedes-.
blind : Just a 4S the case with normal children, somesarily because he'

handicapped children are easy to 1)6 with and some are-difficult.

Phase the childin slowly. Give him a chance to adjUst to you, the

environment, and the other children. Plan to spend some time alone with the

child eachday so you can get to know him. Take your cues from the

note what makes -.him comfortable or ,scared or beligerent. Don't ever tell

a child to participate141 an activity--let him watch if he doesn't want to-

take part. Encourage the mother to stay with the child a few days at first,

and keep your Schedule'flexible. Beingit a group situation and having to



meet new. d,emands .might be. very hard for the special Child:. ,-.he may not be

ready. to-stay :the-whole -morning- at first.

'If your expect to have two or three severely handicapped children 'in

your care', don't intrOduce them all into your 'class at the same time.. -This

would be expecting too'mnch of you, the new children and the ,others in the
4

class. You all need time to get used to, each other.

'Don't make a .big production of telling the other children .that

handicapped;chiid will be joining the group.. It is often,a better idea to.

talk to just one or two of the children at, a' time, 'asking, ;them to help you

make the new child feel comfortable.
-?;." -

; -

Keep your expectations positive, but Avoid the .two extremes

- .

of askingfor too; much-Or too'little. Don't continually rtell a child. that -
..-

.

he could. do,.a-particular task /if he 'would just try harder. *:You' may be
. .

; him the impression Zthat 1he's a._:E.:ailute-baZin-ie he never quite makes it.

Holiever; be equally careful not to overprotect the special child.

(Some parents and teachers unconsciously want: to keep the child dependent on

them so' hi ii-spared the'realities of the worl .) Your aim should be to

provide experiences in which the child has to reach as far as he can without

: being frustrated.

Capitalize one the special .child's strong points. Plan to set up

.!'situations in which the handicapped child does iszell.in a group:: A mentally

retarded boy might have some playground skills that other children can ap--;,

prediate; a deaf girl might do well in dramatic play. Sometimes you can try

'earning -up a particular childlw-iih:e hindicaPped child; in a project where

heir tailents would complement each other.

Try to .help the handicapped child gradually learn to follow more of

the rules as he shows that he is ready. (This 'may be hard if exceptions

have always been made for. the' child, or if he has severe emotional problems,)



You might' explain to children'who seem bothered 'hy.JohnO6s unpredictable

- behavior that he will eventually learn how to_get.alOngbut that at first
-

the'class will havp'take some allowances. (It's important, too, to show
o '

'1316ther that, whi4 You are very lenient and stretch the rules when neces=

saty, you feel confident that sooner or later a handicapped.child can ],earn

.

handicapped childieh have more difficulty than others in, large grOups. If
,

you have a severely handicapped child and find that you're:re. constantly worrying7'
.

about how he's get ing along, a parent or aide may be helpful. (Because
-yr*.

to adjust to'the groUp.)

Know your own .Ievel..of fruStratiddhow much yoUcan take. It's bad to

be Or feel like) amartyr.d't consider yourself a failure if you need

to aSk.for help" or.send a:child homeoccasionally:v Keep in mind that

ydu suddenly spenda great deal of your tiMe*th.one:ot two handicapped

Tchildred, the other-childreiin youreare may feel je,..lous:or hurt that you

don't pay as much attention to them.)

If you're:fortunate enough to'have several volunteets, try to arrange

fotithe same volunteer to work with a special child Oh4&gular basis. (It

might be very confusing to the child to have to relate to three or. -four dif-

ferent adults in .addition to the teachet.) .4(

'Be honest in dealing with questions children ask. Its only natural for--

young children to notice handicaps or unusual behavior. You don't accomplish
v.

much by admonishing them not to-stare.or by*iiorinvtheir remarks and ques-

tionS.: If Sally says "Peter looks fUnny" you might say,- "Yoti.`think Peter

looks funny s Peter does look different, but.when you get to kmd4: him it

won't seem important any more." Or you could point out that Mary Lou dbesn't

wiggle around because-she wants to but because she has cerebral palsy: (You



may-'i4ht:to explain that.sAnething happened

kt hard for Mary;Lou to keep

before she as born that.makes

Be alet.tfor any child in the grouvwho seems.to be cruel or over-

protective. These children may need special attention. Try to find 'Out

,

what it is that may-account for their Sometimes it may be .

caused by fear that something will happento themthat they may become

crippled or blind.' (Especially if theyve often heard warnings such as

"you're goin%to fall out of that tree and break your leg.!1) :Possibly

---'37Ou may haviia:,'aXiay a Oar'ihat:has never been

It is likely that most of the :children will

of them openlyto theapecial child.. Use these reactions as opp9rtunities
.

expressed.s:

react in:isome wayMany'

..="7 9

to find out. what sorts of :cthingt the children are thinking about and to

answer tiudatnathey;marhave::

atking with' Parents.

4

Dr. Klein emPhasizea the importanCe of_prcvIdingencouragement and

.support to 4rents of hiEdiCapped children, pOinting.out thi,these parents
.011v'

,
.

-have 'Some spe0Jalproblems of. their own which people who work °with their

children ought to be aware of.

For instance, mothers usually learn a; great deal. about what's norma
, .

for children frot:ces4a.4-..dtinvOtions witiother mothers. But another

can't compare no.tea7,-withher"neighbors on chIldren'sgeneral-growth and

lopmentif her?Child is blind and there' are no-Other-blind children

The mother may be wondering-why her daughter isn't walking:-

.4.

Because:she is blind? BeCause she is just a late walker? Beaause she has

,an additional-handicap? If her autistic child isn!ttailet-trained

the mother may not know.whether it is because she is not trained yet, the

iight_way or whether-something else is wrong..



Andther problem for these parents is that often their. handicapped

child:cannot-communicate-well.--When-their-child doesn't talk-at-alor

cannot be understood; they:have diffitulty-knowing "bow to react.

. utncouage,parents to come into the classroom,;' D Klein:advises.

"You'ican oft? -;*'up many ideas and insights from a other 6n what her
,

,.,.. V
child .needs or why he behaves the way he does. In addition; tike mother'

' A/ 1 .
1 .

U

will be able to understand better what tOrts:of thingt you are
7
doSng with

.-
.

her child, and learn Viet herchild can function as part of.a groom;

'r
-;..fz-

of the time despite somelimitations.
',.-'

, .

if
' ,

. . ., .

, .

Group discussion meetings arranged for these parent's can proviidea
. . ,

.

lotum during which they can learn to deal with their Own feelings and, . . . _
.,.

. - . . .oi

talk to other parents who have experience some of the same sort of pro
. , ;

_

in .dealing-F4h att4tudea.:of neighbors,and neighbor's-children, babysitters,

and older children in the.family.

If handicapped children7ate-7to have the greatest,possible opportunities

for continued.growth"anddevelopment, it is important for:parentt-and.

teachers to 'comtunicate'and support each other. Together they may be able

_

to provide the experiencet which:realistically take into consAderation-the

children's limitatiOns.,butencourage-them toreach out toward their Itillest

16e



HANDOUT 3,- CHECKLIST FOR MAINSTREAMING

Things to do before a child with a handicap is- enrolled:

- Meet with parents.
- Have the child and parents come to the center for a visit.
- COmpletean intake forM which pinpoints the child's development in the

different areas (motor, seIf7help, cognitive, language, socillsemotional).
-.Talk to Other teachers, therapists, doctors'who know the child. well.-
- Meet with center staff to discuss the child's enrollment.
Ddtermine the resources available to the center that can be used for staff
training and care for the child. -

- Plan activities for the children that increase the acceptance; of individual,
differences and handicapping. conditions.
Visit he child's home for additional information and support tcthe parents.

- 'Prow /de the:CpportunitY to.discuss the benefits.of mainstreaming with all
parents.

Things to-do after the childswith a handicap is.enrolled:

- Continually assess the-quality and degree. of r iraptinnliev!een the children
at the center. -=-
Continue to pro:11°1e acceptance of indevidual flifferences.

=-Set up times and methods to, exchange, inforMhEionwiph.the parent.
Determine-objectives for the childind monitor;Ae.child"S progress. ' *

-.Coordinate programming; with other, professionals who are involV'ed with,the
child.

...

- jaa77, center staff meet regularly to discuss concerns and problems.relatini__._
to the care of 'the child... if".

,
. . .

.7 Ciillze,riso4rces in/the community to develop skills:and=4biain materials or
-':',.adaptiVeequiiMent.;

5 ir

p

A.

4 61



-HANDOUT 4 PROBLEM.SOLVING & VALUES CLARIFfgATION

To maximize normalization and integraqpn we should treat,ahandicapped
child as normal unless there is i'spirteil need that normal situations
do not i List twO,,eiSmpiesnf situations where'a-Child has
special needs that absolutely necessitates yqur treating or teaching
him in a special manner. Fot-seach example explain how you would handle.
it in the most:normative way.

. .

.. In wqrking.with regular staff how:would you'hiMdle the following
s
situ-

.ations' in order to encoUrkge maximum normalization and integration:
..a. A cenret teacher feelsshe_ qualified to teach "specialspecial ..

.--..4. .

.. .:child .

.. ..

b. : A teacher of thecenter'makes too much fuss over the "special child
c...,. A teacherfeels she: is a failure i;ecause a child is still delayed

even though she has worked-as hard as she can him.
d. A,center teacher who resents having to make.pecial. (different or

extra) :-efforts toglolp:handicapped Childrenwhen_rhe teacher has so many
.

.

other. things thatTgquire attention.
e. A center teacher who feels the handicapped child will feel too mUch .

pressure. when surroUnded constantly by children So much more ablg
-,than him.

.,.-
. .

f. A center teacher who fears the normal children will-Pick up inap-
propriate behavior or undesirable mannerisms from the child with
handicapd., - ..
Acenter-teilehe.4ho.tisesn"speciniteaching techniqueswith the
delayed child even when the technique used with normal children,
would -have beep effective.

'-:7:::,.:-.w.- ,e . A-,

Trueot-Talse 4

_

Why?'
. . . . .

a. '-:When you're working with a. handicapped child, ict is important o
think of him fitst of all'as a child, -then of his special. eds.

.b. When working with a handicapped child,itAs.important to realige
. that he is more different-from than he241.1.1.keother-children.

c... In addition to having some special needStelated to -his particular'',
handicap, 'a handicapped child has diff4remt biSinneeds,thqn.those:
of other children.-

.

d. Often children.: learn more fro others their. "own size"!:-thy rhey
,

do from teachers so teachers nee&tb be concerned:abbinte-:-.
grating" a-nortaI hapdicapped child inprojecers. where
their talents or needs complement each others,::.

e. Anysuccessful day care presbhbOl progtam for normal children can
be a'sUccessful-program for children with bandiCaps.

f. You shbuld ignore remarks and qdestions normal children ask about
particular-handicaps.

°

t '7-



Problem Solving & Values Clarification,. page 2

Childten with handiCips have some special needs but they have
many more needs thar-:Arg common to all children.'

h. Education ..for the child with special. needs should be very much
the same as education 'for normal childreni _but certain'-.adapta-

tions and modifications to the..reguiaP.program may be required.

4
Successful. integration of childrenfwitb-special !Needs into the
regular early education program;i41.argely a matter of the teacher's '
aptitude 'and ncrmil "good-teachingu,Program..

\N-

-E

.

utry/chileid an sinavidual with special strengths and.
.

but only handicapped: children. have special needS. ' r

k. jearning,.in a general way,.. about the di'Sabilities of.a child
- .

who will be in your care. .1,13 important because it Will. he,14of..you.

sort out some of the truths from the .misConcepttons.* - v"

. -complete. the'f011owing:' - - - -

a. ' The prithary purpose for placing delayed children with normal children

is

'A child.: will act -more 'normally if he is treated
. The teacher's attitude toward. the child with special needs will be;.:

"'by the other children.

)



HANDOUT 5 - UNDERSTANDING INDIVIDUAL DIFFPIENCES

CHILDREN'S BOOKS'

41.Ages 3-8
.;it. P,

*Brightman, Alan, Like Me,. Little, Brown & Co., 1-976/235, available at
Creative Learning Center; Middleton & University Bookstore.

Excellent- - Deals with childrea4 attitudes towards disabilities..
C0,1Or'photOgraphs of yoUng:Children -Playing' and- a Simple text .which
desdribes children who are more like other children than different.-

taucii31, Rebecci;kertain Small Shepherd; Holt: N'.Y., '1965.
A yoUng mountain boy who cannot speak is the center of :a':touching story.:

.

FanshaWei Elizabeth; Radiiel,-. Bradbury Press , 1977/4.95. Available, fibm
.L.----' \Helen C.- White Children'S Library. ; ,', -

:A colorful picture -bootelor very...young Children,provides glimpieS o. , , , -.
, IRachel!-s.:life',,, Who . is in a wheelchair. Normalcy is the emphasis

thrOughotit: .. ..-
4BE..

.,
%. 'e;

vf, Fassler, JOan,
.

One Little Girl, 'N.Y., 1969/6.. 9'r s available from Human SCiences
Press, 72 Fifth Ave.,.N.Y. -10011. ,..-

. /. A pic rebook for, story telling, about a 6 year olds. M.ildly retarded child...,

\-,Forrai, Maria, A Look at Physical Handicaps, ,cand K Look at Mental Retardation,
er Publications, 1976/4.952 available at Helen. C.White Children's Libaray.
Black and white.phptographs, and an easy, test" provides information, in
these non-fictionbooks.

Guggenheim, Hans , ,Thigarld .af Wonderful. Difference,- FriendIY;tcftise .Publishers,
New York, 1960.

, u

An imaginative blend of verse& illustrations nri,tthe-wonder & worth,of
dif f ..erences among people. - , .- ....-,-, 1,.:, .:-.

.. ,. ; p"."--,6-:;];;:t. A P

*Green, M., Is it Hard? Is It. Easy ?, Reading, Mass:, nWeiltiy, 1960/4.95%

Heide, -Florence, Sound of Sunshine, SCetind of -1;tin,.Parents Magazine Prees, N.Y.,
1970. . ".. -

The thoughts and feelings of a blind child, pre' need''with sensitivity., -
. . _,

*Lasker, Joe, He's My Brother, Albert 'Whitman Co., Chicago, 1974.-
4 A picturebook- T.,.411tch,gives a,simple, good explanation of a little boy with

learning disajailities. r

. .

Levine,Edna, Lisa,& Her Soundless 'World, Human Sciences Press,. 197g, 'available
at Central. WI Center library and, from Helen C. Whitez.Ghildreny-s' Library. $4,.95'

Provides jood'in.formationabout the problems and ucation 'of the deaf
child, and/how to.learn to play with hearing chit, , Excellent. s'

Naylor, Phyllis, Jennifer Jean, ttie Cross -eyed Queen, Lerner Publishing CO.',
liknneapolis-; 1967

A little girl's concerns over being differenc. ,

e



. .

'::: PeierSon,-Jdenne; I Have a- Sister, My Sister is--DeafAarPer,
availableat Helen C.-White Children's Library-.

Appea1ingand perceptive Portreitof a:young deaf Child.
-. .

.
,

Risking
...

El en,' Spectacles;AAtheneum, N.Y., 1968.
Cle4t pictures alternate clear vision with effects
in an unusual story to ease adjustment to glasses.

t- y
. ,

/ 1.
.

i

' *Sara BOnnett Stein, About HandiCaps, Walker & Compay4,...N.Y., 1974.
AnYOpen family" book. ' .

*.Wolf,-Beinard, Don't Feel Sorry for Paul, Lippencottconn5any N.Y., 1974.,

,' A 7 year old boy born with birth defects adjusts to-life and prosthetic
devices. Beautiful - photographs.,' )

1977/4.95,

Excellent.

of nearSightedness

4.

A Button in Her Ear/4.50, alienable from:Childcraft, 70Kilmer Road, Edi
N.J.. 07817. .:

A child with .A hearingdeficiency.is portrayed realistically and.i

Ages 6-11

Brightman, Alan, Like Me, Little, Browri, and Co., Boston,.
A child's own story.of what'it feels like to be retarded,

Christopher, Matthew, Lang Shot fgr.Paul,":Litile, Brown & Co., Boston, Mass
Story of.ebiSY's determinatia to help his mentally retarded-ivother
gain friendship and- athletic skills.

.Cleaver, Vera and Bill, Me too, Lippincott; PhAidelphia,:1973; $8.95.
Lydia and Lotna are twins: Lorna is anUisan4Ond an embarrassment
to Lydia. e day, Lydia fools a-neighbot-into thinking-thats e is,
-Lorna. Af;t ent, Lydia understands Lorna better begins

to accept_ her sister re.

formatively

1

Davidson, Margaret,' Helen Keller, Hastings House, New York, 1971.
The story-ot-Her triumph over_deafnesa and blindness.

... .

. .

Fassler, Joan, Howie.Helps Himself, A.,Whitman & Company, Chicago, 197514:25 -.
available-at-Helen C. White Children's Libraty-and Centra11:11 Center Library.

Picturebook about a:.chitd:i4itticar.sbralYpalsy whose- emotions can be
recogdizedipy:Alf childten'nci:matter what their experience with handi-
'Caps has been.--Presents a positive view. 'Excellent.:

Gardner, Richard,The Children's Book-about BrainInjury; MessachuSsets
Association for Children with Learning Diabilities; Framingham,-MASs.-1966.

Gelfand and Pa rson, They Wouldn't Quit, Lerner ,publishing Comp4ny,
.Minneapolis, Mihn., 1962.

StOties St successful adults who had.special needs.

Gold, Phyllis, Please Don-!/t Say Hello, $6.95, availabli'l-rOm
Thayer Avenue,--Silver Springs, MD 20910

One night a little deaf beautifulgirl is visited by a song - a



s ...
,,, --.. A.

.

*GrealiShCharlea, The Sneely Mouth Snerds and the Wonderbttopus, Human
Policy Press; Syracuse;NewYork,1 5, $1.75

The Snerdspick on each other, 5 es,, ant. are scared of differences

among them. 'A.fun story with a fine ending.

Hayes, Marvell,' Tuned in - Turned on, AcadeMid Therapy,. San Rafael, CA, .1974.
A004aLc about *Ids with-learning disabilities;.

Hunter, Edith, Child of the Silent night, Dell Publishing Company,.New.York;
1971.

The inspiring story of a little girl born deaf and blind, who learned -'
.to communicate.
rt

P' ,..,
.Larsen, Hante, Don t Forget Tom, Crowel4 New-York, 197.&,:$7.89, '- -4:'.

'A straightforward and empathetiC'teXtabout Tom, a:6,year,old, who *iii:e --,,,

to do all the things other children hiSage,dO.' -
. . ;

Little,..,Zegn Take Wing, :-13:w.n, Blt'on, $7.95. -
. 4 . 2.

.
'Laurels ambivalent feeling of,:,love and resentment toward cati4age].peiher..,y
.7 year old. mentally' retarded brother are desCribect --e,. - ;.,- -::;?:T,---,

.

:Zt 1/4
Little, Jean; Mine for Reeps; Little, Brown & CoMpany, Boston; MI .y

The life of a girl with cerebral -palsy who starts to attend:teggta :.1'`
school - realistic, with-good illustrations. V.-..:1.>:

:. ''''"---,-
4 . . . .

. 4.,..:
Patteraom;.Katheryn; No Time For Tears, Johnson Publishing Company,,, 40,. .,... °,!-7

,.,.:
.

...-

1965, $3.95
Biography of a hydrocephalic.

.jeterscn, Jeanne; I Have a Sister MySisteris Deaf, HarPer 1977,'--$4.91. .;.-
Available from N.A.D.,-814 Thayer Avenue, Silver Springs, 101 20910 and from
Helen C. WhiteChildren's,Library. : ,

Appealingand:.perceptive portrait ore deaf child Exbellent;-:

Robinson, Vercinic4DDavi
.David was deaf and

A-

Silence; Lippincott; PhiUdelphia,
and afriend who made an effort to understand.,

Sackmary, Arnold and Zeeman, Roger; Special People: Basic Facts to HellIK'

Children Accept Their Handicapped Peers.Convent.Station, NJ: New Jersey
Association for Children "with LearningDiabilities, 1973. (P.O.. - Box-249)

Sobol, Harriet ther Steven'is Retarded. Macmillan, New York, 1977, $5.95.
...

Beth- is . Steven s older...than she-;-but he is smaller. Beth, narrates
the good and bad tir es she has with-her brother,

Swieringa,...3b it My Way, Grand Rapids,,MI,'Institute for the Development of
Creative Child Care, 1973.

Describes how,people do and .shbuldIAAeract 'With the blind.

-.Vance, Margueripe, Windows for-.Rosemary, Dutton, New York, 1968
Feelings of children are explored through the storyof0a girl who is blind.

Boker, Dea, Alike -But Unalike, recognizing the similarities and differences in
pupils, Danville, IL 424.

Very good - talks ?about MR children in the school system.

106-



Children's Film"
.

Cheeler, B:, in Another PairOf Shoes, California ASsoClation for

Neurologically Handicapped Children, Los. Angeles, Cal., 1972/18 Minutes/0

color.
Describe how it feels to be a'child with learning disabilities. 35 mm

filmstrip or 35 mm slides with synchronized audio-cassette tape.

-David & Goliath? and Noih,Northridge',,CA, Joyce Mo#On'Ticture COMpany/

18'.minutes/coror/16
A.

Beautiful fims in which both-voice and signs 'aced...

_ReCbmis--
.. .

-.- -_,......-A'''",

=7,-',;.x-C6tting Through:- Guide to Better Understanding of the Hard of Hearing":.,

4Z7:':. Chicago, Zenith AS o Corporation, 1971

l.",it4 . j. -'

.._

"How,They-_Hear,The Soundsof Abno 1

:Stoweand As.sOCiates,964. :

Both present everyday speech as. it

-andr.degrees of hearing impairments
at..-CentralyT dentet-.1ibrary..

-

Hearing". Northbrook, IL, Gordon

soutds.to people with various types of

- an excellent experience. Available



HANDOUT 6 DISABILITIES QUIZ

1. ISI-zerson with.a disability usually sick?

2.'' Cana person who is blind go to the store?

3.. If Someone ea/lit talk, do you think he"s.
retarded?

4. Were people with disabilities born that way?

5. Do you feel sorry for someone who is dis-
abled?

-.

"
6. Can blind people hear the same

people?

7.- If a 'person is retarded, does
'-.e/she will never grim./ up?

8. Are all deaf people'alike,

Yes Nok Sure

9. 'Can a person.in.d'WheelChair,be a teacher?'

LO. Do all'children have a'x'igh to ip to youiv-
school?

Vet

:

*Reprinted with permission from What's the Difference, Human Policy Press

2



HANDOUT 7 DISABILITY QUIZ #2

1. A diagnosis of autism is baseeon
a. - .'detection of an extra chromosome
b. observable behaviors -

c. parent7child interactions
d. I.Q. testing

Autism is a disorder appearing
a. efqre 3 years of age
b. n school age children,
c. i adolescence
d. in later .adulthood

3. A person with autism Will often''
a. have ,physical deformities
b. have an imaginary playmate-and act out fantasies
c. form clOse friendships based on. non - verbal. communication

d. be resistant to change in the environment

According4to the currently.accep ed definition, a developmental
"\-

ais-

abilitymqest be manifest
a -atiriag the developing-years-and:affect -.physical demelopment
b. at, birth and affect -mental developmetifY
c during the deve1oping:..Ye4ra and expected to continue indefinitely
d. '-daring the developing yeaisiii inmolve-progresilme deterioration

5 Cerebral palsy results from damag0,-;:t0 a- betake., during

-aGnt,

or after birth.
a. muscles
b. spinal column
c. brain'
d. genes

.3*1.

6.= Cerebral palsy is most typically distinguished from other aisabilities by
1;)ehavioral problems'

. -13::-,i1Sicialand auditory.kroblems

c. motor'peohlems
d. learning problems

7.. The primary barrier for persons with cerebral palsy in:realizing-their
intellectual potential is
a. mental development problems
b. communication difficulties
c. behavioral problems' ,

lack.of motivation

8, Most mental. retardation can be prevented
a.: .true

b. false

4

1."'°qtJ



Disability Quiz #2 (contj

9. Language.development, self-direction,
examp.les of the Individual's'
a. motor skills

.

b. adaptive behavior
C. emotional adjustment '(

. d. mental health --,.

10. Which of the following is medical
Syndrome.?

a, low; resistance to infectiott
b dry skin (

.c.. dentil problems
. all of -the abOve

.

11, As.sdizure is caused by ......

-..

a. abnormal muscle contraction
b. too little:blood reaching the brain
,n. an abnormal, electrical discharge in the brain

- .-,;.

and vocational activity are all

problem associated with Down's

12. The majority of people With epilepSY haVe normal intelligence,
a.:: '

b. of

*s. for this quiz were selected from the, Orientation' to Developmental
ties and Community Living Series developed by New Concepts for the

'Handicap
perndssped

Foundation, Inc. Middleton,' Wisconsin. Reprinted -with
ion.

.

Quesiion
Disabili

Key - Answers for Disability Quiz #2
: 1 -b, 2-a, 3 -d, 4-c,. 5,-c, 6-c, 7 -b, 8-a, 9-b, 10-d 11-c, 12-a.

10



HANDOUT ,.8 DISABILITY DESCRIPTION. FORM

v_DATINITION :

INCIDENCE & PREVALENCE:

CAUSES:

MANAGEMENT &PREVENTION:

I



HANDOUT 9 SPECIAL TECHNIQUES'
-t

1. SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: HEALTH IMPAIRMENTS
Some common health impairments are epilepsy or convulsive-disorders,
pituitary proble=iTs, hypothyroidism, diabetes, asiiima, congenital

heart defects, anemia, hemophilia.

A., Prepare for emergency situations by talking to parents or the

child' -s doctor.

1. Be aware of whams may cause a,crisis and how often it may

occur;
2. Be aware of how 'the child may behave before a crisis.

3. Know-what behaviors the child-is likely to demonstrate
during arWafter crisis,'and how long it usually lasts.

4. Ask the-parent/doctor to describe, demonstrate ?r train

you4n 'What you are'to da during'and following the crisis.
Can lou do it alone or should you summon help?' (p. 33)

5.- Prepare a list of your classroom activities; ask child's
doctor to check activities which must be avoided and to
describe mOdifications/alternatives so the chi can parti-

cipate.
Prepare other children for possible health crises by giving
them a simple explanation wnep,discussing otheremergencies'; '

assure children that the:staff will be able to handle all

such situations.

B. Develop activities that include xea-th impaired c ren..

1. Allow the children to do things for,themSelves.
2. Some Children'will need more rest, but do not restrict

a child from any activity unless there Is a clear physical

or emotion 4. danger.
3.0' Help children, who are fearful of doctors, hospitals, or

separation from parents,' feel secure by establishing a
classroom routine.

4. Help children, who have been' confined at hothe or in the
hopsital, learn to share/cooperate/play in a group'of
Children.

III SPECIAL-TECHNIQUES: SPEECH AND LANGUAGE IMP:IRilENTS

A.. Help the children feel secure by reacting positCiv when child

uses existing communication skills.

-°

p

**Taken from the Mainstreaming P.ieschOolers series, developed by CRC Edncation
and Human Development, Inc., a 'subsidiary of Contract Research Corporation,
.25 'Flanders Road, Belmont, Massachusetts 02178,-for the Administration for

_ Children, Youth and Families: permission te Reprint granted.
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'Special Techniques - page 2

B. Be a good listener:
1. Ask parents for help
2. Help others-in claSs

_in understanding child.
understand-the child.

411

C. Get the Children talking:
1. Talk"to the children while they,are doing something.
2. Encodiage the children to bring in special things from home
3. Encourage the children to talk about how they feel.
4. Let the children do as many different things in the classroom as

possibl, to give them moreto talk about.
,Teach the children (if possible) how to give
Lion; such as their name and address.
Teach the children a short rhyme or song they
otheri.

7. InclUde in your program vocabulary, concepts, and activities that
are relevant to very child's home experience and cultural background:,

8. Ask the children open-ended rather than yes-no questions .(p, 82)

E.

important informa -

can perform fot

Input comes before output:
1. Model correct communciation:skilla and provide child with

opportunities to practice them.
2. .Don't demand a verbaVresponse; provide the correct

child does riot.
.answer if the

-
Helping children with langu4e impairments

_ 1

1. Help them underStand'hygetting 'their .attentiOnYinsing langage.
that isappropriate tOTtheirlevel, using names for objects or
places you are talking about,:: epeating questions or "adding
gestures:or physical aid to help the child respond to what is. said.

. Expand on what children say: -

3 Model new sentences; paii something new with the familiar. 1;

4. Encourage children to imitate.
5. Talk about what you or children are doing.,

Helping children serious articulation -problems)4-M5v"
1. Learn to understand what children sap; ask parents for.help and,

. /
1 if necessary, ask 'child to repeat `or "show".,

2. Teach children how to listento recognize the source of sounds,
and to identify sounds wh h are ..._1..2.7 and different.43. Model good articulatiotC erns.

4. Keep in touch with:speech.1anguagetherapist so you will_know
whiCh skills specific children are working on.

**Taken from the Mainstreaming'Preschoolers
ana'Human Developmen, Inc,, a subsidiary

#25 Flanders Roads, Belmont, Massachusetts
Children, Youth and Families. Permissiond

series, developed byCRC Educe ion
of-Contract Research Corporat n,

02178, for the Administraq
to reprint granted.



Special Techniques - page 3

rLI.

G.

H.

Helping children with voice disorders:
1. Check with diagnostician to' find out
2. Discourage-Vocal ibuse.
3 . ,Be a goo model.
4. Have.children try out different voices

the;-cause.

Helping Children Who Stutter:
i!.

1. Set a good example; speak'quietly and calmli;
2. Establish .favorable sOech conditItons.. *

a. 'Provide opportunitiqfoi child toSpeak,wIthout
1.
pressureforinterrUptions. !

Don't criticize; show that you undierstand what
child, has said.

Find out when children' feel most cOmfoe

during a play.

c.
most fluent.-

. ,

tell children what to do to stop stuttering.

SPECIAL TECHNIQUXS:- EMOTIONAL DISTURBANCE
"A dhild shall be considered seriously emotionally disturbed who is
identified by profesSionally qualified personnel (psychologist or.'
psychiatrist) as requiring, special services. This definitiOn:would
fnclude° but not be3limited to the following conditions: Dangerously
aggressive towards others,.sedestructive, severely withdraigiIand
10n-communicative, hyperactive to the extent thatAt Affects ad
behavior, severely anxious, depressed,. or phobic,

(P.M) ,.

Helpini.:theafiSSIVe child:
1. FO2lowagrOatine for arrivals and diPartures.
2 Before a transition; give several reminders that the activit

will be changing.
3. tcd4rage the child to express his feelings in words, not

Actions. Pick out aa,activityor area.4.There?chilcl. can
out anger; ,

4. .Remind trie child if he or she islosing control and prompt
appropriate behavior.

5. During group activities.(circle;-story, etc.) give the
enough-.personal'spacer-seat the,chil-d-7-1m,between'nOdiggres-
sive children or -near '
CoAtrol_the child's:level of stimulation by remokringunused
materials,slowing down activity, or introducing quiet activity

B. Helping the anxious child:
1. Prepare the child for- new activities by exploriAg the activity

.or area beforehand.
2. In group activities, Seat the child betweennon-aggressive-akill

encourage but don't force participation.'
3. ,Help the child understand-that it is more important/to try

an activity than to do it perfectly. (p. 106) .

oaken from the Mainstreaming Preschoolers series deVeloped by CRCEduction
and, Human Development, Inc., a subsidiary of Contract Research Corporation;
25 Flanders Road, Belmont, MasSaChustts 02178, for the Administration for
ChildrenYouth and Families. Permission to reprint granted.
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Special Techniques - Page 4

D.

3. :Allow the child to work at ;own pace.
. .

4

4 . Help the child recognize when he 'cr" she iabecoming anxious-

and. seek help. from adults.

Helping the hyperactive child: P

1., Give short, clear, and call directiods ttransitio
throughout activities; provide'aduitsupervision.

2. Control level of excitement; remind the child when he
she 'is.losingcOntroi\y"-

.and

r.

3.. During group activites, call op/the childl:frequently. t6',.-
-keephis or her attention.

4.: Use demonstratiCnto:keeP child's attention..
5., ,B1;on't expect prolongedisitting breakHiaska into small.

segMents that canjbe done ',id a short time.
Gradnally increase the amount of Mime you expect the child
to ',attend toandloerfOrm 5asks..

. ,

Helping the withdrawn child: ;

1. Encourage and support. participion, buta,11oW.the,,Child to
watch and listens -

Respond positively to the child's a -ts to communicate in
der to'build self- confidence. \

provide the child with individual attention and instruction.
lly'involve:the 'Child iv a -feW simple activities; in- .

tro uce other other ch ldren into these activities radlally.'

IV. SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: ORTHOPEDIC ICAPS
)

OrtOodpedic handicaps may be the result of-cerebral-palsy,-sp cord
damage, arthritis, amputations, severe burns, mdtcular dystrophy. ,

, .

..k

Theaahild needs to feel- andell balanced :
idordereo concentrate on.learning aCtivitiet.: qe.00k06 the
Phsical-therapist or parents., Consider :the follow14-que tlops
when positioning:
1. Given the physical. strengths and weaknesses-7'o :each chi

.A.,,:tiece should the activity occur?, ,:t7,

2
..

In what position will each child have.maXimuMfreedom' see e,

what sheor his doing' and to move-arms andlegs.
"3. How should each child stand?.TreelYZ,ItLe supported, stationary

positidn'? -. ',7
.---.

4. IOW should each child sit? In a chair? Supported on the floor?
'Indian style' with matetiai in his or her lap? Inn wheelchair

,,.- at a table?: , : '..- :

,.5.. Should a ehiid.lie on one side? Lie on th& floor With a bolst
under the chest to freeithe arms:and hands?" (lp 91)

- P*. -I , _

4, ,-.1. . '

Preschoolers a dadeloPed ICRC; Education**Taken from theMainstreamin
anti Human Development, .Inc.st sidiary of &apt 'Corporation,

-

, for the Administiktion for25 Flanders Road, Belmont, Massac.usetts,
Children, Youth and Families.. Pertission.to eprint Tlakied.
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Special Techniques --page 5

merit 1 .- . .

.

alkers, wheeled carts; canes, or cru chet 4:.
7

. ...

ten to. get. around , the ibuilding,. clasiroo , -oncF- ,t.',..

round...

.:braces, .helmets, artifiCial. limbs, and s ecifia s5lf-
.

help .aids... help:a particular child eat, communicate, Play; .",

.i.:1 .perform. 'other activities of,..4.aily 1 ving:aa Andependenrly

as posoibie, (p. A.:,,

.,..

. .

. Equipment Modification ,.

1.. ::ModifYteating arra*gements.when necessary to prOvidt sUppor
to the head, legs, And .

2. A child_ who tires easil when sitting or 'otending. migllt 'be
..

_placed on the floor wit chept and arms Over. a:balster or

wedge so. that arms can e used freely.
difY tablet- to ac o Odare wheel chairs -)bY teMOVillg-r.ledge

undertable or raising` it otherwise Place2tray.ovbr:.ciieir Is'
.

armS4.,, ,

. Be sire there is enoug room between. furniture groupAngs to
actommOdote crutchet, alkert 0 Or _wheel

.

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: HEARING AIRMENTS _ . _

Find 'out from parentand/or spe iol education,teacher which teaching
methods and .comMunication system ralvt. total communication
approach) is. being used with the th ld:so you can be supportive.

.

0

Speaking=. to _a , Child :

Learn .how ClOse you must:'be

2. Get .at eye level, St) y ur
3. . Speak at normal'
4. Doh'.t.exaggerate.

5. Use tithe 14cabular7
'tiler children; repea

.

to a 'Ogld in order to 1:.5e understood.
.

e. can be seen.

, .

Ace structure A t you would with
re hraie, pOInt out, and demonstrate

-- f child doet not understand.. :
. S ,t child close '.to .teacher in a'group. :,

Teach-Other children to_look at..hearing,impaiii-dIt* when
-

6! .
.teacher

,

.speak-and-hqw to get c141d1-,i attention. ; ?:! '',
8. Talk about what ehe child; ):other childrenot or your:Ore doing.

.
..

-----7.
.. $. :, ,1

B. Giving Direition
1. Get child't attention.

,

21- Make sure child Understands directions; if necessary, repeat
or demonstrate.While speaking : . ..

C. Helping a.Child Talk:
1. Always wait f2pr a response.

2. Model, cask Chald toAiitate, 'but .don't prestureT

* *Takes from the Mainstreaming Preschoolers series, developed` by CRC Educat. oh

and Human Development, Inc., a subsidiary of Contract Research Corporation,
25 Flanders: Road, 'Belmont, Massachusetts .02178, fon the AdMinistration for
Children,. Youth and. Families. Per issionsto) Reprint granted.
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Special TecIthiquesH Page 6

.-
D.-.

3. !Introdude tiew. fiords ghat fit
Fi411:-iroysT,pipand:on child's

S: Tell die ti.),gd.ifl-lis or her

6. %.Moder correct pronuniCatian;
- .reward speaking.

'

Ligenikg to a Child: .1-

1.- B:acpurage speeth in
'-'

roup activities allowing
to ,start and finish ---)--- -.

2. ''''

4
Respond child's communication by making gropriate

/ -'. Comments if you understand; ask child to repeat or ask "Whae..

4-
o0o "Show,me" if you don't understand.

. . .
.

Helping, aCKfld Listen and Understand:
1. Periodically check child's ,heariag.did. .

2 Help child notice'sounds.by point4.ng out what makes sound
oj romptilig child to attend. -'

3. PiaVide manly entertaining opportunities for 14ten",ng.
1,

, .

V . SPECIAL TECHNIQUES: MENTAL RETARDATION.

chiild's activity.
incomplete sentenpts:'.
yoice is tpo lqnd-bt,46ft;
don't correct the:dhild

.

dior child

a .6

. :, .-

'Here are some steps,you cantake;to help children develop a-better
self-Concept: . . to

1. 'Structure activities.so that, -the child feels:9ucceSsful.,
1 Brea-. ,them down into as many small steps as needed'for

2 .

success. 7 .- .'a .

-T'

Praise prQgress,.no matter hOw small.
Try tope positive about feilures. "fou'tried very hard.
With such good practice, -I'm sure you'll learn how to do
that neon.', . -

'4. Be patient when it isnecessaryto'shoa child how to, do,.
something many times..

.5. Be tender,. adcepting,. and loYing.
6. Concentrate on a child's strengths,' not weaknesses. Use those,

strengths to the Child'est,advantage.
7. Fit the activity to the child, so'that it is challenging but

not oyerwhelming.
8. Le conSistent.dbOut.,What you are_4xpectingfrom

Make the child responsiblfor a' part of che- classrop routine,
. an& ?raese his.or her

10. (Never allow other children-to make fun of a child.
Include each child aslully as possible in ali activities.
ISOlation 1 .

12. Give each child the opportunity to show off a iittle.such'
as displaying drawings. Whema...child is:proud of something,
show it to others. (p: 72)

_" .-

the-Mainstreaming Preschoolers series, developed by CRC Education
sidiary of Contract Research 0orpbration,

chusetts%2178, for the adminiitration for
. Permission'tOreprInt granted.

/
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**Takenfrom
and Human .Development, Inc., a su
25 Flanders RoadiBelmOnt,liasS

Youth and Families°
f
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Special,Tethnique

B. 1Tips for carrying out activities:.
,;Reduce noise -and clutter..

'2. Give 'simple direttioas.

3.. Show how to do tasks. ' .
4. i'rovidephYsicalhelp, if necessary-

5. Keep.activities short.
6. Follow a roUtinedaily.

_7. Provide for many opportunitret;for practice.
4. Teach in small steps not -too fist.

9. Reward'c ild "for -efforts and accomplishments with something
I.

=

-

VII.

.

.

'Child lilies. .

C. Prepare children for transitions time

Vi.#03 an advance Warning.

between activities 7-

D. 'Help'children with language problems: See suggestions. in Speech

and Language section.
;

, ,

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES:. VISUAL HANDICAPS'.

-7-Sensory Traitting:, Teach child to use other,Senses tactile,

auditory- kinesthetic-(body positionaadmovement), taste.aid
smell-to get infokmation.

e
Teach the partially s.i3hted to use remaining visiOn.
1. Block.-o4funnetesdiry light. .

1- 2. Speak daa'perform demonstration where.child can
- a-F(4(11'11g glare.. ...

. 3. Teach colors of common Objetts.
4. Use simple, bold pictures. ..

.,!.... 5, ..Seat child *CloSe"
':-:::6. -Eacourage child to:hold-ob

1s:best for seeing.
ects at
r

. ,.

angle

clearly see

and distance that

C. Train children with little or no vision in orientation andomobility
so they can move and function.independently; teach them to determine

the'distaace and direction of sounds.

Di Steps to Promote Learning:
Encourage using vision.

2. Encourage participation by having

3. pz$vide clear explanations of all
Provide concrete experiences;, use
the-child through.new.activities.-

.)

A.

child move dear activities
activities.
touch or Physically move

I. ',4. ,

5 ::--reach child correct posturesforsiEt&ng,..standing,-gestures,./ i,

61 Arousecuriosity-throUgh multiple se*ry experieadeg.-
7.. Signal activity changes verbally. /
8.' Express your feeling to the child'' physically.

9. Keep the active.

411/1 and Human Development, Inca, 4- subsidiarf COatradE kedearbh Corporation,. 4:
**Taken from, the MaiastreaMiag'Preschooleraseries, developed byXRC Education,

' I '.7 25 Flaaders. Road,.,Belmont,MAssachusetts.Q2178, forthedministratioa for
:1-. 'Childre, .ThiltharidTamille:PermisSion to reRrint granted.
IC. 9

.- ,....c. . ,
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- A.

GENERAL TEACHING TECHNIOES:
MAINSTREAMING PRESCHOOLERS Atm

.

Classroom Personnel%
,01. Aides .

a. Include them in .developing ellucattionalclbjectives and

--.:.-
planning- for children.:

_b.. Agree- On aides'' resROnsibilities; provide `directions and
reinfordement..

c.. Aides should share 'responsibility _for providing individual
attention to meet special needs of a child, but avoid
separating child frank group too of ten.

Volunteers: 'Give expiailations and directions about what-you want

ongoing

-

them' to do with individual dhildren.

'-;-

. settin:L----Limits:
1. \ State safety limits simply an uently", demonstrate_them, and

\ consistently enforce them:
2. \Clearly state and consistently 466force ,behavior limits to control

tjlhaviprs which disrupt the leirninvof, other childcm`sr-lateifere..'"
th the chSid'S learning.

3. Change an unacceptable behavior by finding agood substitute. -;

. --

. "

\-
C. Pacing: :

-

1, ra.4 activities between "'active and quiet, well? as betWeen organized
and free play.

2.: Present new skills in familiar. 'contexts:,

D. Grouping:
. _

1. Make use, of "peer. modeling" by pairing 'the handicappedspild- with
. a more-skilled child in areas where s(he) ` ii weak- and frith 'a 'less ,' -

skilled- child_ in areas, where s (he) excels.

-2.. Do not exclude- -the. child with: special needs:from activities; give.
, .

extra assistance, change eipedtatiOns, or modify the. materials.
_

A

Children Helping kIfildren : . ,.
, 1. Non - handicapped children can help in mainstreaming by

a. 'introducing. a new child to the physical setting of the.
. .

Classroom. . . . _ ,

-
15,- .. jwikpling..4.,..e ed Child-organize his or her materials. .

c. providing ,a ild with opportunities to practice a newly. learned
skill. , ,..

. *

assisting a* poorly coordinated child during playground ?Ames:-
e. alerting a child %flabse attention wanders that a teachet is

about to give:a dire ion..

f. sitting close tc57.3n easiiyi frightened chi d to provide support
when the lights gb. out during a film7st
(These points apPear -in Chapter Fpur of at Manuel.)

. :

' a .

**Takenfrona- the Mainstreaming Ireschoolera series, devevloped by CRC Educatin
and Human., Development; a .subs.idiarr.of Contract Research Corporation; \
125 Flanders Road, Belmont, Massachusetts 02178, for the Adininistraton fOr
Children, YOuth Perraissialljto." reprint granted.

,

o

o

.
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. _ .-.,.4
.:. ....

..2. Dont it allow helpers to do 'too much " ,for a handicapped child.
.

Breaking Down Skills:- .. ,

Every skill, is- composed Of. a sequence -
-4:41E

2. If .a child cannot perform one or more of the subskills", teach7
-..subskills needed for success at the over all

, .
- . , .

. Sequencing Activities: Sequence subskills that make-up a' skill or
activity, as well as a series of activities so that 'they, graduall
increase in "difficulty,. ..

. tc
H. -Physical Contact and Guidance: Use physical.contact taensure safety,: --,

to help- a cbild learn a new skill, or to limit space.: .- -.%

I. Avoiding-t4ar--Dependence:
1. Provide assistance only when necessary; be realistic about what

Children are capableof doing themaselves.' .

2. Be patient and 'give extra .encouragement to children who try things
. e

on their' own.

O

.

":

O

*.*Taken from the Main4treami Preschoolers series,Idevelop'ed by CRC Education
and Human Dvelopmeret; Inc-., glpbsidiary:of Contract Resar4h Corporation,

25 fiander$ Road,o-Belmonrf Massachuset-ETC217_8, for th ".,.ct,ministration ftir.
Children,routhrlanVamilies Permission to nrepritat gr ed. . r

. .
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HANDOUT 3:0 -' COMMUNITY RESOURCES

OF AGENCY (adaress, telephone
. - i

SERVICES:

.

CONTACTS
-

AND CatkANTS
a
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.HANDOUT 11 - GLOSSARY OF .TERMINOLOGY ( 3,,*--". 4 '- =`,;.;

. ...

.

ADAPTIVE BEHAVIOR 7._ the standards of personal independence ,and Sotial respernsi
bility expected of a person' at a given age: and within a specific
cul a-1 group. The capacity to adjust to simple problem situations.

ADVOCACY. activities- relating to support or advice for parents -and/or ..chilitilien ''''.7f-': -. ;

. ,-.. with handicaps with regarcietct programming.
.,_,

:ev. ANOMALY - anything unusual or irregular or different from; the general( x ;

Usually refers to :some physical characteristic:, ,,-,A:Ciingenitai,:'anflga.k y is
one that happens to a baby before. he is born and'ilis uSualiys;liagnosed -4. 7:,.,..at birth. - -

...4..--'!' - -- "":-'

' 3

AGAR` SCORE - a scale devised by-pr,,'"Virgini-a Apgar to measure a-newborn
15aby'S,yitil signs at birth and right after birth.

. .

,-. 'APHASIA 7 a' disorder of language learnin5; the loss of the ability to expresS '
or ,understand language: symbols (the spokens.or written Word), as ,a result

".. of some central nervous system dysfunction. It can be expressive (tor
"mdtor".) 7 in which the person. Can understand but cannotgive back
app « ate responses;;, receptive. (or -'2sens'ory", ih fwhich; -the person --
c rk underdtand langUage he hdars or sees; or both..Conqenitis.1 aphasia

''-..-v,. 'Me 343410a:ge 'did:,,nCit' develop at all, rather than that it was once-. ,
e..,'f: .' de?

:. --,

en lost. - r, ._
. ..,

.."- NRTI ability 'to enunciate- speech senandS accurately.
-. ,t).? ,,,'-'-.4.-;,;,...2.t1.-VI D- .. (... ., ' a.

ATAXIA - muscle 4.ifcoordination thalphows itigtf , during- a `Purposeful movement
J*i.rregularity an!li lack of- ps'Steision.. , .,..

.4- .:,

ID $a type of cerebral palsy 'haracterized by writhing, involuntary. ---,

movements-'of e ftsles, usuallly involving part of an ann. or, led; (hand
. .

or foot) : .S c mo anent '-iippSd'auring.sleep. , - .. . .
a

AUDIOLOGIST .= the persOi&ho rained to evaluate., dia
problems.

AVERSIVE, BEHAVIOR - avoidance behavi

arid treat he

,11

BEHA!i±PRI4ODZFICAT.i0Nanapproacht changing behavior by understanding and
Manipulating the extern]., socia or behavioral fprces.that.operate
on a person.. The belief is that a person is 14.3.cely to:repeat hehavior
that is folloWed by a pleasant or gratifying experie& erefore,.

N." emphasis-is placed on:giving .positive reinforcement rewar )..for-

. deslirable
behavior; a forn ot operant conditio

,

'CHRONO ICAL AGE - sometimes referred -to as CA, it Nmeans
of ears person Jlved 77\

CLEF27.12.1P- 4 cOngera

C;iwr p
in the roof of the mouth.

).

.thei,aCtual numbei
r, ,

-defect in which a -fissure exists in theppper lip.

TE, - A congenital defect in which longitudinal fiss ists
°

1'
0.4
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HANDOUT 11 - GLOSSARY OF TERMiNOLC4i0qcontinued)

COGNITIVE ACTIVITXES - tctivities during which the ability to think, question
and solve probleasis utilized. N

.

CONFIDENTIALIMIP with the exception Of certain. individuals such has school
officials and teacherA with legi
may see the records o? a-hindioa

1E written permission.
,

*te educational interests, no ,one
ed phild'unless the parent, gives

04-
CONGENITAL -'any mentalL(Dr physical:trait or condition that existst'at birth

-because of something that happened.to'the fetus during. the time it was
in the.w "t may or _maynot 1?a hereditary.

..:-/'.:- ' ,'
_ /

. .
., .

../

CONVULSIOI involuAgary con c relaxing of =the muscles; spasms.:ilea tilhglOard

CROSSING TgE
,
iqDL -INE .ability. 6D- perform tasks requiring the eyes or hands

.. .

to'cross-'the-Mial4e of the body {i.e., touching the right ear with the
'left hand)':, . - .

_
CYSTIC FIBROSIS,- a congenital metabolic disorder in which the body gives, off

-certain abnormal secretions that are carried-throughout the body in the
blood. Symptoms usual* appear in early childhood. The disease is
chrOnic and degenerative,' ith no known cure. It is usually'found-only
in/Caucasians.-'

.

..

DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITY - a deVelOPmental a severe, chrOniC
/

disability of a ,person which: 1) is attributable -to:,: mental or phrical
impairment -1Sr\combinallon of'mental and'-physical impaiiments; 2) iSY
manifetteOpfvre the person attains age ;22; 3,),10, likely to continue

ipdpfinitresults in stbtantial- funCtional limitations in. three
dr'Itiore ofd' thec'foIlowing,areas.of maj4Plife.iactivity: a).self='care.,

b) recep#ve'and expressive langtage;.C d) mobi*ty.
e) seIf-direction, f) capacity ko;. independent living, and g) economic
selfilsufficiencyf and reflects the person's need,for a combination and
ieqence of speCial, Interdisciplinary o generic care, treatment.,or,
other services which are of lifelong or tended duration and are
indiVidually planned and coordinated.

D.P.I. stawas,for the be0i.tment of Public Instruction ,1

-

DOWN'S SYNDROME - a commonly recognized form ofIiiental retardation gaused by
imperfect ObromoSome formationandAaracterized by loW metita14..t.Y1'
abnormal body,featureS. :

. ,
.

AK
DYSFUNCTION - absence of complete normal fundtion; differs from paralysis in

,whickthereisloss of function.- . -ek

DYSLEXIA - a severe r6afillipsaylity;, an impairment; usually due to central
nempus system dysitn 04, astociated with printed symbols. It is ,

eitEiated teat b tween 3% to 7V o_ f_ tf poptlatiOn of the bh.t5ed'Staies
erl4irls almOst 3 tel.'has son* dysleXia

/
Boys:seerq to ou

. -
,

00, .. 1.:. .;-,
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HANDOUT 11.- .GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY (continued)

,..r

,..f., .
DYSLEXIkqcontinued) , _. - . r. . .

... ..

'-The dyslexic chi* often sees letters or numbers reversed "(this is normal
in- children of a certain age but then paises);-he may' not beTable-to.tell
differences between words he hears that sound somewhat alikehe may
have proWiems with size and shape discriminations-(big,-stail, a square,
a circle) . . All of these factors affect- the ability tolearn to read._

''i.

-DYSTROPHY,- WeakneSs'and degeneration-of muse.

:;
EARLY-INTERVENTION - refers to programming for children as soon as possible.

-It is hoped that by beginning very early in a child's life he or she
can benefit greatly by achieving more ,Many programs begin helping
parents and children at birth.

EEG - an electroencephalogram, a record of electrical activitY.of brain useful
in-studying some forms of mental or brain disturbLce:

'EC :EEN-- this etande for Early Childhood: Exceptional Education Needs which;
.1s the 'pucr:-.:school program for 3-5 year old children 'with handicaie:

- --: ,- , ../.-'
-- ECHOLALIA - thel..131eanngless repetition of words; the involuntary repetition

. of a word or phrasejist soken by another..pgrson. It is common in the
speech of-very young children. At a ater4gp,..it may be associated 1----:

. .
with scree diSorder: ' -...

.
. a...6,

-i ETIOLOGY --- the cause'of an illness, disease,or condition::

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD -a child 'who differs intellectually,,physicallyowsot14*,
orlImptZibnallo.the extent that he cannot.receiVe maximut beneeitNfrA
a r.', ar scho t.Iorogram. He requires a specia.l class

; !

supplelpentary

--till and servi Sometimes incorrectly used to describe..an
soltiopally bright ild, Correct term woult,..,Jt tetichild...

A -,

Ift.ATI-.;:?7- the actual speech . . & '3'.. _.

.fr: ..

EXTENSION -"straightening:Of body parts; used in'therapy reporte-.
.

.-

EXTREMITIES --an armorleg; sometimes specifiCallyhand or foot.
..' v '3-14

EXP C

-,'FACILITATE.-- to promote" or:hasten the natural process; reverse of inhibit.
. r

FLEXION - bending; tereis used in'therepy,reports.

GAIT"- the way o walks. :Man;', brain damaied children have what `is calred
"awkward ait." - . ,

3

LEGIA - paralySis-pir they, and leg. on one 'sidp of` :gle Vody:',

. .... _ ,..:--:

. .,

HEREDITY - the characteristip conditioils or traitspapsed dOwn in
t

-a family':
parents to childreri:-.1,..L. .

-77

cs:

4.5,



-HANDOUT .11 - GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY- (continued)
" : . -

HOmETRAINING - aprogram.to help parents in care and attaining young
.

.

.

handicapped children at, :ha:tie,
";1-4

HYDROCEPHALY - a condition.,of increased secretion 'of serum into bile cranial
spaces' with a possible consequence "of pressure to such a point that

- ..the brain may be damaged..

HYPERACTIVE .-hyperesis - term,uted'o deScribe- children who are always
moving, in constant motion,-unable to control aPtivity.

. . _ .

. .

440.E.P. '- stands for Individual Educational nail. Each child-Ili:4o

Special educatianTProgram is required by 1.4w to have one 'Of
stating 'goals a objectives for the child. The IA.... may

it Cooperatively by teachers, parents, clinicians, t..beiF4iiaZt'S'ir
k , .

CEINS -, range- of occurrence or

'these -plans

be, deVeloped-'

and aerw ai stratorS .
. .

influeii 10f: a. conditioIr-Oiseese...

I.Q. (intell elide quotient) intellectUal fUnctioninii.assessed b
ests;-...r ative tb- rest:0 1 al irion in `any particular 7 age grOU

-
.

MICROCEpHABY conditibn of ment4 retardatidn characterized by a. held that
i-s-Jgreatly diminished size;. generally :the,fabe, is of. near normal .sit

Mi6-LINE - an. artificial line running down the-center. -of thk

. -

standard'.

.t .

MOTOR ,ACTIVI TTES',.- a) gross igaotor adtivitieS such .as i walking

g4Mbing stair&,--. etc. , -which contribute/ to development- of
large muscles and: their skills b0.. fine motor. -sac 4Oities:-- such 7 as

Placing pegs : in _peg bOard,. stringing- beads, duttring"i''With stissOrS,

Printing', etc.-, which contribute- to' develOpthen'ITOf small. muscles and'
their skills a ,

; .

MULTIDISCIPLINARY f refers to a .procesS of : bringing together.
.

prof eSsio d parents 'in,,.order to plan ';a prograth for a "child
. -

,

'5;MULTIPII: HANDICAP - term used to Indicate-:t4e;Presence of two or more
.

inapping condition. --

NEUROLOGIST - a physician whose Area is neuraloaal problems, or problems oft
.

the central nervous _.system. :z . '.: ..ti
,-- -

NORM - an _average, ,common Or standard' performance. )=.."-;:.

Tp. . . .
.

,NORMALIZATION :- a movement which stresses. that a person who is-handicpaped
. -

--- -- shguld, be able to live and experience lifeat-,--the- most nbrmal level poSsibIet" 4

I

OCCUPA=ONAL THERAPY - trelcment givento iMprovemoVement for daily living:

. A ARAZLEGIA - paralysis of lower part of body,indluding-bc52, legs.

, .
.

PASSIVE MOVEMENT- - when-ten vidual -has .body parts .movp through rangetof
., . . motiOn by outside ,

1 , .
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HANDOUT 11 - GLOSSARY OF
rx

PERCEPTION - the:,.prooeSS of 'becothing-awareof. objects,:zqU

PKU (PIe etontit Onditio
a sib cific enzyme fintthe blo' -.Or liver which metabblii-e
found in many foods lacking-,o causing this amino acid 'to
large amount in the/blood stream preventing normal mentaIs

PHYSICAL THE
the

. A fST, a pefson skill .specially tr ined intxeFtMent
ody by 'massage or exercise, as prescribed by the phIlsiatr4s t.

'*".

of )-

..L. 94-142 Education for all Handicapped Children Act 'signedel o law
in 1975 byyresident Foed. It _requires among other. things that di- )

_capped 'children be educated in the least res....i,ctive environment. It 2
-----also guarantees due uocess, and requires a written IEP'.

ITIVE' RESpONSES r or prilnitive reflexes usually appear in the early months
f4-life, and -alisa.pPear soon thereafter.

PRONE. 'pdrgTi.ON1- refers to ,chaild lying on stomach.

QUADRIPLEGIA. - paralysis of t1e body' involving arms and legs.

-RECEPTIVE COMMUtdaTION - Qerea ianguage us'a,g i,ated only tft. underltanding
' sae,nings-of words4.-o The first'step..,tp, oral' agecomprehension.

- . 4

.ts1

RESPITE a program -which Offerstemporary care' of chi,ldren who are handl-
VpRed so that their parents can' have some free time. r

-
FCETALiN -= 'driag used -in treat lent of hyperactive otildren.

I.

RIGIDITY.-5.very stiff movements aid posture.

SCog.I0SiS...,,-- an appreciable si*ways deviation' in
line-75of' :spine.

SENSQ12.12461+b12 .-

etc!). ibis

. -

. , lest. ran

SHUNT =,tube

the ndrmally straight Vertical

motor respon es .t.o-sensory -(yisual, auditory, tactile,
°the. child g /dever- these responses become refined,

and- Iglus s

implanted to drain excess fluid .f.rbm the brain to anotheiert/of
the body:

SOCIALIZATION 1-- the act Or,process, of relating with one other
group bf people.

18'
ASM ,sudden tightening ,of /muscles.

'Co t6/ . ?".
STAFFING - - refers t51,,discussion of

r 10 1 2 .
SUPINE P9SITION i raters to chil

eld' s abilities
ing on }yck.

1'8 6



HANDOUT 11 !- GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY contInl.red)

SYMMETRICAL - both sides of the body acting th-e-same.
L elk

TASK ANALYSIS - refer4 to breaking down an adtiyity into smaller steps.

,TONE - firmnesssof%

,

muscles. -5

VESTIBULAR STIMULATION - therapeutic technique used_in the.remediation of
rt sensory integrative dysfunctions; involves such activities

spinning,_:#1.1ing, etc..

sharpness of vision.VISUAL' :ACUITY -

as rapid

WSICTING POSITION -- ers to child sitting with knees bent, child is
resting on haunches (inappropriate positiora.

t-

WEIGHT-BEARING - on a joint or joints may be inhibitory or facilitatory to
the' muscles surrounding--body weight or less is inhibitory, more 'than

41-facilitatory.



HANDOUT 1- - WORKSHEET DISABILITIES INTERPRETATION

In order to arrive at findings for the M-Team., Samdfa.was assessed.by the.
44 4

entire Interdisciplinary Team, P. T.; 0. T., and EC:EEN staff. TheEEN
,

. .

7 _

is concerned about the conflicting E.E. teports and, would, re-

quest another one before an IEP is developed. 'Also. attaCh d.iS.4a.report

fromZ.F.I. concerning parental comment with regard to.T.L. 94-142 an

'Least ReiiActive:Alternative.

2 According to

g evel in

his Aphasia.

however, his

the Billet, JimRy seems to be functioniig wellipelow hi

bath-receptive and expressive skills.'\Ihis is due to

-)
Itis obvious that Eatly.IAterventioli:has helped' him;..

/ -

Adaptive Behavior still needS improvement.



HANDOUT 13 - CONS. TANTS IN DAYCARE

\
WHAT ISTHi P OSE OE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE?

One .purpoie of
,

the technical or consultation is, to 'aid Inprobem e-
finition and problem solving. A second purpose4ts-tp.7ingrease the knowledge
and skill ot,the staff-who-have iequested assistance. A lime limietd, volun--

....,...../try relationship is,formed for a specific purpoSe. Not all techhical asps-
° to ---Tersons offer- e.-- tly the same range of services. It is InportanetO be
.,.. -Y--

'T.,..11.:c.:,-;-.-r-gttheveryb-egng about mutual,expectationS: The clearer the terms
KL-.7. -.

1-..

-1-4 ,., of thesagreement are ,!(01.,e more useful the process will be
\ -

A7 WHAT TO EXPE FOR. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE?

ation pLuv4e-the
obs rvatiOn
curriculumdevelopment
values clarification
environmental desigi
goal definition referral
support cilitating communication
feedback community planning
program evaluation A

in service training
children assessment

A consultant will look beyond the chil atO A tempt to under;tand the difff.c
'ties the child is having. The phySidal-eniri onmene; the dailyactivi-ties,,,:,;:staff.

expeotations,,or demands made by other children may ail-be explored-cenW-1.
lay beasked to nigke_changes to see, what effect these changes have on a child,
the staff,: or the program. Cooperation of alr'st 11 be necessary for success..

-

WHAT NOT TO EXPECT WHEN'YOU'ASK:FOR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.'..

.

follOwing services:
presentation Of alternativeS
group process skills
advising, .,

researching a question

o.

Q

":"

-A cons nt. would

care

413'

:*Oroyid

*SuperviegM'
--*discip ere

!e do ther'apy..

* talc% slAdes

* ma Ateasions

jAiATi THE CONSULTANT EXPECTS FROM YOU.

Initiaee OontaCtrr

.

i- f.
.

. ' , .

. Have the support of those who ll be assisted. SAFff,
.

parents"and-admin-,

istrators should all be informed .and be willine. v;, . - 1

a ;;E - ' -% r.641,4ten
Get, parental pe ss _-- 4211e matteF concerns individual childrea.,
- Inform parents that their child%is being-observed. You, may want to use .-

.-.Sa simple written Rermission_foFm. State, licensing rules' requisp itten..

consent4in order for staff to share inforaiion oli fii. :T ,

L

--.41

-t-



'Choose one consultant There may be-several people who could be akea
brit It Is,confusing d counterproductive to: get advice from many
di.fferenttiources withouta coordinated effort. ..A discuSsion with a
potential consultant may help you decide which person to use

5. Retain-primary rasponSibility. A consultant can assist, advise, and
-prairide, alternative solutions. Only you can choose or reject sugges-

end ciirrY tough any mutually agreed upon plan. Either you or
the consultant can terminate the 'agreement.

HOW TO GET HELD WHEN YOU ARE. CONCERNED ABOUT A Ct/LD.

1;. Use your own reabuices first. Define the issue clearly and pull together
-related information-. -If_you work with others,-do-this as a xeatt. -Ob-
serve the child carefully. Be. sure, to notice ptr'engths and positive

behavior'-as -well asAuestions and problems." Next pinpoint your concerns
'and the changes you feelare necessary. Consider changes you could make
in .'the environment or progtarii.or yourselves. If you dOilt have the
chanceto do this -or ifyou feel that you need assistance, go on
next step. 'SomeiAmes'a alr'ector:Oranother staff person. can.observe.-

. help. you definettie issue. Somephstatants can observe as part of t
service. ; - -

t

2. -Contact the partats..;. YOU may tallewl-th'Tarefts, as part of your awn
blem- solving attanigZ., Bind.out whether similar, problems have occ ,,,rat
home and how paakig7have coped with fled. This will giveyou lo :.,...°4-

.

,information concerning manatement techniatalready tried; the p
-style the child is aec toured to, and parent protlem-solying sty

parents may be hand .problem at home uite su4eisfully and
ablgt-p.,help_you mielT5% the.problem is not resolved at this po , the ',/,
-teacherlA concerns :moo the -child and, classroom. should be' tateaand. ,.?/.

-consultation- should, Commended., .Recognizing that: the' rOblem.is;:mulci- ....

----, faceted-ls.a good id lab the child.or tr',pareAts A'*::the '--

, ,..,

sodrceof the pro ...
.-

4YAr.-- -..

j, .14

- ,
.v-..44,*

Parent permistion is n e-you. call in outside h
hWg a'comfprtable relatiaS ip with these-parentstl'you win ,

hoW-best to ask. ,. Calling- in a consultant is often threatening
-Sometimes it helps*to explain it in terms ofyour being stuck a
help. Other time'S-you will need a meetini. 'Then It is usually

,..,

involve any adults t t are in 4me. Do whatyou need to d
1:.10,".to make yourself' co ortable i.. s meeting. 'oach the mee

time fpr.prob/em-sol i . Use descri ive,lang when descri
Aroblem'to.the/par
ori4=children in t e co rse of,-a-mornane..).dia, approx' Sely how

...-- -', Staid fAq y of,ottur enC;4f'he oft

s
,
behayior h-, be n .a-. problem. Describe the.resource yoti

, .

ing

say 1)e

obably.know
o papents."Alf
d.wanting
besttto.__)

in order
ing as a 4-
ing the'hits?
long the

V
-

ve in 4
:a

staff hsi/
la

.` .. w ...,-.

If paren s refuse2togive permission, you -and othei'appropri
be able to keep the chi2d without-he/
those of the other children and the st

'a dedision-tofmake., You may not
Thepar.ticculaechild's needs.and
bust bweighed cSrAfully.



Choose a consultant. I you. havemot yet:involvedam:outaide resource
and all'haveagteed, teas,.apPropriate to_calJ. somebo4yJ9tiadra.
.and-trust, or look at' 'the chat% Alepreparea:to dedtribe,the-±PiObidi
briefly and what has been d-:So fat. Ha 'eXact-,ageLanetlibt
mationvreadY. Then, enter` iii an agreeme With,the-.ConaCit*,

0 I_ -
'HOW. TO GET HELP WHEN YOUR CONCERNS ARE ABOUT YO GRAM:OR ABOUT TOURSEINES-.-

Program - centered. ConSultation or technical ass ce can'be'obtained'for
program concerns and could focus on environment activity planning, group
dynamics, parentmeetings, or other daily conc -

.

.

Staff-Centered.. The.directRr.and staff may ask for help in assessing or han-
..

dling,their Own work difficulties. For example, this couldrInvolve staff re-;
,fatiOnshipsor.upgrading skills and knowledge.

4.
,;-- . -

a Administration:consultation. This maybe obtained to assist those'
.

With over-
all program responsibi ity. It may concern financial matters, fuicti ing Of
a cen er; planning, ...s pervisory Skills, orLcommunity relations:

1 .

fine your cpn erns. Know what the issues arei whe '''''-' ---- -,..--1 and.
-

what you wanf to change. This in itself may be $1..f .

.

consultant may 4isist you in this necessary step.. 7_,Ii/,

1

.
.

e,-\--1

2. Who involve. Different types of,consultation may call fotff rent
pro dures. In anycase, it is always-important tohave thbse.ed is
wh are involved define the issueS'and make a decision that outs de, help ; '

`s t needed. Program,- staff, and administrative cdatere&ronSultation -.
.:.

probably will to% call for parental consent. It is important fbr the COordina-,,
.

for .in the decision to get assistancet fot the Progsap or staff .. This z :

involvement will e yen "mpOitant later, when support .or' resources' are.
,
'-- needed for impl ent'anycha*ge:- Usually-in the:,-case of adminiStra-Y .-

tive consultation, anipooften' in the case of ptogram or staff-centered
.8-

consultation:ca-board:ok directors theeds to-.be involVed, Fer the Sane
?

reasons--forteupporandelease resources--a can-be.notified or.-;
- , ia.,' t ;
;asked to approve anytiajorrequestzfor.outside help. This depends on.

board.thepartfSaar program's polidies 'for stairecto, and b . ,ff, d r a.
2 . ' .

-':'..,
. ',

T
,-.1,--,

3. q 'Call a'bonsultant. "Call someone *n trust. It m-be *pe4e you PC y
.now,:SOMebne reco*Fended,.orsomeonef0M.the chart.: Desortkyat

,' : problems briefly and Concisely; TeW*ObonSUltantwhat.kind of he

. .

you want. Then, I:enter nto an agrees ni-tthfrhe consultant...
. .2

.. , REMEMBER PROBL
. 0f

SOLV.I:N:-TKESiTIME;
: ' f

f

."
.. , .-....

Be prepared to speid timeAdentifying one Or'moreappr ea: tr5rthelia>elitg
WO , ,

for ,an agreed upon period of time.,- Evaluate the effects:- the tconsult.an
Be honest with the, consultant. If you- are haVlileProb mpl rAl.1

. -.

',strategy because oflimi, or staff, or,:othilF.progrOtt ts, ' are t
information,. -Effective problem solving requi;es'i.itolVement of: nece
people,'comthirMent to sOlving the problem, and a:w1111146e....m.pio Change.

grams for,childtin can be im -bved 'through an,effectiVOWatt*rship betWee
a- Center and he

/
tightcOnsulta :t

... , 7 \ e.
This material wars prepared -,by membersofthe Trainini"an

_
teChnieal(Xesistance

Caucus
7
4C --CoMmunity Coordinated Chita tare Danesak 1,,;, Wtsono 1.n. inted..

, 1 ,, i

. with Permission.
. . - . '''''t 4 . :'

4
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Gross Motor 1
Mr month Exhibits asymmetric tonic neck reflex (fencing position)

Lifts chin up slightly when lying in the prone (face down)
position.
Protective.reflex-free foot. pushes aginst stimulus when other
foot is pushed..

Startles. to loud noisesor sudden movement. ,

2 months Lifts head for 3 or more seconds when lying prone.
Holds head erect for 3 oF.more seconds when in upright position.
Raises head and shoulders off table with fore arms when lying

. -
on stomach.
Righting reaction - attempts to return to midline when head is
turned from mid-cehter position.

3 months Lifts head slightly when on back.
Rolls from side to back.
Sits with support, head steady, for 10 seconds.

4 months ' Holds back firm while hips are supported in sitting position.
When prone, lifts head and chest up off table.
Holds head erect continously while sitting supported.

5 months. Turns bead freely when sitting in chair.
No asymmetric tonic neck reflex (fencing position).
Rolls over on side from back position by.rotating upper part'
of the body-, flexing hips and throwing leg to same side.
Sits supported on high chair.

6 months Can ttirn from back to stomach.
. Plays' witiv toes. ( Puts arms forward if '_tips, forward
sitting.)

First crawling reaction -2Inishes on hands, draws up knees, etc.
7 months Held standing, will bear weight-and bounce actively.

Rotates by moving shoulders first, rather'than head.
Can roll from back to stomach and from stomach to back.

(-Sits briefly, 10 seconds, while leaning forward on hands.
8 months Tries to crawl, using both hands and'feet--abdomen' touching

floor. ( Puts arms out to catch him-
.

Sits alone for one minute. self.ifhe falls sidways)
Cad support entire weight on legs for short period wheh held
up.

*Pivots on abdomen, using arms, up to 90°.
9 months Can pivoi'180° when left lying on the floor.

Crawls forward and backward.
Sits steadily unsupported for longer than 3 minutes.

10 months Stands when held up.
Sits in a chair without leaning., art; protection backwards..
Pulls self to a sitting position or crawling position.

11 months Can stand holding,onto furniture.
Creeps on hands and knees--abdomen off floor, reciprocal
movements.
Sidesteps, holding.onto furniture.
Leads with hips when turning over.

12 months Stands alone,for thirty secondS,.may rock-in standing position.
Can walk, adult holding one or both hands. ( Full external
rotation and protective extension of arms)
Throws or rolls a ball: *

13 months Climbs onto one step while he is crawling.

1 0 -)



13 months

14 months

15 months

.17 months

5c:A.

-

Cad stand '11On4, deVinute.
Can lower ielE' wading to slitting by holding onto
support. . ;:-.# 43

Walks withal= appatOot,three steps, areas in high-
guard p6sit
Can kneel wi;
Supports his
Crawls up sta
Walks, pushi
Stands self up
Can stoop to pi

clClimbs -into -

Walks about weltr4t
waistline. '-

18 months, PUlls and pushes t
Throws ball overhand,
Can walk while carry

months Climbs stairs holdin
Goes downstairs cree

Onkfloor or chair.
4ithe entire sole surface.

tied toy...,

vert,
thout losing balance.

tule gait, arms lowered to

21 months

2 years .

2.5 years.

I

3 years

4 years

5 years

king.
oht fafIng.

g.a doll dr.;237.

ckwards.
.

Walks fin adult manner 7 Onger..usi!kg
to maintain balance,

. Iow-guar,
Beginning to jump, bu, "able no clear
Beginning to run. 114%,

. J:
Pushes chair about and
Walks backwards three stepsle
Runs without falling, jumps4Fellr_
'feet not together:'

Climbs and stands up on Chili,

Position.
position

Position.
bor.

,

e times, clearing floor A°'

. .

Climbs purposely on chair.
.

Walks up and down steps alone..,2t-iAt per 'a,Pea:
Can kick a ball. . e 4.4

a
Walks on tiptoes foi2c steps.
Jumps down with both feet from 8" step.
Can carry breakable object ten steps.
Can stand on one foot for three seconds.

.

Jumps off floor:with feet together.
Goes up, stairs with one foot per step.
Catches large ball with arms out straight.
Rides tricycle.
Walks a line for ten feet.
'Can jump up and dowd, feet together, five times.
Hops on one foot four times.
Can carry a cup of Water ten feet' withOut spilling:
Catches a large ball with elbows bent.
Alternates feet going downstairs.
Can skip on one foot.
Can skip, altetnating feet.
Broad jump.
Marches in time to music. .7

Shifts body to keep balance whdn.throwing a ball.,

194



Fine Motor

1 month

3 months

A-months-.

months.

'- 6, months

7 months

9 months

10 months

12 months

15 months

-18 months.

21 months
2 Srears.

'4.3 years

-Fanning movement of fixers of 1Soth hands.
Thumb has chatacteristic curled -up position.
Clenches or opens fist on contact.) , .

-Holds rattle 'for 4 seconds when its placedin hand.
Brings hands to mouth.
Disapearance -of grasp reflex-
'Plays with hands.

Hind regards 1.
Thumb does-not participate-
Hands come together.,
Mouths objects - -puts everything in mouth.
Approach en objects is two handed..
Grasp is limited to large objects.
Reaches.

Uses hand to reach, grasp, crumble, bang or splash.,
Makes scooping motion in'grasping pellet.
Thumb opposes in grasping 1" cube.
Transfers objects from one hand to another,
Releases object only against resistant surface.
Hands cross midline.'
One hand approacNio 1 ". cube.
Bangs objects together.
Drops for release.
Pincer-grasp using full thumb and
Looks up while playitg with toys.
Explores'partsof a toy, probes ho s,

Release objects deliberately,
Goes for object with index finger.
Places cube in a container.
Pincer grasp of raisin.
Palmer grasp of crayon.
Mouthing stops.

.

Helps turn book pages.
Places objects in and out of containers.
Holds two objects in one hand.
Turns book pages, two or three at a time.
Removes- objects from bag.. ;

Maintains wide open' hand until contact with object
Puts laige pegs in pegboard,
Fits toys together.
Fteference for handedneds.
Begins to extend fingers toward point of writing instrument.
Unscrew lids. ,

Turns doorknob back.
Turns book pages singly.
Uses scissors to chop paper.
Draws and names simple figures-.
Strings

Can pluck object from'table top without touching table.top.
Reaches for objet without having to rOok directly at it.

.. . _ .
traSpitg 2.

"
cube.

_

forefinger.

le and grooves. _

.

is- madeA

Drawa'a man with head andlegs.
May shift handedness.



4 years

.*

;.

5 "years
.

Perceptual

Can draw a manwithcSix parts.
Holds hand above or to one side so as not to obstrudt view
'of, what he btilUs.

Independent use of,both hands in building.
Cuts_with scissors. :
Can sprint a few letters.
DseS/Scissors to cut on line,
Grasps in adult mannerJ7fingers cUrve into palms,

.

ri
Neonate' Attends!Iptger4to.:LPAtterns than soiids.

. .SuckSsweet; mintlike flavors. .

Grimaces: at bitter, sout,"or salty tastes.'
Respondsto loud noises by crying or startling

. .,

QUiets andveduasiaetivity "due to,approathing sound.
FollOws.1Trizonta4'moyement,r'light or bright object to

, . midline. ,. I.

Attends, stops or changes activit in response to human
voice.

'...
..

.

.-.
. ,

-.

,. -
, \

Accepts loud noises as part of the environment.
Follows object past midline
Glancesin response to peripheral stimulation.
Has cottrol.of eye muscles.

1.States at to.when placed in hand.'.
4 months , Pay particularlattention to tones of voices.

LocaliZes Sound-laterally by looking at source.
Looks'intently at object'in hand or in front of him.

5 months LookS aftezt.Ttoi dropped in sight.
Smfies at mirror` image.
ReSpOnds.differently to friendly and awry voices.
Fixates where objects disappeared.
Pref rs solid sphere to. flat:objects.
P1 s peek-a-boo.- , : .. .' .' -"--

is mirror image..,. ..
7 months Loo for fallen pi,jects. , 1:

Finds partially hidden:object.
Localizes sound by. moviflg head in sweeping arc.

8 months 'I Responds to name. ,

.
1 Drops one of two toys to take a third one,offered.

9 months Picks up string or object the size of a small pea between
thumb'and finger. .. ,
Picks up, pokei at tiny-bits.

10 months Waves bye-bye andplays:pat-a-cake:
Gives and takes objects on command with gestures,
Feels surfaces and textres with fingers and palms

11 months Reaches for image of toy in mirror.
Puts toy inside box or cug, but will not release,

4,

Plays serially with several. toys: ..

' 12 months Responds to sound toys, muSic.".
Pushes circle into formbOarci
Places rings on pegs..

1 month

2 months

3 months

6 months

,1`36



18 moths,
/'

2 years.

\ 7 r
.

i.

Points tfamil.4r objects named by. adults.
Responds to two simple'commands.
Can point_to 2, 3 body parts.
Imitates mother's common chores.
Recalls events of previous day
Listens to Stories. - . .
Increased visual memory sOan--lo for missin toys.

3 Years Can choose between 2 alternatives.
.2Matches muted colors.

/- Puts two halves of a picture together.
.5., 7..----

___Matches.Matches forms: by inserting cir e, square, triangle
in cut-out forms even with reversal l of position.

.

-Iv
Discriminates not makers.
Matches sound blo by loudne

4 years

Completes a picture of a man.
Matches forms.
Compares sizes. , .

Discriminates lengths of,lines. 4

Traces diamond between parallel fines.
Copies circle, ends jotming.

.

Copies cross
' --:-\.

. 5 Years Carries a melody. .

%Claps in rhythm to a song.
Follows and repeats sequence of a story.
Distinguishes between,left and right.

.
. Can select middle-sized objects.

Can insert sequence of testing-blocks.'

Can name most colors.

IL.,
r..drawing .

.

18 mos; Scglibbles spontanebusly, ,

Imitates vertical stroke.. T

2-years . Imitates horizontal stroke.
a - Imitates v stroke. .

3 years Copies-circle. - ., .

Copies cross.
1. -

, Drawsfra man
4'years Copia a square.

&0,-
;4 Traces.a diamond.

-. 5 ..yearS-' .- . - ) Copies' a triangle. ' ;..
i

' -). ,e' - Copids diaMonds- and,'rectanad- 'tkdiagonal.c.

-- ,...
i. / \ : f ,-, ,2 r tt I' ....'.! ,:i..V:4,

Zr.:'
..

7-,-.. 2 cube tower.15 mos.
18 mos. 3 cube tower.

.21 mos: 5 cube tower.
2-years 6 cube tower.

-3 blocks 4orizontally.
.4.....__ 21/2 y- 8 cube tower.

*-- .3 ,years 10 cube tower.

4

Cube Building 1

) *-1
0..0

4

if



Puzzles

18 mos.
J years

.

Roundshape.
Square shape.
TriSngle shae.
Turns pieces to fit.

Conceptual ) .

1 month Basic 'sensory responthes.

Responds to,,light.
Responds to sound.'
Responds to tasted
Responds to touch.

4-8 mos. . Puts .motor meaning to objeCts:
Beginning of :object permanence.

Means to an endbeginning'todevelop - may use one object
tp move another.

9+12 mos. Beginning of symbolic meaning.

Overpermanence-of objects 7--:looks in 1st handaftehe's
Seen object, transferred to second hand.
First indication of causality. 4 r4.

12-months Overpermanehce-disappears.
s : 'Pats 'pictures of objects when named.

15=18 mos. Developmet of space perception.
Trial and errot-ptocess beginot
Causality.

15 mos.- FOrmulateS negatiVe judgment.
2 yeats

Object permanence: .

.Says "no" on gh plane of logiC.
-(r'21/2 years ,Understands " , .

Understands "under"-
Can answer: '.:Whatdo you dO with ?

'3 yeirs
. Understands "infront of".
UnderstandsY:behind".
.Cat'Pick the longest line.
Knows "big" and "little".
Knows "hard"sand "soft".
Canclassify objects by physical attributes.

4 .years. CdUnts'from 1 to 10. ,

Kndws 1-3'colors accurately.
-Can count .3 objects.

.
.,

. -2--_ Can compare weights.:

4...
- Understands money is -for purchasing.

Defines objects by their use. ,ii
Can classgy objects ,by groups.*

5 years'-. - Can clssify objects on the basis of function.
. .

Knows names of most colors.
_

s ,

-004.1mts.four objects. .

.Can make aesthetic comparisons1' , I' (
:,.

Developing a left to right concept - is right 50Z.'
Can tell how many fingers on each hand: ..

6 yeArs / Classifiers by association. 1r

(

.

.
f

t

is 198
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Emotional

1 month . Emotional response to distress begins.
2 months L Emotional response to delight.

# Squeals of pleasure..

3 months Recognizes familiar faces, smiles. 1.
May sober at seeing strangers.

4 months Laughsualoud,.smiles, sobers.
5 months Emotional response'becomes relativeto specific situation..
6 months dari'response to lessofsupport, sudden loud noises.
-7 months Distress differentiates into more specific responses of

fear, disgust, etC.
Delight differentiates into elation,-affection.
Amuses self fo,ekhort intervals' - 5-10 minutes.

,

10 months Shows distrust sif strangers, may cry.
.v. Sleeps throughpight.- . . ,

A.2 months Aggressive interaction with environment begins..
'Willfully, isohedient.

,.-
Shows fear, anger, affeCtion,jealoUsy, anxiety, sympathy.

18 moat Sleeps.through night:
.

Negativisur-does ppPesite of Tit he is to14.
2 years.,:- Enjoystoy telephOner-pretend-". neutspaper

Curioug' and busy:
.

Use I, me, 'you. '--

Emotional arousal sud en, hrief,and itense--temper tantrums.
Can call himself by hi own name.

years Differentiates facial expressions- at angers, soirow, and.joy.
Possessive with toys.
Rigid insistence on rottide
Beginning of imaginative and make beliecie play.
Shows sympathy in response to accidents, bandages, etc.
'Jealousy toward siblings.
Sacrifices immediate satisfaction for promise of later
privilege.

Begins to use words to express feelings.
4 years Aggressiv4 bOth phygically and verbally.

May be rough and careless with toys.
Fabricates, alibies, rationalize

5years Sparked into increased activity by rivalry.

3 years

1.rjr

- e



Social

re-
1 ramie' Quiet when picked ups
. Eye contact.
2 months- Smiles at.mother-in respaiinse to smile, :voice, physical care.
3 months . Babbles when spoken to.

Recognizes mother:

I

Enjoys evening play with'father.
4 months Cries if adult -stops playinglwith. him.

Smile3at approach of mother.
Cries if adult stops PlayIng with him..
Stretches arms out to be taken.
Smiles and vocalizes at-mirror.image.
Discriminates strangers, may cry.
Pats image of self in mirror:
Goes to familiar person.
Able to play alone.for'an hour or so, but prefers company.
Recognition Of mirtor'image.
Offers toy to adulti, but does not want to give it up. .,

Enjoys-dropping toys from playpen or chair to be retrieved
by adult. .

r .%

Increased affection and interest in family group.'
Distinguished between "'you" and "me".
Gives object to another upon request.
,Hugs and'shows affection toward doll or teddy'bear.
Playst ear other children.

, -s

Varies behavior according to emotional reaction of others.
Imitates activities he observes..
Bas mother-baby relationship with dolls.
Rough, tumble play--solitary or parallel level-- notices
other children, but is self-:centered.
Separates readily frOm mother \.2en handled properly.
Begianidt.to cooperateshares-toys, waits turn.
Initiates own play.

.

ImaEnary playmates,
Temporary attachment to one'playmate:
Cooperative level of play.
Prefers2-3 children.
Calls people names =- "dumb".
Plays he with one child or i.' supervised group. .

Aware of attitude of peers.'
Dramatic play.. .

Competitve play. L r
: Sensitive to'social'situationa.

Plays in groups.'
_

5 -Months--

+6 months'

7 months

10 months

11 months

12 months

13 months

18 months
2 years

3 years

31/2 yrs.'

4 years

5 years

2 0 0.1
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Communication

1.7.m\onth # Reflexive vocalizations.
Throaty noises. .,

Change' in pitchsign of bodily discomfort.
2 months vowel sounds. ..

Babbling begins, cooing, gurgling.
Reflex activities produce sounds..

...., ., Repeats sounds for physical pleasure and auditor
stimulation.' ../

.

Makes responsive sounds if one nods or talks to him:
... laughs or squeals.

Differentiated' crying, changes with physical state.
4 months Laughs aloud'iicresponse to others.

RecOgnizes.huMan ,

Localizes sounds..
5 months High squeal,

Vocal .play.'

Indicate rants by crying.
6 months Combines vowel, and consonant sounds, such as: ma, da.

Talks and; gestures tb objects.-. 4
Jargon with change in tone.

7 months Listens to own voice.

Says mum-mum7mud,.especially'when crying.
Makes .vowel sounds in a series.'
Deep sounds and grunts.

.

Vocalizes ,emotional state..
8-9 mos. Single consonant sounds.

Tongue play.
Combines syllables.
Bitedand chews toys. :-
Copies sounds.'

May have vocabulary of 1-2 words.
10 months "Mama" and "Daddy" with meaning

Uses voice tone .symbolically.
Meaningful attempt at conversation.

12.months Understands phrases and wholes.
Responds by.action to Command, .

Echolalia.
1 word sentences.

Underitandsgestures.. ;

Listens to'. words carefully.

Attracts attention by squealing: ,.

Has 2 words besides mama and dada.
13-15 mos. Understands very simple commands..

)
IMitateswords.

A

Vocabulary of 3=4 wards.-,
Communication by gestures. - -

15 months Indicates' needs. by. pointing or vOcaliling.
18 monthi. Vocabulary:of 10 words:.

;

'Jargon directed at people.
timlenstands'siMple'qtmasti6;i::

4



r

20 mos. Recognizes many pictures, he cannot-name. il7
Pulls for communication. -

'' Imitates animal and toy sounds.
20-24 mos. Says goodbye to indicate termination.

.;

0Uses one word.foi many unrelated things--extension of
meaning:
Recognizes 120-275 wordS.

2 years Vocabulary of 200-3 0 words.
Combines 2-3 words o express ideas.
Uses a 'few adjectiv s, prepositions, and pronounstt t me II

.and
"mine".

21/2 years Verbaliies:Simple emotions and experiences.k

.Speech with pointing.
.t..1.8 words sentences.

Starts to use sh &c. sentences.

Comprehends time words.
Uses plurals.

3 years Questions begin.
Uses compound sentence structure.
Uses comple;c sentence structure.
Responds by action to: on

under
down .'
run.
walk

Names objects.-

Verbal reasoning can. be used.
Vocabulary. of 600 -1000 words.

.,Kdows his 'sex.

Knows his full name.
3 ..4 word sentences.

;Asks questiots about persons,,- pIaces, and processes-.
Uses.pronouns,some adjectives, adverbs, and Prepositioning.
Final .contOnants appear.
Sounds include blends.
-Speech is 90-100Z intelligible.
Knows a few. rhymes. .

4 years Abundant questions--"why" and "how".-
Speech is understandable to outsiders.
Vocabul=t:of 1500 words.

41, Actively conceptualizes.'
Completes sentences of 6-8 words:
Uses "We". . .

Alludes to persons and places outside ofsimMedia
Advancing sentence structure--uses article's.
Follows 2 stage tommands.

'5 years. Talks clearly.
Adult speech sounds.
Has mastered basic grammar.
Relates a story. .

2000 word vocabulary.
Meaningful questions.

environment.



Self Help Skills

Eating

Can be given 2 -3 assignments at one time and will carry
ouz in order.

Relates fahciful tales and past and ptesent events.
Likes to look at,pcioks and be read to.
Languige becomesC4ymbolic.

3 months Opens mouth for approaching food.

4....-........
4 months Anticipatesticipates on sight. of 'ood..

6 months Holds_bottle.
Takes strained fOo& well.

7 months Feed's self biscuit.'. '/'-

Chews food.' .

9 months Can 'feed himself bottleremoves and putS into mouth.
10 months "t7`. CA___cepts new. solid food. -..

Finger feedS.,
.

t

. Eats mas5hed table foods.
.

15.months Grasps spoon.and inserts into dish.. . ,..
,

Turns Spoon. upside down beforelmiLignters,Illouth.
. Holds .cups with finger graspilleento:iip it too quickly.

1-8 months FillS-spoon and,feeds-seIr'in parr, spills.tuch:-
,

Turna.,Spoon in mouth.
.

. Lifts cup to mouth anddrinks well.
Requ4;es assistance in feeding.

,

'Hands' empty cup to'mother. .

All jaw movements lifi, rotate, grind, chewi'4ite.
Holds glass with 2 hands. : . .,

..

.21 months 'Handles pup with ease, lifting, drinking and replacing.
2 'ears Stops turning of spoon before-it:gets to mouth,. still need, . -

-;.:. help in feeding. .

'

4..c., , Lays asideSpoon and lifts dish to drain liquid at end-of-1...
',:' feeding.

. .
.

HoldsjsMall'glass in one hand is :11e:7-drinks. .
21/2 years Little spilling. in self feeding...
3 years . .Pours well froth a.pitcher..

.

t

Use's straw.
___....t,..

Feeds self '

-',. Clears and cleans table. .

4' years otikes.to serve .self at table:.-
-N... Eats l'Ath fork, ,

, . Spreads with knife,
Rarely.needs assistance to compete a meal. .

5 years Cuts With knife. .

.

Toileting

r
7 months Intervals of dryness 1-2'hours.._..\--

12 -Qk)nths Dryness after nap. t

Fusses until changed.
Intolerance of wetness'at Certain times. .

15 months 'Does not toilet needs, but does, indicate wet-pants..
.

Bladder r teniton span 2-3 hours.



g.

-18 months Tolletregulated in day time--both bowel and bladder.
21-months Asks for food; toilet, and drink. by gesture or word.

Tells after wetting- -and sometimes before.
2. years Dry at niiht, if ",taken up .at least once.

Verbalizes A signs toilet neeaaccnSistently.
° 21/2.yrs. Tends toilet.withouthelP except wiping.

, ,'

Many be dry lor about 5 hours.
3 years Few accidents.'.

May bastiry all-night.

Dressing

15 months Attempts to put on clothes.
.

.Cooperates in dressing by extendingsrm or leg.
18months'' Can take off mittens.

:.
Can take off hat.
Can take.ofaocks.
Can takeoff" shoes.
Canunzip zippers. %

.-- Tries to put on shoes.
.

2 years scPulls on.simple-gardents,..finds large armholes and thrusts -*

:arms into them. 1

Pulls on socks.
Can remove shoes if. laces are unti ed.

. 6-Ilemves. coats. .-
.

.

21/2 years Tries to unbutton-button within reach.
. .

3 years Putson shoes--may be on wrong foot:.'
Put's:on underpants and slacks:.
Unbuttons front-and side buttons_by:pushing them thru

. .buttonholes.
.

..4 years `Diesses and undresses if lightly supervised. - --.

Can snap clothing._
Jistinguishes front and 'back of Clothes and puts on correctly.-.

...Can zip .clothing.
. Laces shoes. .

.

.

5 years Dressses self except for belts and tying shoes.
6 years Ties shoe laces.; .

Can handle all fastenersin any positiOn while dressing.
.- .....-

Other

.9 months
_12 months.
2 years.

-211 years

3 years

Gdirds race to prevent uashing.

waihCloth over face and center-of body.
4,351-les face and front' of body.,

Rinses-off soapdries. self in front.
Attemptato ,brush.teeth.
,Puts- things away.

Washes and dries hands. ,

Can clear-fnd clean table.
Turns waterOn.', .

Sleeps at nap. time until 3 Yearswi,

2 04



31/2 years Puts away toys with. some supervision..
Washes and dries hands and face.

4 years Brushes teeth.'
Puts away toys by imself...

GOes on errands outside of home.
5 years .Can safely cross streets, if not too hazardbus and can

help a younger child to cross. street.
Combs and brushes hair.

2 r



HANDOUT 15 - DEVELOPMENTAL-CHECKLIST

CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION:- STEVEN, AGE 31/2

Steven has been attending the center forabout a month and the teacher has-

noticed. that he is having some difficulties. He often falls when trying to

7.7run and seems off-balance some of the time. Steven is able to string bead

and use.a scissors in a chopping manner. He has difficulty listening during

story timeand cannot seem to cury out more than a two-step direction. He
,

can fount to-five and knows the colors "red" and "blue". During free play,

hechoosmoto draw although he scribbles most of.the time. Stevenis very

willing to share his toys, is friendly towards other children and starts play

.91

activities with them. He has a large vocabulary but tends t use relLtively

simple:sentences for communication. Steven rarely needs sistance during.

snack time. His mother reports he has very few toileting accidents at home.



Handout 16 - Sample program - Steven Age 3 1/2

. DEVELOPMENTAL BEHAVIORAL ACTIVITIES' .FOR REACHING

'DOMAIN OBJECTIVE OBJECTIVE

GROSS, MOTOR '

FINE MOTOR

PERCEPTUAL

CONCEPTUAL

%Fr

EMOTIONAL I

SOCIAL

COMMUNICATION
.

SELF-HELP

4

27
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HANDOUT 17 - CATEGORIES OF SOCIAL-BEHAVIOR*.
. \ .

1'. 'Unoccupied Behavior Category.: '.The child 'occupies himself watching anything
that happens.-co be of momentary interest. 'When there is nothing exciting
taking p,lace ie self-stimulatesON uses self-stimulating, objects within his
environment. Also, he ,sits in one areaand doesenot interact with other
children,

,

. /

.)politary Inependent Playi.) The child plays alone and independently with
toys different from those being ised by other children. He is within .

speaking'distance ofother children hutt'makesno,effOrt.to interact with
theM. He purSues his own activity without 'reference to what others are
doing. To facilitate themoVementjromunoocupied behavior -into solitary-
independet play, .the child is placed near other children and is encouraged
to participate ;:zith a toy or an object. He is reinforcedfOr'manipulating
that toy- or object while sitting withi that environment.

3. Adult Directed Behavifor: phis .is behavior ditected to an adult by the:Child.
This includes such activities as playing with'the.teaCher looking at. the
teachr, touching the teacher, or asking questions of the teacher. ,

nteractgon with the adult or teacher is enCouraged\dr reinforedi.when a.'
child.isat the solitary play stage and does not interact with anyone./ How.
ever, adult directed behavior should bechanged as, rapidly as possible--tot
encourage the Child- to .engage, with hiS peer group. \

.

Onlooker CatedoryWithin this category the dhild-apends\ st of his time
. watching other children play:, He may talktO ikhe other children who he
observing, butihedoes not overtly enter into -the play himself. This differs
'fromthe.UhoccupiecrcaiegorY:in that the onlooker is definitely observing
particular:groups. oLchildted. The child star 4s or sits within speaking
distance,of the grow that he. cansee-and hear everything.that takes, place:
For the therapi to facilitate. this behavior forpreither solitary:.indepen-
dent play or adult,directed behaVOr he must place the child within-Speaking
distance-of-other children and reinforce any' verbalization that occurs be-.
tween the normal and handicapped children.

ParallelActivity: Within this category theiChiid plays independently but
the activity_ he chooses brings him among other children. He plays.wth,toys
that are like those which the children around him are using, but he plays "with
the toys as he seesfit, and doeSinot try to influende or modify the
of the children near him,He plays -1,Aiside rather-than with the other children...
There is no attemOito control;t:he coming or going of. children in the group.
To facilitate movement from this.;category the.adult'reinforces-the/Child for
.sitting with the other children and for playing with toys'similar to those of
the other children. The adult ent4urages the'normal p6pulation to share toys

-with the handicapped child, asks for -tOys.from the handicapped chi , and re-
inforces-the handicapped'chil&when he-gives a toy to the normal .p r. 'During
this type of activity the child should'be placed'among. the normal c ldren,.
not on the fringes of'the group. For ance, if there are five ch dren
sitting at a rectangular table, e-child should not be placed at the end of
the table but in a position where normal peers are on all sides.

*gource: Bailey, D.W. (Ed.). Ongoing Data Collection In The Classroom. Seattle
WA: Western States Technical Assistance Resource, 1978.

2n0



6. Assaciative elay: 'The child plays with other children. ,The<conversation
concerns-their common activity. There. is a borrowing andloaningaf play
material, following'one.another with trains or wagOns, sharing pencilt,
and gaper. There aremild attempts tocOntral which children mayor may
not play in the troup. All the members engage in similar if not identical
activity; there is not division,of labor, and no organization of the activity .4.,
of Several individuals around any material goal or produdt.- The conversation
of the! handicapped child.with the.other children tellSua that his interest
is primiarily in his association, not in ivilsactiVity. To faCildtate this

,.activity the adult provides,a,settint where all normal peers areengaging
with the handicapped peer, and reinforces the normal peers for conversation
and haring of,objects with the handicapped child. The'handlcaPped'child is

saldo reinforced for playing with the normal: peers. During associative play,
if the handicapped child steps out of'the setting, the'adUlt should direct
the handicapped childtoengage again inthat activity antireinforce the
childwhen he re-enterS the group.

s,

2 (1
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SOCIAL' BEHAVIOR OBSERVATION FORM

Set Location (classroom, etc.)

Activity (group instruction, free play, etC.)

Observer:

6

'Child:

V

ACTIVITY CATEGORIES

te: 'Mae: %. to

(10 minute period)`

*For every minute, observe' first 10.11conds;,record (tally). Observe last 1G seconds; record.

Unoccupied'. .Solitary Adult. Onlooker

Peers Behavior Independent Directed .

. .

(List) Play Behavior

1.1

Parallel 'Associative

'Activity. Play '

r

ti

1 4'

';'' 4
. .$

*Twenty 10-second observations ;are carried out during ,a 10 minute pehod. To compute the per-

centageecifttime'thild 6ngaged/in each social 'iltiavior, the amou of time'xhild engage:bin

each .behavior is cAvided,by.the total agiuntsof time in, the obserp pnal.sample:

a
I

'

4 .

Number of, Seconds

Total 'Time, Sample ,600.Seconds
,

$'
ti

\.

212'
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HANDOUT 19 - SELF-HELP SEQUENCING SHEET

Topic: Manages Independent Routines
e'

Directions: Cut these aparA\
Arrange in Developmental-Order

%;)

9

.

._ . .Understands and stays.away from common dangers; may-take care not to, fall on
stairs or from high places or may show that he knows.dingerof things,, such
as broken. glass, busy streetstratge animals-.

Carries a tray-, de

' Carries breakable objects- . .

kIl
.both cereal and milk- into bowl , '. - ''.

4

Helpglat.household tasks (dusting, Arying dishes)

Helps adults, putting his own toys away

#.

When told, brings somettilp.g..sfrom or takes something to sopieplace; is,.abl.:e to findthe object fiom spoken instructions andcarries out such orders as "bring it here"'or "rake it to mommy."'

Fixes a bowl of dry cereal for him4elf, include's getting bowl and cereal, pouring*,

- .

Able to keep "working" for at least 20 minutes with similar aged ch21d.in a-sIngretask, such as, making buildings or roads with blocks, logs,, sand, of mud, or rear -'ranging a roomsor,area for doll playsuch as Store, school, -or nouse4,
. .

Helps with adult activitieS.inhoUse-and garden
.r/.

-,---.Able to fix la'sandWich; must be able.to get the right foods from refrigeeator,
cabin9t; and/or-breadbox and put thei together. in'a.sandwich

Makes effort to.keep surroundings tidy .

Puts toyS away neatly when asked.to do.so; often must be asked more than once

Goes about houge without needing to be watched constantly; may need occasional
checking as Orwhere he is, what he is doing

Carries watAr without spilling while walking

Knows difference between foods and things that cannot be eaten; may put something
other than food in his mouth but does not chew an swallow it.

Puts toys away neatly in box

Performs simple errands.

'Often does household chores which do not need.red:pirig by an:adult (may do them
in response to request)

.21.3



HANDOUT-19 -.continued 1/-

Topic: Toileting, Grooming; Washing
Directions: Cut these apart.N

Arrange in Developmental order

Indicates wet or soiled pants
Al...

40.

Sits on potty or,toilet without resistance.

Washes face well (except for ears) and dries without help

Cooperates in washing and drying hands

-

Knows which faucet is hot and cold
.//

WaShes handy and face using soap, with assistance

Dries hands and face after washingI
BrUshes teeth without assistance-

Pulls pants down fez' toileting
41.....

,Has no more than one toilet accident per month (includes waking and sleeping, both
biadder and bowels)

Is.usuallTdrY.a,fter naps

COmpletely cares for self at toilet, including cleansing and dressing. Goes to,l'
toilet by Self.during the night

. / -

Adjustsfwater temperature'
-.;/

im
* -----

Toilet trained for bowel control (daytime)

Goes td. toilet Jlihout.help

Beginning to signal toilet needs by word or gesture

Washes face without assistance

Removes clothing for toiletint (need not buckle, zip,or button')

Stays dry all night

Can brush or, comb hair acceptably except for special occasions

2



,HANDOUT 19.- continued.

. .

Topic: Feedi . .'

Directions: Cut these apart
.Artenee in develOpmentil.order

IN%

Discards bottle .

Controls drooling

Lifts a cupto mouth and drinks with some help.

Lifts cup to-limiuth and drinks unassisted

Sucking and swallowing are present
,----..--z-..-....--- .,-----

.

Feeds self using a fork and /or spoon and glass correctly. 1t............-.---..........-......*-....-,-..--..... 1""'.

Picks bp spoon by handle
--4-------

iUses table knife foi spreading

Gets,a drink unassisted f'ibm fountain. or sink

Feeds self with.spoon ( rith Some spillimg)

,

".Puts on otm coat without assistance (need not be buttoned) ,
.

. ..,.........-_,
.

.,

,
.-. Sucks from a plastic Straw .

.

.,..-'
. ,_-

Unbuttons one or mor buttons

---.1: -i---
.

Fixes bowl.or:dry cereal (gets bow1,.cerealland,llic and pours cereal and milk
into bowl) '

-

Discriminates edible substances froM inedible-ones

Pours a drink

Uses napkins

USes fork-bdc may prefer spoon

Chews table foods
.

Feeds self cracker

Uses knife foi cutting
1

Prepares.sandWich including getting food and putting, itwtogether
2

ic



HANDOUT 19-- continued

Topic: Dressing
- Directions: Cut these .apart

-
. Arrange in developmental order. .0 M.. I. MN IMD V. I M, =DO 111, 6

- ,

Removes shoes (may' be untied)
..

-----:----- ,-
.

Removes coat'withoui help wkied buttoniand zippers are undone
. . --,__ .

....P. nft
.. ',. . . Nr--t

Dresses .and undresses' unassisted. (tying:shoes:nqt included)
. .

. , . .
., ,

Assists -with, dressing byhnldingout arms for'steeveseor foot for shoes
.

............_...:.....................:._..................................

.Puts on.'!pull-over7- garments ..,- 1-.Buckles balt-and'shoes

Buttons medium-sized burtonS
1 Puts on boots

'Puts shOes o0- correct feet -1 'Pulls at Clothing with hands

Inserts; belt in loops "° V Pulls off socks

Zips .front non-separating zipper .-: [ :Pulls off hat

).garments
-

I .Tries to put on shoes

Unzips..separaring frOn't zipper . ' 1 Puts on dress
.

.
.

--I--...

Buttons one or mo e buttons , 1..Pnts'pn shirt
.

L

Calf 'take of f .all clothing. including'pull-over [ Lea's shoeS
. , .-------,--, --,., ...1_ ----_

, Puts onsocks..Unzips (non-separating) zipper,
.

ZipPfrOnt separating zipper

:



.HANDOUT 20 - FEEDING EXPERIENCE ANALYSIS GRID

Removal of soft

food from a Spoon

,Applesauce

Normal movement

patterns

Drinking from Biting and Chewing

a cup a

Water Butter Cookie

Effects.of:

1. Head position

a, flexion

b. extension

,Chewing a ,

ti

Lip retraction

3. Jaw Thrust

4., Tongue Movements

. a. tongue thrust

b. 46hgue immobility

with retraction

Combines Pattern:

head extension, lip

retraction and tongue

thrust
o



HANDOUT 21 - ASSOCIATION FOR THE HELP OF RETARDED CHILDREN
FEEDING REMINDERS

Eating should be a pleasant experience for all children. A hungry child likes
to.eatand twill .enjoy his meals, if his 'surroundings are relaxed and pleasant.
It is important that the Parent"talk to his baby during feedings, encouraging
him to focus on mother'Vface and other face4°in the environment.

The following points are to be remembered:.

I. Positioning
A. Firm supported upright position
B. Good fitting chair:
C..' Arms up if needs (on table)
D.-i,Yeet'supported on flat surface

in'erect midline position

Mid-line Feeding from Front
A. Better socialization
B. Better communication
C. Enables child to see food as
D. Feeder should be comfortable

I= Jaw Control
A. From Front

it approaches his mouth

1. Thumb under bottom lip to open and close lips
2. Middle finger stretched under chin just behind bone wit}

some pressure to stop tongue protrusion.
-B. From Behind

1.' Index finder under botton lip to open and clOse lips
2. Middleitrf finger under chin lust behind bone with some pressure

to stop tongue ptotrusion.'
3. Arm used to maintain good hea& position
4. Thumb on cheek for added control

C. Purpose of Jaw Control
1. To prevent mouth from opening too far
2. To keep lips closed
3. To prevent tongue protrusion
4. To normalize chewing and swallowing
5. To inhibit the bite reflex during cup drinking

IV. Solid goods
A. Present at mid-line
b. Put food on chewing surface to stimulate chew
C. Promotes more normal Oral sensations
D. Chunks (cubes) of food the size of a thumbnail
E. Encourage child to try new fo6ds by continuing to reintroduce new

or rejected foods in small amounts.

V. Spoon Feeding
A. Introduce at mid-line,
B. Straight in and straight out with some downward pressure on tongue
C. Wait for swalloT4 and then repeat (may use jaw control)
D: Thicker foods encurage more oral manipulation

ot- 11
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VI. Cup Drinking
K. Use jaw control.
B. Cup is between lips, resting on,bottom Iip in front of

teeth-
C. Tilt oply the cup
D. .MaintaIn_lip closure on the dup
E. Remove cup, wait for swallow and.repeat____"_
F. Cup maibe."cut-out" plastic, clear, or'a.shot glass.

VII. Thick Liquid
A. Easier to drink a thicker liquid
B. The child must work harder to get it.
C. Strained bad food - fruits, nectars, milk shakes are excellent

VIII. Gagging and Choking
A. Gageig is normal,.everyong does it
B. Don't becOme anxious; child can usually clear gag by himself
C. For-'0oking, flex head and bend it down

/'

22i
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"plsters and Wedges can be used to support the

child in a prohe position."

'1Usually, orthopedically handicapped .children
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HANDOUT. 23 - MIRROR WRITING .
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HANDOUT :24 BLIND WORKER.

Personal

APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT

Name Social Securigko
LAST NAME First Name !Addle Name

'Present Address_
No. Sweet Stan' Zip

Home telephone Officktelephone Are you over the °fig?
PCisition(si applied for

Minimum acceptable starting salary Who suggested you apply?

WOuld you work full time? part time? What date will you be available?

Person who should be notified in case of emergency

Homo Address.

Education eta

Home Telephone.

.
.

.
,:,. _

Name and location Olitcnooi. institution:or timing *intruder
. . .. . , ..

. .

.
.

. .

Course or %social
field of study

.
.

Oki you
. wackiata?'

Diploma or .

degrees

Last elementary and junior high ,school

High school and/Or otocational-training

Collage or university

./

Chief axtracurri fa), activities and any special honors in high school or college

226



4-,

Experience

Please give the record of your employment. Start with your present position and work:back. Describe each position in one the six
numbered blocks: if there is not enough space. use extra sheets of paper to' complete the record. If you- were employed under a name
different from your present one. please gnie the name then used on top of the appropriite box. a .

. 1. Present or most recent poUtiOn

Exact MIAMI' poistion Employment dates

From_ a. To ,..

Starting salary Present or latest salary

Name of ernployer Name and title at your immediate sODerellOr Te4e0hOne

. Address of employer Reason tor desiring a change

Kind ofbussnafa or organization and description of your work
:

v

Z Formal, Position

Exact title of position Employment dates

From To

Starting salary Final salary

Name and title of your immediate supervisor

Address of employer

Telephone

eason for leaving ,

Kind of busmen or orgarnzasn and description of your work

3. Former Position

Exact title of position Employment dates

From To

Starting salary Finals alarY

Name of employer Name and title of your Immediate supervisor Telephone

Address of employer Reason lot leaving .

Kind of business or organization and description of your work

4. Former Position

Exact title of Petition meat dates

Fro To

Starting salary Final salary
1.

.:elan of employe
---tr

Mama and titlabl your immediate supervisor Telephone

Addy st of employer Reason for leaving -

Kind of btrssnese or orgensaapOn and description of youv work .

'a.
<



HANDOUT 2S SYMBOLS AND COMMUNICATION TEST

Study for one minute without taking notes .

(Hint: Look for shape meaning corrspondence)

et.



HANDOUT 25 - SYMBOLS AND COMMUNICATION tcontinued)

--man

Lady

mother

lather

happy

sad

big

little

afraid

hello,'

home

anima

SUSS SYM BOLS



HANDOUT 25 -' SYMBOLS .AND COMMUNICATION (Cont. nued)

Study4rK one mi:nute without taking notes.

.

(Hint: Look for sound sh4pe correspondence.)

410



HANDOUT 25 - SYMBOLS AND 'COMMUNICATION (coo ntinued)

2.: .A.Lb man

lady

3.1 father

happ;

sad

big.

CO 'little

.2.$) 2.6 'afraid

(g) ? hello

1 -,L/. (01 home

2_D.,(4) :A., 2.-4 animal

1:.

SPE-NCE SYMBOLS.
%11

Now break for ten. minutes of 'unrelated activity.

C.
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HANDOUT 25 = SYMBOLS AND COMMUNICATION (continued)==

. ;

After ten minutes:

Allow yourself one mirve.

Write as many words-as you can.,,

Do th-e easier ones first.

A

Your score is the total number correct.





'Handout 2'6 -pssymbofics called alternative-to sign* language
41ODuring World War II,
Charles Bliss sat in 6

a Nazi prison, an4. he
began drawing symbols. 1

His idea was to de-
velop a' system for
international communi- 2

-cation,'"and he hoped
the.-system con-
tribute to world peace.
."Thirty-five years,
L000 symbols, and
several wars later,
theOriginal-idea is
at least partially
valid. The inventor
of "Blissymbolics" also
.created a system of
communication for
severly disabled per-
sons, including child-, ,

ren who are not quick
in learning conven-
tional language.

W.
Blissyliibolic is deS-
ribed as an alternative

to "sign language for
those whip cannotlearn.-
finger signs or because
Of a disability, such
as cerebral palsy, might
.find it hard to execute
the. signs.
Some symbols depict relationships and feelings. Symbols,can be combined

.for different meanings (for example, "building", "giving," and 'knowledge"
combine to-make the symbol for. school). And some syMbols have a range of
meanings, depending upon the context ("Make-believe",.pretend," "false").

The Ontario Crippled Childrens Center in -Toronto, looking for a way of
helping disabled communicate, began' using Blissymbolics: .Latjar7-there was
formed the BlisSymbolics Communication Foundation in Toronto. Bliss, who
is a chemical engineer, gave exclusive.rights for hissymbols. to the foun-
dation.
.Since Blissymolics'canbe combined to form new meanings, it provides

'children With a, widerange of words while using a small number of symbols..
Within 6.-few'months, children who are capable -of gross hand pointing are
at work on a 100-symbOl vocabulary.
Barbara Kates and Shirley McNaughton 'report that at the end of three

years, theffollowing observations. can be made:
1. Symbols appear effective both as a supplement and:as a

substitute for speech.
2. Symbol use continued to ;encourage:.speech..
3._ It became possibleto.identify levels of symbol development

(recognizing SymbdIs,..acquiring fluency, and adapting.SyMbols
to meet specific. needs).
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, 4. Symbols enabled the child to communicate with a wide
range of people.

5,. Use of ,symbOls enabled them to take. part in 'classroom,
activities, directed.toward .developing'skills in lOgical
thinking, classifying, and vocabulary development.

6. Concentrated instructiorCSeemednecessary at-first; and
Once they Madethebreakthrougb, they moved quickly.

7,- thkillt.werereadi-ly transferred to the reading ..of words.-
8. The use of-Symbols as a child's means of response made

it.possible to improve.assessment in hearing, language,
psychology, and education.

9. As children interacted more with their environment, they
showed greater self-confidenc and developed their ix-17
dividuality,

.There are tvi.o.styles of communicating: For.the child
who can p t, greater independence and more regular
..syntax p tte s could. be expected Those .who must'llse
eguipm are limitedin the number of:Symbols available
and spe d of produCinq them, and they depend more on
supportive eye and body movements and upon the persons:
-with whom -they are communicating.'

'One of the organizatioiiS in the United qtateS.making use of
. Blissymbolics is Oakdale Center for Developmental Disabilities,
LaPeer,, Mich, where four'Speech pathologists and four activity
training aides are teaching the system to about 40 residents.
The Center's newsletter, SpectruM, reports that syMbols taught
there are always used with words and are adapted to the indi-

H #

FurtherInformation on this communication system canbe,ob-
tained from Blissymbolics Communication Foundation, 862 Eglinton
4ye. East Toronto,. Canada M4G 2L1.
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HANDOUT 27 - COMMUNICATION BOARDS:
HELP FOR THE CHILD UNABLE TO TALK

by Sharon Von Bruns - Connolly and Howard C. Shane

Speaking is the most common way to communicate. Most of us tend to think
Of speech as, the only means of expressing ideas, needand wants, and at.first
it may be difficult to consider using any other.

But for some children, speaking is not an effective. way of communicating
For them, trying,to converse with others through speech is a frustrating and
discouraging experience. It is also difficuit.for the people around them -
family,, friends and teachers because they feel helpless knowing that the
children have thoughts and feelings they want to express, but cannot.

Finding other ways for such children to'Convey what they want,to 'say is of
, the utmost importance. If speaking is not now a useful way df-communicating for
your child,-the,solution may be a "communication board".

Many children whO cannot communicate oially use communication boards. One
can be planned to, fit your child's needs and abilities- not just in the present,
but also as they change over time. For this reason, what communication-boards:
look'like and how they are.used may vary a great deal. The principal, basic..
points behind their-use are simple. Your, child or another person points to. a
picture, a printed word, a special symbol or several letters of the alphabet,
according to some rules chosen ahead. ,of time. Eathof these methods can be used
to communicate the same meaning. Your child may point to a picture of a glass of
milk, say, "milk" or write the worienialle. In all these cases he conveys the
same idea: want some milk". The specific method that is best tt). use will
depend on your child's abilities and'level of development. _

A communication board can proVide your child with access to two -way communi-
cation and. with a way of. expresSinghimSelf spontaneously.. -It can give him ex-
perience with language at the age when it is critical, and thus help him progress
toward the use of more and more complex language.

At th9,same time, the communication'experience-a board provides improves
your child's abilities in social interactions; it also-increaaes his skill in
organizing his thoUghts and ideas. Perhaps even more important, it.prevents the
feelings of stress and failure-that can arise when speech is unwisely insisted
on; such feelings oftenresult in a decrease in the child's willingness or ability
to communicate.

Communication boards may in fact stimulate some children with vocal potential
to speak more. The reasons for this effect are not clear. Speaking may become
easier fdr the child when he is no longer under pressure.and is more relaxed. In
.fact a communication board mightbe considered'a form oflindirect speech therapy
because it may increase the amount of speaking a child does. Programs are some-
times developed that.use communication boards along with speaking. In general
children are more eager to communicate when it becomes easier and more enjoyable
for them to do'sd.. _ .

When a communication bbardjs being designed for your child, his cognitive
abilities, educational skills; physical abilities and communiCation.needs are
taken'into account. These.considerations determine the type of communication
board that is best for him, the kind of items included in it and. the'way these
items are arranged.

When a-communication board is carefully matched to your child's specific
needs, it is likely to be appropriate, usable and acceptable to him. And he will
have the bestchance'of having successful communication experiences.
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TYPES OF COMMUNICATI N-BOARDS

Communication oards range from
more sophisticated electric models.
replaceable content sheets and trays
inexpensiVe and are usually the most

relatively simple nonelectric boards to
Systems of cards, a notebook/ boards with
attached to a wheelchair are-simple and'
desirable formats.

Some-types require.the aid of a second person. Others can'be used inde-
pendently. Certain models,involVefinger-pointing, others use aided pointing
(head pdinter,Aland extension'or similar aids)-and-still others use a system '7'7'
offlashing lightS.. The choice of a method depends on. the physical abilities
of the cOmmunicator..Some boards areavailabie commercially, but most are
designed and constructed for specific individuals.

THE CONTENT OF COMMUNICATION BOARDS

The content of the board is yery important in the child's develoPment of
his language.and communication abilities. The content. of the board should:
represent the items and concepts he will need in different situations. .'the -

content must be appropriate .to his educational ability and at.the'sathe'time..

shouldpresent the kind of challenge that encourages learning.
The-board may include on or.more types of:JA4Ms. Picture boardS using

photographa or line draWingsie,designed for children who do not read yet.
The name of the object is oftenlprinted underneath each picture. As the child
learns to- reco ize the printed word by itself, without the picture, he builds
up.a larger ad larger sight vocabulary. As the-.Child's abilities -increase,
beginning pict e boards can be expanded to-include both more items an&the
more abstract i ems that are important in social interactions.

Boards with'wOrds and'everyday, .fundtional phrases are introduced,opee'the
child has begun develap.a sight vocabulary. Two types of words should be on
these boards: th se the child uses frequently and those used Most Often by all
communicators. An alphabet and a number line can be included so -the child can
spell out words not already on hit.board.

- .

Sometimes spedialized symbols are used instead of printed words for 417-
readers.. As the child's language skills continue to develop boards are set up
to allow him to construct.complete and grammatidal sentences. More and more
words may be added. The important point is that the child begins using a board
that is on a leVel with his abilities. He then. moves to Moresophisitcated
boards at his oOmmunication,abilities.change:an&develop.

THE PHYSICAL LAYOUT OF COMMUNICATION BOARDS

Two considerations determine the layout of the communication board. First,
where the board is placed and how the material is set up- it should be apprp,
priate to the child's range of movement and coordination, Second, the material-°
should be organized in specific ways that help him develop more complex kinds
of communication. The board is designed, then, to allow the child to use
fully and to encourage growth in'orgatizing,thoughtand developing language.

ONE EXAMPLE OF A COMMUNICATION BOARD

The program set up; for Chris, an eight-year-old boy who. has cerebral palsy
and uses a wheelchair, indicates how communication bOards.are actually used and
how they help a child's language abilities to develop.

?,
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At fitst Chris'S communication was limited, to a fw gestures and unihtel-
ligible vocel sounds.. His. family had difficulty UnderstandIrig what he.waStrying
to, express, and-this upset him:. Chris'undecstOod:What was said to hit:, and .his
intellectual ability seemed normal. HO:ad no reading other than simple
recognition,,, of the letters of. the alphabet. - . ,.

A. It was decided that. Chris Wuld beiiefit greatly from using a communication
hoard A board withUS labeled pictures of familiae:objects and people (for
ihstanceicupS, television, MomMy,:truCk), needS.(like toilet, drink food),; and
concepts (up,'-down, big,little, more and so on) WaSconstiUdted and attached to
his-wheelchair. "- .

The therapist working With Chris begaa by pointing to each picture, saying
its name aloud, and using it in a,variety of sentences - 'Tills is thetruck.:_The
truck is.red. The-truck can go fast.

The he repeated-the procedures; this-time having.Chria point.to the picture
-and attempt to-say its name aftef*im: Once the therapist was sure,Cbris under-
stood' what each picturarepresented, he asked fOra,picture at random: "Show
me the truck.'" Chris pointed to the appropriate one.' Chris then ha4 a chance.
to point to a picture and.decide wbethez thetheripist could name it- correctly,

Chris began using his board at school and at-home. He -was hugged and
praised when he used it to-communicate what he wantedIf,be pointed. to the-
picture of a truck, his mothet said, "That is the truck...;'.You want the truck",
as she pointed to it. Then-she gave Chris the toy truck, telling him what a-1a
gpodAob-he had'done. ,

Chris very quickly began using two pictures to exptess himself;'"Notele--
vision." "More food." Soon he needed some grammatical markers andamuch larger,
vocabulary to choose from: A number of picture and'igordcards were made for,

him, each with a se.of related objects or.words (a card with people, one with
toys, one with descriptive words and one with verbs and verb endings) The name
of-'the objects from the first board were included, but without the accompanying
pictures.

Chris began using his new pictUre and word board, and the same procedure was
followed. ChriswasAttroduced to the pictured concepts and written words,
Practiced theM, and then began using thervin'everyday copmuniCation:

His family spoke sentences aloud. They eipandedWhat Chrishadcommunicated
by pointing out and saying aloud a more complicated Sentence. For example, Chris's
"Truck goes" was expanded by his older brother, who pointed to it and-said, "The
truck goes there." Social phrases.("Yes,-please." "I'm fine; thank you'."' "How

.

are you?")'and.certain frequently used.phrases ("I have "I am a..:." "May I
have' a...?") were gradually introduced: More pictures were remoVed, leaving only
their printed names.

. Chris is now-learningwritten words without accompanying pictures, and he can -
ptoduce foui and_4ve-woad sentences oa'bis own.'. His reading skills are increasing
to the point ,where' he will soon'begin-usIng.amore complex_ board.

4161.'
USING A COMMUNICATION BOARDNITHYOUR CHILD,

A communication board may be th4* best way for, your.: child to beCothe:in
effective communicator. A well-desigaed board will help him to Initiate communi-
cation with others and will stimulate his intellectUaI and social growth. Your:,

part as parents is, an important one, since you will be .using the board consistently
with your child. In addition you will serve both as daily models of its use and-as
sourcesof encouragement and incentive for him as he uses it:

2



HANDOUT 28 - BARRIERS CHECKLIST*:

A barrier is something that makes it very difficult or impossible for a
disabled person to,get into or.around a building. Is your school barrier
free? Use this:checklist to find out. And if your school does not do very
well on the checklist, don't .he too surpiged. Whet buildings have barriers.
And barriers can.be changed.

If the main entrance to the school has a ramp it is barrier
free. If It.has stairs, and no ramp, it has a barrier.

Are the door knObs of all main doors 3 feets from the. ground
so that people in wheelchairs can reach them?

Do the.hallways have handrails to:help people walk? No hand-
raila.is a'barrier for some, people: '

*
e '... .

Parking SpaCes: Are there parking spaces reserved for disabled
people? Are'thei.nearthe entrance of-the building? Are-they
12 feet. wide? Are there_at,least 2 out of every k00 spaces

resarved for people: who have disabilities?...
-

Are there curb-cats ao that people in wheelchairs, or people with
baby carriages or .ShopOing:.carts can pasi easily?

Are there tactile markings (oan,be'felt by touch) '. cUt in t e.side-
-walk to warn people who are blind?. .

A
.

If your school haS more than one fl
(Skip this questidn. if .your.schoot

r,.doeS it havean elevator?
one floor),

-Does the eleVator:have braille markers for the floor buttons?:
(Skip this.questicin.sif.your:schoolj.s one floor)V.

Does the elevator haVe light anell signals to help people
who are blind or deafto know When.theelevatbr is ready?
(silo thA question if your. school is one floor).

. ,
Are the-doorWays to all bathroomS at least 33 inches wide?

Are your sinks low enough? Get a chair and see if you can
reach the sink while you're sitting in the chair. If not, then
the sinks will probably be unusable for people in wheelchairs.

Are the telephones .in the building accessible? 'Use the same
test. as for the sinks. 'How mapY.inches should they be lOwered?

Are the fire alarms low enough for:peopleinwheelchairk?

Are there grakbars in.thebathroom stalls :so that people can
lift themselves from a wheelchair to the t filet and back again?

Barrier-Free

Yes. No

Yes

Yes No

Yes

.Yes

Yes

- Yes

°

Yes No

Yes .. No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes



A

BARRIERS CHECKLIST -7 continued

\ 5
Are the windows 24 inches or 28 inches from the floor so that
short people and people in wheeich.iirs can see out?

Are the aisles, in the classroom at least 32 inches wide:so
that people in wheelchairs; or on crutches; or with caned'dr
walkers, can get around easily?

Are there flashing lights for fire'alarms so that deaf students
will know if there's afire?

AVe-therg picture signs.to shwa. the purp:bse of each room 4o that
people who cannot read will know where to go? Yes No

..

Count 'up the.number of Yes answers. Total Yes answers

Count up the number of 'No answers. Total No answers

Here is how to figure out whether your'Sdhool gets a passing, grade or not

MUltiply Number of Yes AMwersx 100

Yes

Yes

Yes

18

70% is a passing score.

ti

fi

*Source: Barnes, E., Berrigan, C., & Biklen, D. What's The Difference.
Syracuse, NY: Euman Policy, press, 1978, pR. 80-83., Reprinted
with 'Permission,
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HANDOUT.29 - DIRECTIONS

ACTIVITY ;:

Designing Classroom Environments

The
*

'Ourpose of this exercise is 'to actively take part in planning the physical

environment of a classroom based on the needsof ALL.children. You are to

use the packet of felt forms and flannelboard to create a floor Pi.an for

children with a 'variety of needs. Assume that in your class of 18 chi/dien,

ranging in age from 3 to 6 years,-there are a wide range of individual differ-
, - -

.enceain skills. One. child has- mild motor delays and has a lot of difficulty

following directions.. 'Another child has severe motor and self-care difficulties

and is Socially withdrawn. A third child requires use of a wheel chair, hannot

feed Herself or egress herself verbally, and is allergic to all dairy products.

The other children in the class exhibit typical variationsAn development." How
.

tan the classroom environment best accommodate all these.children?

9

241.
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HANDOUT 30 - OBSTACLE COURSE

Developmental Domain Object/Activity Action AdaptiOna

Table with shape cutout
attached.

Footprint path'

pip CO :

.

Mat

Containers &'objects
. , to put in containers

HoopS

Masking tape-path.

11 11

Different balls

Play with balls
;

Tt



J.--
Large shapes

Inner tubes

Dramatic play
items (could also
add. a mirror)

Parachute



HANDOUT 31 - EASILY CONSTRUCTED ADAPTIVE AND AsIrsTrvE EQUIPMENT

Rebecca F. Dubose and Kristine Deni
0

With the advent -of Public Law-94-.142, the ducation for All-Handicapped
Children Act of 1975, the number nf,p4ysically i aired-,children entering
public schoals has incieised dramatically. Thelajority of these children 4

4 have severe-impairmentsthat made PubPx school education a less likely pos-
sibility_prior to 1975. Their attendance in ptklic schools 4as created a;
demand for services that preyiously were in short supply. In recent years,
numerous personnel preparations have begun training teachers for this target
population. A cadre an ancillary personnel, including occupational andphysical
therapists, are-now full time employees in public scho6ls. A,major problem
facing school administrators and teachers is the cost ,of equipment and materials,
These support systems,are essential if severely physically handicapped .childrin ,

are to spend their days in different environments.
-..

and

equipment,presented in.
this article was designed, cofistructed.or 'adapted, and used in classroom of
severely involved, physically handicapped children at the'Harris Hillman School
-in Nashville, Tennessee% A very cooperative and interested.thaintenance,employee
helped the- teacher coiStructthis very useful assistive. equipment. The'cost of
this equipment was minimal as most of the basic materials were donated or secured
through low budget shopping.

li

The equipment presented does not represent all that is needed-to outfit a
cl sroom, however, it served to meet individual child needs and supplemented. -

wha was available within the system. In each case, the izurpose for the piec-e,
the steps in construction,_ and the uses or variations are noted. If ..,possible,

we recommend that a doctor, physical therapist, or occupational theripist approve
the adaptive equipment.

.RING PULL TOY

Purpose
* To provide a sensitive easy.t6 operate,

general.Switch that can activate various
reactive devices' such as a tape recorder
or'slide'prOjectbr.: . .

. To provide practice in reach,. grasp 'and
pull.-.- 7

Tb provide practliOe in means 'end rela--
tionShips.

.7).'.

Construction . /

1. Purchase amicroswitch (4)froman elec.-
11 tronics supply store.

2. CUt three pieces of either wood, plex1.7-
glass,.Or metal in the following sizes:
#1-2 inches by 3 inches;,. #2-2 inches

by 3 inches; #3-1/2 inch by 4 inches. All'
will be c t from 1/4 inch materials. These
will make he basic hinged arm. #1 will
be the bas t #2. will 'be attached at
'right angles to the'side of the base
using glUe or nutsand bolts: #3 (the
.arm) will be attached to'#2 with a nut
and bolt.



3; The switch will be mounted on e:'
under side Irl.-.L.the arm. Attach
rope and ring to the free end
the arm. When the arm is pul
down,. the switch will close.

4. Use 2. chattel speakerwire as alead..
thatterMdmites in a subm±niature
phoneplh5) :atd fits into the. '"
remote jaCk.of Pcommon tape
recorder.

Uses or Variations
x 1. The switch can be mounted on the top,

of a sawhorse with the tioPe and
ring dangling, down. The. child can
be positionecLin sidelying or supine
position undei' tire-sawhorse, or
sitting in a chair, or flexion box
or corner with the ring at the, mid-
line, or preferred hand.

2. The Size of the` ring can be ,varied
.

as the child's ability develops.'
3. Because this is basically an ot,=off,'

general switchdang,fuaction, the -

switch can be made to activate a
variety of stimuli. For visually impaired children, it, can turn on a tape
recorder thy willplay as long as the child holds the ring down. Foi a
deaf child, the switch could activate a colored light or mobile. It could
also be hooked up to-a slide projector that changes slidesevery 15 second's-
When the child-pulls down the ring, the light will shine and display the.
slide as long as the ripkg.s held down. .

a.

..:POTTY CHAIR STILTS

PUrpose
* To raise the hFIIht of commercially

'available por-available portyable potty chair.

_ .

Construction
1: Cut two.. pieces from.P 2 inch by

.

2 inch piece of_wood'so that the
pieces pre l_inch longer on each

'side than the base of the potty chair.'
:Cut 11 inch plywood into a7rectangle
the same length as the supports cut in
Step 1, and 2 incheSwider:

3... Attach .the plywood :.and the bases as
pictured.
Drill holes for the legsf.the.potty
chair with a 1 inchdrill"

5. The chair cart now be lifted.:inand out
of thejioles.

zo



Uses or Variatioas
-1. For achildwith scoliosis who tends to,''fall,Over"Ithe side of the

potty, adapt in this manner: , .;

a. Attach a suppoitt6 theh.ase that will hold. the child upright...
Make sureto include the Cut out so the traycan still be attached
to-the.::arm of the potty seat..

ConstrUct the side support from plexiilass so asmot to ObstruCt
child's view of the classroom.

Thechair can he lifted Out-of:the-Stipporis_eo that it can, be used-with
a Shorter C41d.

3. The base can also be increased in height for use withe tallerchild.

. Ci

-PADDED POTTY BACK

Purpose
* To adapt an,instittitional toilet.

so that it providesrbackeupport.

Construction
1. cquire discarded padded.footstool.i...

emove theYScreW-in legs. -t

2. Nail or staple a tiefothe Underside
of the stool-pad. (One or two ties).

3. 'rie'theSearound the back pipe of the,..
toilet so thepaddig ie,againstthe
chiles back.

Uses or Variations
1. You can use this as described above for

. a child who has.sitting balance, but
has a tendency to leamLack..
For the child. wisib hie variable sitting balance, tiee.can be.bttached
the .'.cardboard bottom of the stool.and-tie&AroundtheYchiieetrdak.

TOILET FRAME

Purpose
* Jo adapt an installed, institutional

toilet so that it will provide back
and trunk support and a bar to tiold

. on to.

Construction.
1. Back panel: Measure the he ht and

width of the toilet. Cut-plywood
3 inches wider than the commode and as
high as the top of the child's head.
Make a cut out in the bottom of the
plywood side enough and high-enough
so the, piece can be slipped over the
back of the seat and will rest on the',;
floor.

2. Side panels:. Cut the side panels long
enought to extend to the child's knees
and high, enough to provide upper. trunk
and shoulder support.

216



3. Attach the sides.and back with Iibraces,(corner brades).
4. Do 1' Cut out a groove for thd doweliin-the side panels. The groove_

wilrbiatt dan.and away from the child's body.' Cut the dowel so it
has 5 inches to spare on' each side of'' the side_paneL . _ ,

5. Make, handholds in each side panel so the frame can be easily lifted off
and:trafisferred to another'potty.
Pad the:sides, back, and cover with vinyl. Be sure to cover all the raw
edges of-the_Wood so the child is not scratched when being lifted in and
out of frame:

.Usesof Variations
1. The dowelis used:to replace ties around the child's trunk. added

advantage isthat the child has an opportunity to develop his or her
;grasp and upper trunk balance.,

2. If the ch ld is unstable in the frame, however, ties can be a tached---
to the woo en back panel.

3. 4 Head pieces nd scoliosis pads can -be easily added if necessa

BACKPACK

Purpose

To provti-E-3.prOper positioning along

with-vestibular stimulation.

Construction
1. Cut an ordinary large plastic con-

.

..tainer, such as a bucket or waste.
. basket, leaving a Space just wide

enough_fdr thedhild's body to-lit
through, and leavinga piece-of plastic
that will serve aa.an.abditctor.:

2. The child's arms. can be eithet inside:.
or outSIA:the plastid depending upon'
whether the child tindS'ta keep his'
or her arms tight and.close to the
body '(and, therefore, should,b
brought out)'or whether the child tends.
to-flail them about Un which Case.yOu
would want them inside the pack),
the child-'s arms are to be on the
side,make,cutouts for underarm.

3. Ling the bottom and back of the bucket
with foam.

4. Cover the edges with rubber tubing to
prevent chafing..

5. Attach a restraino-lor the child by
making two slits in the 'back and
threadinglothrough a piece of webbing.
that closes with either velcio or -a .

buckle.
6. Attach the adult's shoulder straps by cutting two slits for each strap-in

the back of the pack. -Thread-the strap through. Sew one end closed .around
the clasp and-thread the free end through-the 'other half of the clasp.
Allow enough strap for adjustment..



Glue two thick strips offoam.to.the outside of the straps -to prevent
the pack from "rolling" on the adult's back.

Uses or_Variations
1. The hard-plastic provides a firm base fot the child's bottom with no

sagging'.

2. For Children who are fearful Of movement through space, carry the child.
about for short periods, And gradually increase the time.

3. This insert can be-freeStanding._ Therefore, when you have_reached one
destination,-you can place the child on a chair while still in the padk,
or you can'use the backpack as an insert-in a relaxation or-Bobby Mac
chair or car seat.

.PUSHBUTTON

Pdrpose 1*

* To provide asensitive, wireless,
and_portable auditory feedback toy
forusetin eye-hand coordination.
activities. .

To provide a wireless (portable)_
signalling, device.

Construction.
1. Gather the following items from a

hardware or radio parts store:
doorbell buzzer, metal.orplastic
box that will snugly hold the
battery and sounding device.
Cut .a hole in the box for wire the connect the button and the battery.

. Connect the wires and seal the box.

"Uses br;;Variations..

1. If the thild.isithable-to push the small button remove the outer casing
-.from the doorbell and glue_a large. plastid .or wooden circle to the-original
button. _Faint it a bright color. - -.

. Mount the device permanently to the child's tray or desk; The child can
then push thebuiton to signalbathroom or other needs. .

For the child jsut,deyeloping reaching skills, place the .child in a
sidelying position, and place the button kinch away.from his orlher
fingertips. Gradually increase the distance from the.fingertips. -

Attach other stimuli to the button rather than the buzzer (i.e., lights,
music). 4

-_pown RODS

::Purpose
-

*,t To.keep toys -on the child's tray so
she or she Can freely Manipdlatethe

without concern-that they may
drop to the floor.
To- provide stability while the. chair.
is. in motion-by giving the child some -
thing to. grasp.

2." Q
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To provide stability while reaching or self feeding by giving the child's
free-hand something stable to grasp':

ConstruCtion-
Cueout plywood dowel supports. They will be approximately 1 inch by
3 inches.

2. *Drill holes the size of the dowel in the supports.
3. Mount the supports on the sideS of the child's tray.
4.. Slip' the doWel into place. . .

5. ,J)rill.a hole in each end of the-dowel just- to the outside of the support.
a6. Drop bolt in the hole to keep the dowel from slipping off.

7, Attach the bolt to the support' with a small chain.

Uses or_Variations
:

, LE the child uses a wooden tray; holes May be drilled in the trayat
various.points... Short4 inch by 6 inch pieces of dowel can then be
placed it the holes perpendicular to the tray.

2. Placement of the dowels can be easily changed to accommodate different,,
.activities (handwriting,:feeding, tOothbrushing.)

CUT AWAY CUP*

Purpose
* Tip free eyes and nose from pressure

and.obstruction by the cup. edge.

Construction
.1. Any hardor soft, plastic cup can

be adapted. :.

Simply cut the desired'opefiing (square
or .triangle'shape) into the cup edge.

Uses or Variations .

. 1. Thisadpted cup allows the .person
giving the child a drink to-see the
action of the child's mouth and to
seethe amount of liquid being-presented

. to the child at each tip of_the cup.
2. The child can drink. without hitting his

f.'bi her nose on the side of cup.

.SIDELYER

Purpose .

* To provide comfortable and secure i.delying-positipon.

* To bring hands together at, the midline.
To provide maxiumum eye contact with hands.
To facilitate fine motor manipulaticins.

This idea- has been adapted from one presented at the Blythdale Woikshopjn.
Chattanooga Tennessee. ,"



Construction
1. Measure child's height and add approxi-

mately-8 inches to accommodate growth.
2. Cut a base about 18 inches wide, and as

long as aboye. Cut the back about 14'
inches wide.! Pad and cover with vinyl.
Attach back to base with L braces.

3. Cut foam for'trunk.support. It should
measure from-the child's underarm to
just above mid thigh. Cover with vinyl.
Attach to-base with velcro so that the
pad can be moved in and out.

4. Cut head pl.eCe out of foam either as one
solid piece or as two rectangles taped
together. The small piece behind the
head is intended to prevent the child
from throwing hiS or her head back
into extension. Cover with vinyl.
Attach velcro-loop -to both ends of bas,e"
of sidelyer at differenrlevels. Attach
velcro hook to bottom of head piece. This
will allow head piece to be moved so.
child can lie on either side.

Uses' or Variations
. .

1. Alternate head. piece'placement each day so child lies on both side.
2. Position child in this whed:;Class is involved in floor activities.
3.. Make baseboard wide enough'Soanother child can be positioned facing first

child. Good for social interaction.
4. Parents can use a similar model:at home for times when child Would other7-

Wise be positioned-on his'or her back.
.

5.- Position reactive toys (such as buzzer box and ring pull) just beyond the
child's reach. A good, independent eye-hand coordination activity,.

=,- 6. For the child with severe hip extension, slip a 3 inch wide cloth tie
.betwesn base -and back peices.so that it fits around back.ofsidelyer and
child's hips: Secure with velcro.

ADAPTED CIRC'tLAR WALKER'

Purpose
* To provide SupRort necessary to-keep,

trunk upright and aligned in middle.
To provide abir thatthe child can
hold onto while walking: .

To provide'maximum visibility-With
rest,of'body.

Construction.
1.-.A high tray orother solid opaque

supports were ruled outj.n.an effort _

to maintain'maximum visibility with
body and feet.



2. Saw off a.pair_of broken crutches'fo the desired height (armpit level)
:and attach to walketatan,angleta_provid9both vertical_and_lateral._
trunk support. A combination of heavy cord and electrical -duct tape
can be used to attach crutches to walker.:

3. Attach dowel rod: Cut two rectangles of plywood appioximately 2 inches
by 6 inces. Drill:hole equal tO.sice.ofdowel to'be used in each of
the retangular supports. Attach supports to.toP bar of walker so they
sit on one cross piece and lean against upr ht piece. Attach with
duct:tape Tbis-wiLL araise hand grip to, gher and tore 'forward posi-
tion. Insert. dowel.

Uses or Variations
1. The walker provides maximum support. AS'soon a possible the support:;.

should be faded. The crutch slippott should be Vemoved. Clear plexiglas
panels or wood panels'can be fitted over the top bars of the walker to,
provide elbow support.' Latet,, they too can be removed so the child relies

. .

only on:the dowel rod:
2. Functional uses: see tficycle.

ADAPTED TRICYCLE

Purpose
. -

"-le To provide needed _trunk support and'
foot and hand stability necessary fbt -:.
independent travel.

* ToProvide a child with passive expeii-
ence of reciprocal leg motion. as part of
a prewalking progiam. .

Construction.
1. .-AuT1/4 inch cardboard'tubing-ftom an

upholsterer (approximately 12 inches
in diateter).

CutOut,a.length that is equal o the
distance'fromthe base of th icycle
step to the top of'the child's shouldetS.
Cut cylinder in half. Round off the.:
-.corners by the shouliders.

3. 'ReSt the bottom of the tube on the foot-
plate of the tricycle. Drill two holes
through the tube and the metal tricycle
seat, Secure with nuts and bolts.

4. Slip velcto straps through, the pedals
and'onto the handle bail:

Uses or-Variations.
lf The Velcro strap can holdaffected. arm

and hand in place on handlebars to
Otovide bilateral experience for the
-)mipiegic child.
Possilly a functional purpose for the.
child-"s mobility by having 1.iim:Or:her
tide toe tricycle to andfrom lOnch,

2



3. Integrate other curricular areas into mobility training When. the child
becomes more proficient at pedaling. For instance, call .his or her
name, and if the child comes, reward him or her Atk him or-her to ride
to specific parts of the'building,,in a specific-selquence.;

4. Integrate riding into prevocationat training. Attach a basketto the
front of the tricylce have the-child deliver the mail each day or deliver
messages.

BOBBY. MAC INSERTS
(TODDLER-AND INFANT SEAT INSERTS)

Purpose
* ToA7rOVideadaptiCie sitting_ pasture in commercially Available infant and

toddler Seats.--

Construction
_1. Trunk piece: Measure the child from

his or her bottom to the top of his
or her head. Cut cardboard tubing
in a semicircle With foam, doubling
the thickness at.the shoulders and top
of thead in order to round the shoul-
ders and keep the head slightly flexed
forward.

2. Abduct*: (a) Cut a piece of
plywood the width of the chair at
the child's knees. Glue anothei
piece (approximately 2 inches iquAre)'
Perpendicular to and. in the,middIe of
the first piece. Pad and cover witit
vinyl. Push into place. This kind of
abductor also serves to flex the child
at the hips since the .legs are raised
over the insert. (b) Cut a 3 inch
length from A 2 inch by ;2 inch board:
Drill a hole at one end and glue a piece
of 11 inch dawdling so that at least 1
inch protrudes past the base. Drill a
1.1 inch hole in the seat of the chair
just above the knees. Pad and cover
with vinyl.

'"Uses or Variations

If the child sits in more than one chafr,'.the inseits- can
Placed in each chair to provide proper. seating.

252
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RELAXATION Clid4R1INSEiTS

Purpose .

To.giVe he4d and trunk-support.:
* To properlYposition a child with scolioais.
* To fit asmalllchildinto a larger chair,

Construction
1. CUt.a sethicircYeappropriate. width:

,, ..

ind height from.'.heavy cardboard tubing.
. . . .

2. 'Iftjae'dhair:does not_have them already,
.ii, cut 2 grooves it:it-cf...the:back of the chair.

:3. Drill -hol :Info-the cardboard:pieces.

slia
4. Attach7-to. irback,with long bolts.

Adjust up o. necessary by. :.

looaeningnuts,and.alidingalOng in:
grooves, .! ....

cover'5. .Pad thg..'Cardboard and cover:with Vinyl.

. .. ..

Uses and Nariatio , .. . .'

1. Be sure .the head'. inserts: not unfteces
.saa1.13(obatruct the child's- peripherai .

'Vision,--TiiMthe .sides back. as faiAa
Possible, i

2. If the child iaprone.to-p rsplreheavily,
sew a: reMovabl-terry dl 'Over instead'
of using viny14:- ,, :. .,.._. .,,,:.

Chair' should` back.

VESTIBULAR BOARD

. Purpose
* To pro e vestibular stimulation.
4 help develop protective reflexes.
* 1.."To assist in teaching rolling.

Construction
I. 'Cut the following pieces out of

.!inch plywood: ,(a) Circle with 36 inch
diameter, cut in half. (These will be
.the upper aurfaceY%
Cut a 2-inch by 4 inch board into two
20 inch lengths.,

:3. Attach rockers to either side. of. the
arge rectangle along the 60 inch::;.
ide., Secure with L braces.
race:ele rbckers with the .2 inch by

4. inch pieces.
5. toirer the top with carpeting;;

lk Uses or Variations

1. Attach the roCkers.in the other direction.

A

2..
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. Make a wider top and use to teach rolling by:lying childon7side and
7

Thejlbard can be 10edfOr sitting, kneeling, or ,even stapdingexercises.
POV'pr, surface withvirious textures -to. encOuragehandsdoWn.', Change
OVVting from time: o time

LADDER

, t

,Purpose
--. .* To develop pUll to.stand

0pnSetudtion '. -
.

li:zo,i'inch by 3 1nd-1:boards. Drill
holeS -' -: '.'''''

3/44nch dOwels7cAt-inf6:ii0 leng.,p4T7-:

_.,

.dowels
::.,...

:' 4. Insert..dOwels.ihA,6les. Glue: -','

4. As an7a1kernativi, a ladder:can'be
purchaSed anckcilt to the pfoper size.

oryariatiOns . - I

attach a MCnbrealiable mirror to the p
top of ladder as a rewardtor pulling
to knees or standing. -:.\

. Cover each rung with a different texture
(foam, fut, carpet:) .,:-:, !..--"

3. Attach a'musiC box .(as5,PICture4) to top

Uses
1.

4. .Securerto wall beside toilet, \at a- 25°
angle..

-

I

* Source: From 'Teaching Exceptional Children, Vol. 12, No. 3; Spring 1980,
Copyright 1980 by The Council for Exceptional Children. Reprinted with
permission.
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tiANDq1T 32 - INDIVIDUAL RIGHTC,

Love, honoe;end freedom from' stigmathltugiout:Uife.

Celebration of being special;

Life sharing family, home and nurturing support.
\ .

A community of Concern and friendship.

Economic AecOrity, health and full benefits of modern-technology with a
continuum of services.

Freedom frOme-preat of injury due: to pollution of food, air, water
and the earW0h46ich we dwell.

opportunity to grow, Iedrh
and to.experienca well-being.:

Solithde when needed..

ihoosa, work,' rest pisp.i,benourisi)ed
4

;

-Space; comfsu and beauty disCOVerL,one's. self ...-

10. The power

11. Justice
`,

to improve .ones persinal:: environment.
4-,

12. ThedignityyofrIsk-, joq and the growth of spirit.

13.' A valued socylfUtUre.40!..



HANDOUT 33 SENSORY ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN
------------

1. ACTIVITY - FLOOR PLAY MATS

SENSES INVOLVED:

Tactile, visual

BACKGROUND

y4 tt

CLCuP A
VCITt1 'MTh lief
txtveltrtchati

A creative floor play mat can transform a- ,fl.00r aiea i
jungle, a spaceship y, !.- . the possibilities areas ntimt rous as. are.',
different .environmentsI' Each mat can be enriched wi.Eh accessories at
add detail to the child%s play and create opportunities for children I
to engage in different kinds of play activities. 'Action scenes riche
with calor 'and texture provide sensory experiences and stimulation f.

language, role-playing and social interaction. The sailboat floor '°`

play mat, is described below.
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SENSORY ACTI'VITIES FOR CHILDREN (continued)

2. ACTIVITY - SPICE PAINTING

This aromatic activi is quite simple to do.

1. Water down any white glue

2.' Allow- children to fingqr paint with the glue mixture until it is
-spread over /the. paper

3.
\

Shake spices-onto the .papfsr, and create a work of art

4. When ie dries it will feel as interesting as it smells
(re-.-uended spices: -cinnamon, coffee, onion powder, garlic powder,
o .ano: for texture: bay leaves, cloves)

SENSES INVOLVED

Visual, tactile, olfactory

3., -ACTIVITY - BAGS AND FILLINGS

ti

Ingredients: - Mayonnaise, catsip, muStard or ,watered ;down:-glue; -food colOi-ing

1. Spoon a small -amount of selected ingiedients into a 'Zip lock iiag
and, fasten tightly

*

2.. Allow children to explore the feel of this bag

A

SUggestions' for learning,.

try to blend, colors together 17pressing

7make shapeS, numbers, letters by pressing on bag

SENSES INVOLVED -:

Tatctile, visual

with your finger

. .;."7.

4. ACTIVITY - PEANUT' BUTTER PLAY-DOH

Mix: jar of peanut butter, (18. oz.)

6 Tbsp. honey

Non-fat drymilk or milk
-

Optional: carob powder or cocoa for flavoring

4
Mix:*playdoh1.

flour to the right. Consistency



.

,SENSORY ACTIVITIES FOR CHILDREN (continued)

. ,

'4. ACTIVITY - PEANUT BUTTER PLAY-.DOW.(cOntinuedY

2.. Shape, roll, or,build with. the §laydoh

Decorate, with raisins or nuts and taste

SENSES INVOLVED

Tactile, olfiCtory, guStatorYvVisual

******************************4*********************************4**4*******

s.

5. ',ACTIVITY - SHAVING CREAM ART

1, Squirt small mound of shOring cream on a plastic tray or table

2. Mix food color in if desired,

3. 'play with it for fun

4:- ?Children try _make-believe, -shaving using mirrors, shaving. cream
and pieces of cardboard

SENSE INVOLVED
2

Tactile,, olfactory, visual

********

ACTIVITY BUBBLE PLAY -

Bring in different bubble makers -.some blow little bubbles,
some blow big bubbles

Add scents or colors to your bubble

3. k If you make your own bUbbles, add gl cerine for beautiful shine'

Make bubble prints'by using straws and intoea'Small bowl
of bubbles that have food color add4d. bowl is-aver--
flowing, with bubbles,''place a piece of ns n paper on the
top. You will enjoy the exciting prints.

Tactile,., olfactory, visual

***;******4*************************4*****4:******.i*******4:******41.***** *******I


